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Abstract of the Dissertation 

Tl-IE DIC:C:IOTOMY BE'J\IEEN THE ACTUAL _;.:m THE 
PERCEIVED ROLE OF THE ELE!·!iENTARY GUID_I\NCE 
COU0r3:SLO~ IH TEE ST.I\TE OF H!\331\.CHUSETTS 

by 

Frederick E. Ellis 

Directed by Dr. 1\.lvin ';Jinder 

With the nationwide concern for accountability in 

erlucation, the elementary school co11nselor is often the cen-

ter of cc~troversy. ~hat is the role of the elementary 

counselor? Ho'tl does he defL1e :1is role and :.-Ytl do his 

3dministr~tors define it? Is there a difference between 

his view of his ~ctual functions and those he feels he should 

perform ~nJ does ~is view differ from that of administr~tors 

and counselor educitcrs? ~ow relevant are current educational 

'lnd cert i fic.-3. t io11 rr~quirerr!en·cs? An :ipproach to ansvJeri ng 

these questions is to survey the group~ involveJ to discover 

their 3ttitudes to~3rd and vie~s of the element~ry guid~nce 

aounselor's role. 

:;Ieb\o-Joloqy. !~ study of views of the elementary coun-

vi 



Three hunjred and forty-three (343) elementary school 

counselors, guidance directors, element:uy school princi-

pals, superintendents and counselor educators were randomly 

selected to take part in the survey. A 3-part questionnaire, 

employing Likert-type scales, 3emantic Differential scales 

and open-ended questions, ~nd dealing with various role 

filitct ions, e:luc·3. tion, certification and counselor image, 't~as 

sent to the total sample. Groups' responses \vere analyzed 

and compared by means of the Mann-::ihitney U Test, the 

Friedman T\vo-':lay Analysis of Variance, the F test of var-

iance, the ari thm.etic mean and the standard deviation. 

Results and Discussion. 3ignificant differences T .. Jere 

found both between and within all five groups in their views 

of the actual counselor role functions and the ideal func-

tions. There was also much disagreement on certification 

and education requirements. There was no significant differ-

ence in their opi n io:-ts of the counselor role image, hov:ever, 

nor of their rank ordering of groups serviced by the coun-
~:r· 

selor. Counselor educ.:~. tors ~,.lere found to be most at variance 

with the counselors' views in all areas of the questionnaire 

while directors and counselors most frequently agreed. The 

investigation supported the hypothesis that there is a 

dichotomy between the perceived and actual roles of thG 

elementary counselor as seen by counselors, a.dministra-

tors and counselor educators and provides evid~nce that the 

vii 



present controversy about the elementary.guidance counselor's 

rote is prompted by a failure to agree on and thus define the 

elementary counselor's role functions, inadequate education

al preparation and irrelevant certification laws. 

Implications. The study revealed that all groups 

presently stress the remedial functions of the counselor 

although th~y recognize developmental guidance as an ideal 

goal. Essentially, however, the actual roles were not seen 

as very different from the ideal. On~ need is for counselor 

educators to work more closely with the schools and to gain 

a more realistic view of the problems of the counselora 

Counselors also need to work together through a state-wide 

elementary counselor or9anization to effect changes in elemen

tary counselor education and certification requirements. Un

less elementary counselors be,come actively involved in defining 

their role and making that definition known to others, 

elementary counseling will continue to be of decreasing 

importance in the State instead of becoming a strong comple

ment of education with the aim of enhancing the total well

being and growth of all children. 
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C H A P T E R I 

INTRODUCTION 

History 

Although most people identify elementary school guid-

ance with the twentieth-century movements in education, it 

is, in fact, the most recent in a cumulative development of 

guidance, dating back in time probably to the prehistoric 

era when survival, education and guidance were concomitant. 

Anthropologists theorize that early parents and tribe elders 

·offered both education and guidance to youth on an informal 

basis as the need arose. Priests and other religious 

leaders of the early civilizations did the teaching and 

guiding of both adults and children. Throughout history 

this inter-relationship between guidance and education con-

tinued to exist even before the evolution of either formal 

institutions of learning or mass education. 

In every century both guidance and education were 

recognized and fostered by the thinkers of the timed "Prior 

to the Renaissance, such men as Quintilian Socrates and 

Aristotle might be included among those who provided and 

advocated guidance for youth."1 One of the most influ

ential men of all time, Plato, proposed in The Republic, 

1Ruth Hartinson and Harry 3mallenburg, Guidance in Elem
entary Schools (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prent1.ce-Hall, Inc., 
1958), p. a. 
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tL:it there be three divisions of people, based on .. natural 

talents: The gold, or rulErs; the iron, or professional 

soldiers; and the earth, the largest class made up of the 

great body of workers. These three classes were not to be 

based on wealth or birth, but on ability. The "philosopher 

kings," the "golden" rulers, migl.1t be found in the homes 

of workers or of soldiers. If so, they would be taken from 

those homes and put ";rJith others like themselves v~here they 

could be educated and nurtured for their future intellectual 

leadership of the society. The mo.st significant aspects 

of Plato's ideal state ~-1ere the cop.cern for fitting the 

indi-...-idual to the task and the task to the indhridual and 

.the recognition of the ability of girls to learn. Plato, 

in fact, advocated the same education and training for 

girls as that ret:::eived r::r boys and argued that 'I:Jomen should 

be equals ~ith men in government. )~reover, Plato's con

cern for the recognition of gifted children -- a concern 

that sp."ins more than two thous-and years -- reveals that o~1e 

of the major concerns of ~1idance today, the early recog

nition of talent, was a concern of educated men even in 

the years B.C. 3uch concern was not so much the result of 

interest in the individual as a political interest in the 

welfare of the entire state. Today, moreover, such poli

tical concer:1, as -:;-Je shall see, still influences the phil

osophy of both guidance and education as a whole. 



;:: .. · 

From th~ time of Pl1to to the early ~ixteenth century, 

Plato's humanistic philosophy dominated education, and the 

concern '•<~as to adapt education to the individual bent and 

to the age of the pupils. 'iii th the adYent of the Puritans 

both in Europe and the new settlement in America, howeve1, 

education moved aw.ay from humanistic philosophy. The Pur-

itan le,3ders were more concerned to stamp out whatever Am-

bl.ems of· th19 devil they might find in their young than to 

develop the unique qualities of the individual. The guid._ 

ance given to children was very restrictive, harsh and dis-
·; ~' . 

ciplinary.~ith the aim of producing "solid" citizens :1nd 

good Christians. John Locke, the great .English philosopher, 

recogniied these qualities in the contemporary education. 

In 1693 he wrote a letter to a friend advising him about 

educating his son. His antagoni~J o the English Puritan 

schools caused him to warn his frienJ not to send his son 

to such a school but co have him tutored privately, for, 

he saidv "Each man's mind has so~e peculiarity as well as 

his face"2 and must be allowed to develop freely. .,.., ' .::.;Juca-

tion, he went on to say, must take into consideration the 

individuality of the child. 

2John Locke, 3ome Thoughts Concerninq Education (Cam
bridge: ft. H. i:,Juick, 1880), p. 216. 



Perhaps the greatest e~rly advocate of educational 

guidance was Jean Jacques Rousseau, who wrote in the 

eighteenth century that "man is too noble a being to be 

obliged to serve simply as an instrument for other~and 

should not be employed at what he is fit forf without 

also taking into account what is fit for him. . . . 
Rousseau's work had a tzemendous impact on educational 

philosophy all over the world. Among the many responses 

to his writings was a new awareness that "no form of ed-

4 

ucation could be regarded as satisfactory which did not 

take account of the nature of the child."4 Thus Rousseau's 

ideas were the forecasters of a new world. With the 

advent of the steam engine and industrialization, man's 

ideas turned toward a concern for labor, the abilities 

of th·e individual, and ultimately to the worth of the 

individual, or:, in other ;vords, to the democratic ideal. 

In the early part of the nineteenth century b·io ed-

uca tors vJere of major importance to the growth of guidance 

philosophy. The first of these '.vas Johann Herbart. 

31dilliam Boyd, The History of 'ilestern Education 
(London: Adam & Charles Black-,-1959), p. 287. 

4Ibid., p. 301. 



Herbart, who consideredindividuality·the main concern of· 

education, was one of the most significant educators of the 

period. He proposed that the ultimate aim of education 

is to rr.ake the child good and for that reason, "The worth 

of a ma:t. is measured by his will and not by his intellect. ,5 

The child,. he felt,. must be guided to \~ill good, not evil, 

and tn use his intellect, therefore, as a control of his 

c: 
v 

vdll. Unlike the Puritans, Herbart did not advocate breaking· 

the will but guiding the will to a desire for good. Al

though his philosophy has a religious base, it clearly re

lates to concepts of. both education and guidance . \'llhich re

cognize the need for developing the moral health of.the 

child. 

The second important educator of the early nineteenth 

century was Friedrich Froebel. Froebel started the kinder-

garten, now generally considered an essential year in the 

education of the young. Froebel felt th.3.t the teacher must 

be "content to follm-J nature passively, vJithout prescription 

or dictation, directing growth, not forcing it."6 His be-

lief in the self-determination of the individual and his 

view of educatorG as guides arc both integral to the con-

cepts of modern guidance and education. 

5outlines of Education Doctrine, Trans. A.F. Lange 
(Ne¥-J York: 1901), p. 40. 

6 Boyd, p. 354. 

[j 



As the nineteenth century continue~ Europeans espec-

ially held on to Froebel's and Herbart's theories, but in 

America new educational theories were arising, influenced 

no doubt by the nature of 
aggressive, rugged Awerican 

1nho derived from a people •nho had given up their heritage 

to strike out for freedom on their o~n initiative and 

6 

courage. An experimenter of th~:tt period irJas Granville 

Stanley Hall, who concluded that the only ,day to understand 

children and how they learn was to investigate their minds 

scientifically. ~ith a large following of disciples to 

assist him in necessary research, Hall introduced a ne~oJ 

method of studying children. Through questionnaires, Hall 

investigated such emotions as fear, love, :anger, curiosity, 

hate and pity, and the relationship of ~hese emotions to 

learning. Not only das this the first use of the question-

naire, so common in elementary guidance today, but it rein-

forced Rousseau's theories of the stages of development and 

their relationship to education, by revealing that rela

tionships did, in fact, exist and influence learning pro-

cesses. 
The biggest breakthrough to modern education oacurred 

in l89G when John Dewey founded the Laboratory School at 

the University of Chicago. There Dewey introduced the 

"child-centered" school. His main conviction was that 

the contemporary school was not relevant to t~e industrial 

society. He felt that children have to be educated to 

:·· i .. ' ·; .,>\. :., . . . ,• .;:,•·: ... ::~..:.-:·~·~.:,· ; ·.~ :i:· ,,., .. :•·;.,, f.:~:, 

~ --'----~-~~-' ---~ 



live in the world of the present, which, for the 

child of his period was the industrial 8 0ciety. Since 

modern society is industrial, children, he said, must 

be offered manual trdining and given more choice of 

subjects. Dewey said that "The more a teach~r is a'nare 

of the past experiences of students, of their hopes, de

sires, chief interests, the better will he understand 

.the forces at work that need to be directed and utilized 

for the formation of reflective habits."
7 

The stress 

that Dewey placed on manual training .and his inherent 

recognition of the value of educational guidance led 

directly to increas~ng national recognition of the need 

7 

for guidance, particularly vocational, if education were to 

play a major part in preparing children for adult 1•1ork. 

Frank Parsons, who might be called the father of mod-

ern educational guidance, noted in Boston the pressures 

placed upon both students a.nd schools by the newly passed 

ccmpulsory la·ws of education. .3eeing that there were many 

people looking for jobs and that there were jobs but that 

frequently neither was suited to the other, Parsons estab-

lished the Vocational Bureau of Boston, which attempted to 

find jobs for people and people for jobs. Also he published 

a book entitled Choosing ~ Vocation, prubably the first 

book in the field of guidance. "In his posthumously 

7John ~ewey, Dictionar~ of Education (Ne'tJ York: 
Philosophical Library, 19 91; p. 1~5. 



published book he set forth the ideas, methods, and 

materials v1hich have no· .. J become commonplace in guidance 

progr:~.ms." 8 Published in t:te same year, 1908, was another 

important contribution to tha beginning of guidance -

Clifford Beers' book, A Mind That Found Itself. Although 

the direct result of Beers' pubiication was the establish-

8 

ment of the National Committee ()f 1·1ental Hygiene, its strong 

emphasis on counseling and therapy influenced the introduc-

tion of guidance into the high school and revealed aspects 

of guJ.:dance other than vocational as important to the pro

cess of learning. 

Another major tool of guidance, the testing program, 

found its origin in Binet's early crude test of intelli-

gence originated in 190S in response to a request for an 

instru;nent to measure student ability so that grade place-

men.t could be Ulore accurate. During ,-,Iorld tlar I a number 

of tests were developed because of the need to recognize 

quickly people vJi th particular -J.bil i ties both to enh':lnce 

the •:Jar effort at home and to i~tcrease the efficiency of 

the military. The second .lorld ':hr :~.lso contributer:l .:1 

number of tests designed to :neasure interests and abili-

ties. Between the two wars, however, the methodology of 

testing became increasingly sophisticated. For example, 

8oonald G. Mortenson and Allen ;.~. 3chmuller, Guidance 
in Today' s 3chools (Ne-ll'l York: John ·.'Iiley and Jons, 1959), 
p. 31. 
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in the 1920's industry was busy developing and using tests 

to measure the :1pt i tude of vwrkers in order to ensure 

m..'lximum productivity. The concern vEl.S not for the .,;ell-

being of the individual but for the health of industry. 

That the individual profited, however, was quickly re

cognized by educa.tors, whose concern was humanistic Hither 

than economic. Thus during the 1920's and 1930's guidance 

increaseci rapidly .in the ~chools, particularly the high 

schools, ,,.,~here teachers took on the tasks of guiding and 

testing the students. 

The period o.f the depressior. 'Ni th its tremendous 

scarcity of work brought an ever-increasing concern for 

early guidance. The need for job-training and retraining 

was seen to be important not only to the adult but to the 

child. It was during the period of the '30's' that colleges 

and universities began to offer courses in guidance. By 

1940, in fact, there were "more than 500 courses in guidance" 

...J • .J...' • 1 9 uur1n0 L.ne sumrn.er sess1ons .3. one. The import:1nce of the 

guidance program to the schools and the need for special-

ists in guidance were increasingly recognized and the role 

of guidance counselor was rapidly br~oming a vocation. 

Another important influence on the conception of 

guidancP in the schools was Carl '::I l'I.O(j8rS. t.'fa inly duri WJ 

9 I) , t L ~ . b J I') , t " H . . , ,_ ' :\ooer • oJ. son anct t\.o.oer · r". 1~gg1ns, .L9Cll.nlaues 
of Guidance: An Approach to Pupil Analysis (Chicago: ocience 
Research Associates, Inc.,-r966), p. 6. 



•' 

the 1940's ~nd 1950's Rogers moved the emphasis of guid

ance from the interview and directive approach to the 

non-directive or child-centered approa.ch. :Kogers' initial 

influence \·Jas mainly on the high school program because 

10 

his techniques rely on the ability of the student to ver

bally express his concerns. At the elementary level, 

children generally do not have the verbal facility needed 

for the non-directive approach to counseling. Perhaps more 

important for elementary guidance ~·Jas the method of·~. G. 

Williamson, who developed and introduced the directive 

approach to counseling at about the same time that Rogers 

\•las developing his method. The polarity of the two tech

niques -- one authority centered, the other client centered 

resultr?d in a. great a:nount of research by educators ~nd 

psychologists concernin~ the counseling process. The re

se~rch, needless to say, furt~er facilitated the adoption 

of a clinical 'ipproach to \_fld.dance in the schools. r.~ost 

research agreed that ~hile ~ogers' ~ethod did not work 

'•Jell ·,:ith pre-seco:~.dary pupils, .Iilliamson's Has not 3 

viabl8 altern3tive because it was too directive -- too 

ext rec.Le. The controversy \v:i s left unreso.!. ved by t~1e J.io pt i.o::. 

~t aJl levels of educ~tion of eclecti~ methods, which allow 

t;-,.·2 co;.1nselor to utilize 1.iha.tever 'lspects of forr:.1al method

ology he feels apply to the nature of the individual and 

the problem. 



As the American society became increasingly corr1plex, 

so education too became more and more complex. With the 

expansion of the curriculum and the resulting wide variety 

of choices of subject, a need for academic counseling in

creased. The importance of such world events as Sputnik 

can not be underestimated in their impact on education 

and inevi tahly on guidance functions. .The result t-las that 

the counselor's role became increasingly diversified and 

the need for a philosophical basis for guidance and m.ore 
. . 

. specialized training for counselors became. apparent. · The 

11 

National Defense Education Act of 1958 lent federal support 

to. school guidance and "stimulated an in+ ~rest in guidance 
, ... 

at the elementary level~nlO Sputnik certainly provided im~ · 

petus for State action since world competition was at 

st.:ike, ·but the response of education was to champion the 

role of the individual. Throughout the growth of both 

education and guidance, in fact, it can be seen that 

movements '/Jere originated by the society at large o:::- by 

,::_n element in society who had a vested interest to protect. 

The interest of industry, for ex3.mple, was prompted by a 

concern to make money. The interest of government 1tJas to 

ensure the world leadership of its free demonracy. It was 

the educators who brought the concerns of such establish-

lOHyrum M. 3mi th -3nd Louise Orm>Jak:e Eckerson, Guidance 
in Elementar¥ 3chools ('ilashington, D.C., U .3a Government 
Office, 1966), p. 1. 



.-·:.·. ·.-

ments to the schools and· redirected them: to stress·· the · 

value of the individual, not just as a member of.society 

but as a human being whose happiness depended on right 

development through education and guidance. 

:Members of the guida.::-:.ce profession •·1ere specifically 

active in this direction. For example, studies like that 

of Leonardivliller, "Guidance for. the Under-achiever with 

Superior A.bili ty," put the emphasis on the child and the 

12 

need for early guidance. In 1962 the Joint ACES:.oASCA Com

mittee·· on the Elementary School Counselor. issued a statement, 

part of which follows: 

tve believe that guidance for· .'9.11 
children is an essential. coiD.ponent af· 
the total ed~~ational experien6e in 
the elementary school • • • • We 
envi5i.on a 11counselor 11 as a member of 
the staff of each element3ry school. 
The Dcounselor" will have three m'9.jor 
responsibilities: counseling, con-
slllt~tion, and coordination. He ;..Jill 
counsel and consult with individu~l 
students and groups of students; with 
individual teachers ~nd groups of 
teachers, and with individual par~nts 
and groups of parents. He will co-
ordinate the resources of the school 
and community in meeting the

1
jeeds of 

the individual pupil . . . . 

.'-:. 

~s a consequence, the National Defense Educ~tion Act w3s 

~mended in 1964 to specifically include elementary school 

lt:lilliam E. V':l.nlioose, et. ~1., The Elemenb:ny 3chool 
Counselor (Detroit: ~~yne 3t3te University Press, 1970), 
p. 1. 



guidance. Since that time the growth of.counseling in the 

elementary schools has increased at a phenomenal rate. In 

13 

the state of Massachusetts, with the advent of funds from 

the NDEA. Title I, elementary guidance counselors have re

placed school adjustment counselbrs, who were under the 

jurisdiction of Youth Service Boards rather than the school. 

As a result, guidance in the schools "has developed as a 

virtually separate entity, connected to the State segment 

by only a very few cogs r&presenting primarily legislation 

and funding. . Indeed, the wheels of each school system, with 

few exceptions, turn independently of those of the other 

school systems and the bigger and better made the wheels of 

a community are, the faster and smoother they turn, making 

it more and more impossible for the less well made and 

less synchronized wheels of any other community to catch 

up .:tnd benefit from the forward motion. "12 In :Massachu-

setts elementary guidance programs have been the major 

educational innovation of the 1960's and consequently the 

role of the counselor has become so broad so quickly that his 

role is increasingly difficult to define. Since elemen-

ta~y school counseling culminates centuries of educational 

advancement yet "hardly exists outside the North 

12Gordon P. Liddle and Arthur M. Kroll, Pupil 3ervices 
for Massachusetts Schools (Boston, r,Iass.: Advisory Council 
on-Education, 1969), p. 46 

'.'·! 



American continent -- not even in countries that are demo-

cratic and have what they consider to be an efficient 

school system,"l3 it would seem that the time for defin-

ition is long overdue. 

Philosophy 

14 

By briefly reviewing the history of .guidance one can 

see that guidance and education have the same philosophical 

root and that the philosophy has grown out of the goals and 

interests of the society a.s a whole. The. belief on which 

elementary guidance is based is that the pupil must be 

assisted to "become a perceptive individual, sensitive to 

h d h h f t . " 14 IL . b d th w y an ow e unc 1ons. • • • L 1s ·ase on · e 

concept of the worth of each individual. Its goals are 

to assist the child to develop his maximum potential 

academically, psychologically~ physically and socially; 

to help each child recognize and accept both his strengths 

and ~ . .,eaknesses in the most purposeful and meaningful ways. 

"Guidance in elementary schools is usually interpreted as 

a service to assist all children in making the maxbmm 

13~ugh Lytton, School Counselli~ and Counsellor Educa
tion in the United States (Great Britain: 3t. Anne's Press, 
196 8 )-, -p -:2"9. 

1'\\ngelo V. Boy, '*Educational and Counseling Goals," 
Elementary School Guidance and Counseling, III, 2 (Jec., 1968), 
p. 85. 



use of their abilities, for their O\·m gqqci and for- . tl:tat 

of society."15 

The person in any society must be able to function 

successfully, economically, socially, and politic:1lly. In 

the modern complex society, he must have a completeunder

standing of himself and hm~ to live in this r3.pid-paced, 

technologically-centered \'Jorld. The vast amount of learn~ 

15 

· ing· demanded for making wise choices and solving difficult 

problems has placed a heavy burden on both the school and the 

. child."· The S(!l1:f?o1 ~ust impart to children who .::1re ready, 
. . 

able ,:J.nd willing to .:1ccept ·it, the knowledge that the 

most important fact of education is that it is an on

going process and that they must learn not only as much 

as they can but how to discover knowledge, where to find 

information and ho~11 to assi:nilate it. One of the mosi: 

important functions of the elementary guidance counsel0r 

is to identify the children who are ready for such learn

ing and have the ability to learn as well as to identify 

the less able and help to make them vJilling to learn to 

the extent of their capacities. The emphasis on guidance 

services is "on early identification of the pupil's in-

tellectual, emotional, social and physical characteristics: 

development of his talents; diagnosis of his learning dif-

15Hyrum M. Smith and Louise Eckerson, Guidance for Child
~ in Elementary Schools Ol.J.shinqton, D.C.: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1963), p. 1. 



ficulties, if any; and eaily use of available resources to 

meet his needs."l6 

Guidance recognizes tha~ every child is unique; that 

every child lives in a unique environment and that the goal 

16 

of education is to develop the potentiality of the whole 

child, not just his intellectual or academic potential. 

Guidance seeks to bring each child to the fullest expression 

of himself; thus it seeks to aid in the creation of total 

persdnalities. It strives to "reveal and release the native 

powers of the individual; education tra.ins and adjusts those 

same powers."17 

Goals 

Some educators see guidance as having two kinds of 

goals: immediate and ultimate. 18 Immediate are those 

which require the attention of the counselor within a 

short period of time, for example intervention in a 

classroom for a discipline or academic problem which 

needs immediate attention. Or the counselor might be 

16rbid. 

17Reed Fulton, "Questions in Our I.Iinds About Guidance," 
The Clearing House, XXVIII, 7 (I~rch, 1954), 394. 

"' 18Robert A. Apostal, "Objectives of Elementary Guidance," 
The School Counselor, X, 1 (Oct., 1962), 23. 
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asked to ~ssist the student, parent, teacher or other school 

personnel in solving .~ problem. Also immediate is to 

place the child within a grade or level either because of 

a r~ferral, or test evaluation. These and others like them 

have as their im.:nediate goal the maintenance of maximum 

efficiency and h~rmony within the school and/or the 

individual involved, vrhether that. individual is .~ child, 

.parent or teacher. Ultimate goals refer to the development 

of .a total a>-Jareness within the child, helping him to adjust 

to society and his environment by understanding himself and 

others. In order to achieve such goals, it must be re

cognized that one of the major responsibilities of guidance 

is to educate parents. Parents need to see their child 

realistic:illy. The counselor can help by interpreting test 

results, by showing parents what the results mean an::l hovJ 

their child compares •-Ji th local, state and national norms. 

Such understanding is necessary if they are to recognize 

the re5sons for school actions in relation to their child 

and if they are to cooperate with the schools in working 

for the best for their child. 

Other educators conceive of three kinds of goals; 

d 1 t 1 t . d d. 1 19 ,-eve opmen a , preven 1 ve an reme 1a • Developmental 

19Kenneth D. Hoyt, "3ome Thoughts on Elementary Gu.id:1nce," 
Guidance ~nd Counselinq in the Elementary Schools, ed. Donald 
:Jinkmeyer lNe·r1 York: Holt, Rinehart and 'dinston, 19G3), p. 33. 



guidance is directed toward all students 7,'11 thin the school, 

whether they have problems or not. Its 3im is to help 

them make better choices and decisions and to live a bet-

ter: fuller life. Preventive guidance works with those 

students who appear to have a developing probletm which is 

not manifested fully but is beginning to be rev·ealed in 

their home and school behaYior. Remedial guidance# on the 

other hand, seeks to overcome problems '.~hich seriously 

hamper a child's activities, particularly withii the school 

setting. 

No matter what terms one uses to describe the goals 

of elementary school guidance, no matter what appro.ach or 

combL1a tion of approaches one uses to ·achieve them, per-:-

haps the ultimate goals are to foster respect for and 

knowledge of oneself and others, a sense of personal res-

ponsibility and an atte~pt to function successfully at the 

~aximum of one's level of ability. Prob1bly the hest 

statement of the goals of elementary school guidance was 

formula ted at the 'tlhi te j-Iouse Conference on Education in 

1955. The following goals were designated as "appropriate 

(]oals of education'; ho'.vever, it is a :ne:tsure of the in-

terrelationship between guidance ~nd education that these 

goals state succinctly exactly the aims of guidance: 

a.) respect :1nd a.ppreciation for human 
v~lues and the beliefs of others, 

18 



b) ability to think and evaluate con
. structively · 

c) effective work habits and self-dis
cipline 

d) ethical behavior based on a sense of 
moral and spiritual values 

e) physical and ment:1l he'3.lth20 

Definitions 

One reads and hears extensive discussion among people 

concerned with elementary guidance about such questions 

as "Vlhat is the role of the elementary counselor?" The 

experience of all people in guidance has been that the 

role of the counselor does not lend. itself to defi~ition 

very readily. Even the attempt to answer the question of 

counselor role in terms of those activities a couns~lor 

should engage in, results in wide disagreement. Perhaps 

a~ approach to defining guidance can be made by examining 

what guidance seeks to accomplish. Smith and Eckerson 

have proposed that uGuidance in the elementary schools 

assists :1ll children directly and indirectly through 

their teachers and parents, in :n.aking m:1.ximum use of 

their abilities for their own development and for the 

good of society. The emphasis is on the recognition of 

intellectual, emotion:1l, social and physical strengths 

and weaknesses, on the developing of talents, on the pre-

vention of conditions which interfere with learning and 

on early use of available resources to meet the needs of 

20 Boy, p. 85. 

. .. -.· 



children."
21 

If it can be agreed that guidance is essenti

ally what Eckerson and 3rnith state, then perhapsone might 

define the role of the guidance worker as involvinq the 

process of 'N"orking with P<:trents, teachers, school adminis

tration, the co.::nmuni ty and agencies within the corr.ro~.uni ty 

and finally and most importantly the child, in order to 

:tssure that every child achieves maximum adjustment, ed-

ucationally, psychologically, physically and socially so 

that he may be a happy, productive adult who enhances the 

sodi~ty in which he lives~ Elementary school guidance, as 

one part of the total guidance program, would then assure 

the early development of the child, thus facilitating his 

entrance into secondary school and ultimately the total 
• .l.. SOCleLy. 

In terms of this definition of elementary guidance 

counseling, the problems which the counselor encounters are: 

1) Does his role as guidance counselor include all 

these functions? 

2) ~hat are the priorities among those functions? 

3) Who is responsible for determining both his 

functions and the priorities among them? 

4) ·dha t educa tiona 1 prr~para t ion does he need in 

order to perform those functions required of him? 

20 

21
"Elementary 3chool Guidance: The 2onsultant," 

Guidance and Counselino in the Elementar.z 3chool, ed. Donald 
!5inkmeyer-rN'e\-J York: Holt,l'IT"nehart & ~Hnston, 1963), p. 113. 



These problems offer a great leeway ih interpretation of 

their importance and priority in the role of the guidance 

counselor. Because of the abstract nature of these pro

blems, this leeway can result in a substantial difference 

between the perceived role of the counselor and his actual 

role. 

In this study the term "actual role" refers to the 

functions which counselors perform in their day-to-day 

operation within the school. "Perceived role" denotes 

those functions which are assigned theoretically to the 

elementary school counselor, based on the definition and 

goals of the counseling program, l>Jha t might then be re

ferred to as the "ideal" function~ 

Scope and Limitations of Study 

The study was limited to an examination of the role 

21 

of the elementary guida:.tce counselor in the sta.te of Mass

achusetts. One hundred and twenty towns and cities in the 

3tate have elementary school guidance counselors. The total 

number of counselors at t::1.e elementary le,rel in the State 

totals 359. One-third of these counselors (113) were sur

veyed after being randomly selected. They represented 

sixty school districts. Jupervisors of guidance programs, 

usually guidance directors or directors of pupil personnel 

services, existed in all 120 districts. Fifty percent 



of these were randomly selected. In these 120 districts 

there is a total of 1098 elementaqr school principals. 

This total was divided by elewen and 99 were randomly 

chosen for the survey. In the 120 districts there is a 

total of 119 superintendents; 59 of these (50~) were 

surveyed. All of the 120 districts having elementary 

22 

guidance counselors a·re represented by some part of the re

search sample. The final group participating in the survey 

~·J.:~,s made up of 12 counselor educators,. the director of each 

of the Counselor Education Programs at the 12 universities 

and colleges in the State which offer a Couriselor Education 

Program. All persons participating in the study were 

.:l.dministered the same group of questionnaires. In addition 

to the questionnaires, however, the counselor educators 

~ere asked to respond to questions about the nature of the 

counselor education program at their institution. 



C H A P T E R I I 

REL~TED RESEARCH 

"Over the past decade a great deal of theorizing 

about distinctive features of elementary school guidance 
2'> 

has been offered. 11 
.... A major step in defining the actual 

role of the elementary school counselor ".-Jould be taken if 

educational theorists could agree on the nature of elemen

tary school counseling as a discipline. There are those 

r.."Jho believe that "a ".'iell-prepared counselor "iJho is confi

dent of his professional status should build his own role" 

and that a good elementary school guidance counselor should 

have a "loosely defined role"23 that would be determined 

by the school philosophy, environment and population factors, 

rather than "a complex of graduate preparation, certifica-

tion standards, undeviating functions and techniques and 
"'),:t a nine-to-thre~ office schedule. ~- On the uther hand, 

other theorists contend that "the elementary school counse-

22jallace ?hillips, "The ?rofessionalization of Elem
entary 3chool Counselors," Elem0ntary 3chool Guidance and 
C~ounselincr, IV, 2 (Dec., 1969), 88. 

23Louise 0. Eckerso:t, "In 3upport of a Loosely Defined 
Role for the Elementary School Sounselor,u Elementary 3chool 
"' . :l __, ,.., 1' IH 2· (D' 1969) 85 •.:~Ulc a nee ~d. , .... ouase 1:10, v, ec., . , ' . 

2 4 I'r--·1.· d ~) .:1, ') 
,.J,..; ., J.• ·-o..J· 



lor lJ.cks a definitiv·e stateaent'~1hich could guide his 

J.ctions"
25 

and consequently counselors find themselves 

pressured into functionirig as "psychometrists, school 

psy2hologists, visiting teachers, or special education 

specialists" and when "these personnel are already cin the 

job, there is often so.me diffic,llty in communic.:.tting just 

;.vha.t the counselor's role shall be."... In.. fact, one . ')6 

writer contends that imptOving the effectiveness of counsel

ors \<Jill be difficult to achieve. ''because counselors are 

burdened t-Iith tasks they should not be perforrning.''27 A 

study of the differenCe between the ideal role and the 

actua·l role of the· guidance counselor compared· the .... per-
. ._ . . 

ception of sChool principals in the state of Utah With thS.t 
. ' . . . .. ' . . ... 

of counselor educators, the counselor educators' view being 

considered as the ideal. All of the secondary school . 

principals in the 3tate t~ere surveyed and 93~~ responded. 

3ix counselor educators from six different geographical 

2
5Henry Kaczko,.ski, "The Elementary School Counselor 

as Consultant," Guidance ax:d Counsel_~z:q ip ~ Elementarx 
3choo1. (Hew York: Holt, R1.nel1:1rt f.: l'ilnston, Ind., 1968), p. 128. 

26Phillips, p. 90. 

27Jon Carlson :1nd John J. Peitrofesa., "A Trilevel 
Guidance 3tructure: /ln Ans-vJer to Our Apparent Ineffect ... ·~~
ness," Ele~'!entary Jchool Guidance ~ Counselina, V, 3 C;arch, 1971)

1 
191. 



3reas of the United 3tates were asked to res?ond to the 

same Counselor Role Questionnaire as answered by the prin-

cipals. Among the six counselor educators there was perfect 

agreement .as to the proper functions of counselors. A.:uong 

thA principals there \vere differenc"':!S depending primarily 

on -the nu~ber of guidance courses which they themselves had 

taken. In general, however, princip~l3 tended to expect 

non-counseling activities, such as clerical duties, of 

':ounselors. Principals saw connselors as 11Assuming many 

varied roles, filling in as au all-aro~nd assistant 

~hether it be for clerical work, reonitoring, teaching or 

counseling."28 Moreover, principals tended to feel that 

counselors should share information with them and other 

school personnel while counselor educators held confiden-

tiality of major importance. Both groups generally agreed 

that counselors should not be involved in discipline. 

Their vie·.·Js on all other guestions substantiate the point 

that there is v-Jide difference, not only betv-Jeen the per-

ceived and actual roles of counselors, but between the 

actual and ideal roles. This study as well as the co~ .ro-

versy between the advocates of rigidly defined r0les and 

28
n1.r:rell H. H.:1rt 

for 3chool Counselors: 
Personnel ~nd Guidance 

and Donald J. Prince, "Role Conflict 
Training Versus Job Demands," The 

Journ,3.1, XLVIII, 5 {Jan., 1970), 374. 

· .... : . 
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fho~e of lo~sely defined roles for elem0ntary school guid-

ance counselors point to a need for study of.the problem::;, 

clarification of the needs, and proposals for resolution 

and correction. 

One of the most controversial areas is the philosophy 

of guidance itself. J\.mo:ng - Jucators there seem to be three 

concepts of guidance: preventive, remedial and develop

mental. Moreover, 1-1ithin each of these three concepts 

there appear to be two possible approaches: the cognitive 

and the ''whole child'' approach. · For example, Verne Faust 

claimsthat "while we frequently have heard it said that 

it is .the ';oJhole child' we are conc.erned ..... Jith in education, 

more often it·is cognition alone which in reality receives 
29 attention of teachers, counselors and the public." He 

goes on to add that "every se.;;rment of the elementary school 

counselor education progra.m has been designed to prepare 

the counselor to contribute toward the child's functioning 

. 11 t th . t. 1 1 , 3D max11na y a _ e cogn1. ·1 're eve . • . • . Faust feels so 

strongly that this perception of the elementary guidance 

counselor's function iG incorrect that he states that those 

~ho also disagree with such a goal for guidance must "work 

29 "Elementary 3chool Counseling," Guidance and Coun
seling in the Elementary Schools, p. 28. 

30Ibid., p. 31. 



cautiously in new directions. 

or somehow effect change. 

. . . 
28 

resign our positions"31 

In a study of counselors as perceived by elementary 

principals, the researchers discovered that "many elemen

tary school principals are unsure of elementary school 

counseling's purpose and possibilities. "32 'Vlhen asked to 

rank various functions according to importance, they tended 

to rank in the following order: 1) counseling individual 

students with personal problems, 2) consulting with parents, 

3) counseling students with academic problems, 4) counsel

ing students with severe discipline problems, 5) identifying 

students with special talents and problems, 6) assisting '· 

teachers in testing, and a list of elev.en more functions 

mainly pertaining to testing, curriculum and guidance rela

tions with the school and community. 33 It is interesting 

to note that all of the six functions heading the list re-

late directly to remedial guidance. Yet 79% of the prin

cipals responding indicated that they felt elementary guid

ance emphasizes prevention more than does secondary guidance. 34 

31Ibid., p. 28. 

32Phillips, p. 90. 
3 ~·Jilliam P. McDougall and Henry M. l(ei tan, ''The Elem

entary Counselor as Perceived by Elementary Principals," 
Personnel and Guidance Journal, XLII, 4 (Dec., 1963), 348-358. 

34
Ibid., p. 354. 
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. 
The State Department of Colorado in its Handbook 

suggests that the "elementary school counselor's role 

might be that of facilitators of objectives in the affec-

tive domain. These objectives include behaviors of stu-

dents in the areas of interest, attitudes, and values, and 

the development of appreciations and adequate adjustment."35 

The Handbook emphasizes that the role of the counselor is 

to contribute "to\~ard building learning climates" in order 

for the child to learn effectively, rather than treating 

"crises or preventing sornethin~."36 In other words, it 

stresses developmental guidance. The Iowa Handbook begins: 

"A major objective of education in our society is to assist 

i:rtdividuals in their total development •••• Guidance ac-

tivities are designed to help individuals examine themselves 

and society, make plans and decisions, and attain their 

• ~ 1 , ·t u37 max1mum ueve_opffien . In both, then, the stress is on 

developmental guidance. 

Biasco, in a study of elementary guidance in :r-:e'.-1 York 

state, ho\-Jever, found that few counselors support a devel-

35
1. Br'.ldley \'Jilliams, Elementary Counselina and auid

ance Handbook (Denver, Colorado: Dept. of Education, 1970), 
p. 21. 

36 . 
Ib1d. 

37
Elementary_ Guidance in Iowa: A Guide (Io~"'a: Depart

ment of Public Instruction, n.d.), p. 5. 



opmental guidance program, the kind of program which he 

himself recommends. He further found that most of the 

schools never evaluated their guidance programs, had very 

poor facilities, lacked secretaries, kept poor records, 

and lacked "an adequate understanding of the basic prin

ciples of confidentiality."38 He recommended, as the 

result of his study, that regularly scheduled planning 

sessions be held with the principals and a small, selec-

tive advisory committee made up primarily of teachers; 

frequent in-service training sessions; strong stdte 

support in helping counselors keep confidences; more 

private offices, and frequent self- and outside eva.lua-

t ions. In his study, he discovered tha. t there were some 

30 

commonalities among the various elementary school guidance 

programs. For example, he found that all of them involved 

"counseling of children; all involved conferencing with 

parents; all involved services to teachers. :Most of the 

counselors were involved in the testing program in the 

school; most of them participated in the placement function 

of the school; most of them made home visits." 39 Ho..,~ever, 

38Fr:ink Biasco, "Impressions of an Observer," 
entary 3chool Guidance and Counselinq, III, 4: (May, 
245. 

p. 243. 

...... 
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the emphasis vas somewhat different in each program. 

Hill, by visiting element~ry schools in twenty-seven 

states in a period of eighteen months, found that there 

~as widespread agreement of the purposes of a guidance 

progr3m in the elementary school as well as agreement that 

there was much need for change and improvement in such pro

grams.40 Yet he feels that elementary guidance has seri-

ous handicaps: its newness; the "strong academic emphasis" 

~hich "places intellect first and, unfortunately, seems at 

times to have sought to isolate the child's mind from the 

t f h • b ' II res o . 1 s e 1 ng ; a skepticism among teachers, adminis-

trators and other school personnel regarding elementary 

school guidance; the "slowness with 'IJhich well-defined 

31 

programs for the presentation of elementary school counselors 

and guidance administrators have come into being in the 

• • .l-. , :1 th 41 un1vers1L1es, an~ o .ers. We see that among other pro-

blems, Hill laments the emphasis placed on cognitive learn-

ing. 

The studies by Hill, Biasco, Phillips and McDougall, 

and Reitan all reveal not only a general disagreement about 

the counselor's role, but also a difference in perception 

40
seorge E. Hill, "The Emerging Role of Guidance in 

the Elementary 3chool s, II Proceed inas of the ne-,·J Enc:land 
Guidance Conferences, No~, 1968, p. 99. 

41 Ibid • , p. 10 3 • 
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of that role and even of the goals of elementary school 

guidance itself. While Hill and others blame the dis-

agreements on the newness of the role and other causes 

arising out of th~ school situation, still other investi

gators trace the root of the problems to failures in 

counselor education. 

One researcher, making a study in 1969, found that 

counselor education in the Midwest had made great progress 

in the four ye.:1rs following 1965. She notes that in 1965 

only 91 of the graduate institutions surveyed had differ~ 

entiated programs for elementary school counselors while 

. 1969 r-7' 11 d 'd 1n , o /, 1 • Of the 31 respondents to her question-

naire 26 indicated ::1 speci3.l elementary counseling prograrn 

different from the secondary school counselor programs. 

The most common courses among those schools \«Ji th differ-

entiated programs were in elementary school guidance, 

child grot.-~th and development 'ind elementary counselor 

t ' ' t h. 42 prac 1cun or 1n erns 1p. Another study in the same year 
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found that the nu1nber of institutions offering a "distinctly 
1 

• f c t (I f 1 t , J 1 . d a1 ieren program ore emen·ary scnoo. counse ors 1ncrease· 

from 41 in 1967 to 77 in 1969. 43 Despite the growth of 

42L . .., P ' · "El t "" 1 1 , 1 P .. .)ue · omp1an, emerLary vc 1oo ..... ounse or repar-
:J.tion in the f·'iich·Jest," El.:~mentary 3chool Guidance and Coun
selina, I'l, 2 (Dec., 196:3), 83. 

43Netzchke and Hill, "Th(~ ?rofessionalization of the 
Elementary School Counselor ,"Elementary 3choo1 Gu.id::J.nce 
and Counselina, IV, 2 (Dec., l'JG9), 88. 

.; ·. <-"·, . . .......... ·.,.',;· 
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counselor education programs for elementary level counselors, 

some educators are concerned about the value of the programs , 

since most of them are an outgro·.-~th of secondary counselor 

programs. For example, Hill, while recognizing the growth 

of doctoral level programs in elementary counseling, notes 

that "there is little evidence that they are producing 

enough leaders for counselor education and supervision of 

elementary school guidance. ,44 In the same ve.in Moore 

1nd Haley state that "The natural trend towards unified 

reciprocal action betwee~ state departments of education 

in the granting of certification and licenses indicates a 

definite need for elementary school counselor-educators to 

provide adequate and relevant training for their counselor 

'• ..J t u45 cana1ua .es. The issue, however, seems to be, what is 

"relevant" training? ~ich~rd Junlop in several different 

J.rticles points out the nee.:3 for a clearer definition of 

the counselor in order that the counselor educJ.tion pro-

~rr'lms !nay 'oe ma.de more relevJ.nt. He asks if counselors 

are conceived of as Pduc'ltors, psychologists, or unique 

professioos1s. If they are educators, then the present 

tl.1·c· yi. 11 "7" +- , ') .~-. . 1..\. ..... ~ ·corr.;:;e Ll .. , Joc .. o.r:1 .... r rep3.TiiL10n 1n ~...t<~ r1eld of 
.E1mnenta.ry 3choo1 GuidJ.nce," :21etrtl.:!rtb.ry 3chool Guidance and 
Counse1inq, IV, .3 (I.Iarch, 1970), 201. 

4 5 J 1 '"' • . .•. 1 ' .. ·r • .•. t iJ 1 II ., 1 ' t 1 onn ··~oore :.1'1u k1rgJ.re "ll.l ey, ;\e eva.ncy 1n ne 
Training of Elementary 3chool Counselors<" Elementary 3ahoo1 
Guidanct:~ :J.nd Counseling, '/, 4 U.~ay, 1971;, 308. 
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emphasis on teacher training and the requirement of teach

ing experience is valid; if, on the other hand, they are 

psychologists, then the responsibility for training them 

should be in the hands of college psychology departments 

and teaching should be eliminated as a study. Finally, 

if they are to be considered unique professionals, then a 

unique department of cm1nselor education should be created 

and a unique degree awarded. Dunlop suggests that master's 

and doctor's degrees of Professional Counseling might be 

the peeper designation for such degrees. Clearly in each 

of these three possible definitions, the emphasis would be 

quite different.46 Only a true definition of the guidance 

counselor and an accurate statement of his functions and 

goals would lead to such specialized education, which would 

result in a marked change in graduate schools which pre

pare counselors and a marked change in the professional 

status of the counselor. 

The present view of the counselor is that he is a 

counselor and educator. The state of Massachusetts, for ex

ample, makes the following requirements for the certification 

of guidance counselors { t -'~re is no differentiation be-

46
Richa.rd S. Dunlop, "The 

logist, or Something Unique?" 
0.1ay, 1971), 1-8. 

• .... ,_1, ... ' ~-: • •• ·.' 

Counselor: Educator, Psycho
focus 9.!'1 Guidanc_e, III, 9 

. ;,··::. ·: ·- . 
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tween elementary or secondary counselors}~ 

1) A bachelor's degree from an accredited 
institution, or a diploma from -a four
year normal school approved by the 
Board of Education 

2) A teacher's certificate valid for ser
vice in the school to be served by the 
counselor 

3) T>-~el ve semester hou;z;s of guidance pro
gram education distributed among all of 
the follovJing: 

Principles and Practices of Guidance 
Counseling 
Tests and I:Ieasu:rements 

47 Occupational Information 

The requirement of a. teacher's certificate is the rule, 

not the exception,. in most states. 

Another problem in State licensing of counselors is 

brought up by Eckerson. In 1967 she found that only 34 

states had certification for counselors from grades K-12, 

35 

and that "there is little or no differentiation in required 

courses for the different levels.u48 One year later 

Van Hoose and Vafakas made a study o£ state certification 

standards. They found that while 31 states have "developed 

and published 3tandards pertaining to guidance in the 

elementary school, for t~e most part, thesA are vague and 

lack specificity in tex~s of objectives and producing 

47The Com:mom-Jeal th of r.-:::J.SSJ.chusetts, Department of 
Education, Bureau of Teacher Certification and Placement, 
1956 (latest ruling). 

4BLouiae Eckerson, "Elementary School Guidance, Devel
Ot)ments and Trends," Guidance Awareness in Ele,men tary Edu
c~tion, Georcre I;Ioreau, eel. (;~.ashington: ""N'ational CaUwlic 
l1.ssoc., 1967~, p. 2. 



desired changes ih children. "
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Dunlop notes that the most ividespread assumption about 

counselors is that they are school peo~le, thus their major 

training is by professors \1ho specialize in teacher train-

ing. Certification requirements reflect this assumption. 

Perhaps the second most widespread assuJnption is that a 

counselor is a counselor -- that there is no need for dif-

36 

ferentiating the requirements for counseling at the various 

school levels. Some people suggest that the only solution 

is to require examination for ~ounselor certificatiqn, but 

certainly before examination I.·Jould relieve the present 

problems in. guidance, clarification of :nany aspects of . . ··. . . 

guidance counseling is necessary. Hm·J are elementary · 

guidance counselors different from secondary guidance coun-

selors? ~dhat education should each have? \vhat is the nature 

of the counselor's role at the different school levels? 

These questions J.t least must be ans',vered before changes 

in counselor education and in counselor certification can 

be any more than gratuitous. 

49·,lill iarn H. VanHoc... se :1nd Catherine M. Vafakas, "Status 
of Guidance and Counseling in the Elementary School," The 
Personnel and Guidance Journal, XLVI, 6 (Feb., 1968), 5~9. 
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CHAPTER I I I 

PROCEDURES AND METHODS OF RESEARCH 

Significance and Assumptic-:.3 of the Study 

In May, 1970, Robert Isenberg, the new vice-president 

of the American School Counselors JS.ssocia ti6n (ASCA) in 

charge of elementary counseling s~.:ated that he would like 

to see a survey revealing where elementary 
counselors are in the separate states, what 
they are· doing, what they think ·they should 
be doing, and what education, training arid 
experience is demanded of them by their 
duties. I feel this information is crucial 
if. elementary co.unselors are to develop a 
worthwhile professional progr<'tm with ASCA 
and give positive direction to legislators, 
counselor educators and professional edu-
cation associations on how they can help 
us make our services rnore meaningful to 
students, teachers and parents. 

One year later, May, 1971, Isenberg wrote that he 

qreceived word that elementary school counseling in Oin-

cinnati, Ohio and Kent, Washington, to name but two states, 

is in jeopardy of being eliminated."51. He stressed the 

problem of survival in ~ounseling because of the "coming 

SORobert L. Isenberg, "From Your Vice-President," 
Elementary School Guid~nce and Counseling, IV, 4 (Nhy, 1970), 
243. 

51
"Vice-President's Message," Elementary School Guidance 

:'ln.9 Counseling, V, 4 (r11Iay, 1971), 2·~5. 
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f t h'l't u age o . accoun a~1 1 y. Perhaps, as Barnes and McClure 

state, the most pressing problem, and the reason for 

failure, in elementary guidance is the need to define the 

role of the elementary counselor. This study proposes to 

do just that by analyzing perceived and actual roles of 

the elementary school counselor from four points of view: 

1) the elementary school administration, spec
ifically the superintendent of schools and the 
elementary school principal 

2) the counseling administration, the director 
of pupil personnel services or director of 
guidance 

3) the 3tate and college requirements, Certi
ficatio::l. requirements and college educators' 
views of elAmentary school guidance functions 
as well as courses required for elementary 
counselor education 

4) element~ry school counselors themselves 

This study compares these perceptions in order to discover 

areas of agreement and disagreement among them, the rele-

van~e and adequacy of ele~entary sc~ool counselor educa-

tion an~ preparation, and needs for improvement in func-

f-' ~1ons, 

ments. 

education and training, and certification require-

It is :~yp::>thesized that there is a significant 

S.2v 'tl " ~ ·:1 ., + ' ' ·• r11 11 .,.,1 t --:.e1 1 u. ;:;arnes ·:'ln.- .r-a _rJ.cJ.d •·~C' . ..- ure, .w emen -ar:,.' 
r:'uidance--A ~.jri ticJ.l Look: Fro;·n the FieL:l," Elementar'L_ 
3chool Guidance :3.nd Counselinr, IV, 2 (Dec., 1969), 104. 
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difference ~etween the role pf the elementary guidance 

counselor both as it is perceived by the M.~ssachusetts 

3tate Department of Education, iilassauhusetts school admin

istrators, counselor educators and employed elementary 

school counselors as opposed to hai.-v the role is actually 

performed. The hypotheses underlying this study are that: 

1) element:1ry school administrators perceive 
the functions of the elementary school coun
selor incorrectly in terms of his actual 
performance of functions 

2) the elementary counselor perceives his own 
role as different from what it actually is 

3) cOUILselor educators perceive elementary 
counselor functions as different from the 
actual counselor performance 

4) :1dministrators, counselors and counselor 
educators all view the ideal fu~ctions of 
an elementary counselor as different from 
his present functions 

5) administrators, counselors and counselor 
educators disagree on education and cer
tificdtion requirements for elementary 
school counselors 

6) despite disagreements on counselor func
tions, administrators, counselors and 
counselor educators view the elementary 
counselor's role f:1vorably 

The rationale for the study is: 

1) 

2) 

that an awareness of the differences between 
perceived and actual roles of the elementary 
guidance counselor can le5d to improved re
quirements for certification, more realistic 
preparation and more ·efficient functioning 
of the elementary guidance counselor 

that such improvements will foster better 
education of elementary school children 

39 
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3) that optimum functions of the guidance 
counselor at the 'elementary level could 
help prevent many of the social problems 
among contemporary youth. and th-:1t such 
social ramifications maY"·~ th~ study not 
only significant but e~sential. 

Research Sample 

In order to analyze the dichotomy between the actual 

and the perceived role of the elementary guid~nce counselor 

in the state of Massachusetts, certain basic problems had 

to be resolved. The first of these was the nature of th~ 

·. group to be analyzed: exactly v1hose perceptions of the· 

·.elementary counselor's role'.\vere to be involved in the 

study. Certainly the counselor's own view of his role and 

functions -....:ould be of prime· importance; therefore the coun-

selor would have to be included in the sample. Since the 

major issue of the study is how the counselor's role differs 

from the perception of it, it would seem that a second group 

of major importance 1:10uld be those people responsible for 

the job description of the counselor: the administration 

or, specifically, the superintendent of schools, the elem

entary school principals ;1nd the supervisors of guidance. 

The supervisor of guidance, whether his title is Director 

of Guidance, Director of Pupil Personnel 3ervices or some 

.ther such desJgnatio:1, is directly responsible for the 

functions of the counselor. It is he who oversees the 

... 
···' .,,.., . . . .. : . . ~;' ~ ... ~· 
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counselor's work, who confers with the counselor on speci

fic cases, who acts as liaison between the counselor and 

superintendent of schools and school committee. He also 

generally recommends appointment and reappointment. Spec

ifically then he is accountable for the counselor's role. 

The principal, on the other hand, has complete responsi

vility for his building, all pupils, all personnel and 

all programs in that building. Therefore the counselor 

must work through his jurisdiction in order to carry out 

any roles with teachers, pupils or special programs.· The 

superintendent, since he is responsible for the total 

school operation, is the final authority in anything re

lating to the counselor. What these three administrators 

see as the counselor's roles are then extremely important 

to his operation within the school. 

The study to this point, then, included four groups, 

all from within the school itself. Inherent in the con

cern about the difference between the real and the per

ceived roles of the counselor is a concern for the coun

selor's preparation and training for his functions; thus 

a fifth group emerged: counselor educators. It was de

cided that these five groups constituted a large sample 

and would offer a meaningful view of the counselor-role. 

Once the groups to be surveyed had been clarified, 

a second problem arose. Could the total population be 
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hc.n1dled? In vie;.-~ of the extremely la'rge number, of. parti

cipants available in these five categories, close to 2000, 

it seemed more feasible to select a sample from e~ch group. 

After consultation with Dr. Gordon Sutton, Professor of 

:Sociology at the University of Yassachusetts, and upon his 

recommendation, it was decided to use a modification of 

the stratified sample. "It is essential that the individuals 

selected be chosen in such a v-1ay that the small groups, or 

samples, approximate the ~a rger group or population, "53 in 

order for the inferential statistics to have validity. 

Thus a percentage of each of the first four groups was 

selected. The elementary guidance counselor sample ~as 

chosen by selec·ting every third name -- 33·~ -- starting 

with the eighth name (which was drawn from a lottery that 

included numbers one to ten) and going through the full 

range and back to the eighth name again. 

All of the administration groups were chosen only from 

public schools that have elementary guid:J.nc:e counselors. 

Because of the co1nparatively small number of superintendents 

(119) and guidance supervisors (120), it was decided to 

survey 50% of these groups in order to ensure greater re-

liability and valiJity of the results. From the list of 

superintendents, every other one was chosen, beginning 

53 T 0 l111 ·,! 
.. ) J - ~ ... 

Cliffs, N.J.: 
Best, Research in Education (Englewood 
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1959, p. 203. 

' .. . 
:.~··· -~- ...;, . :.;·, .. ,.-. ·.' ;., ..... -- .... .,,::.J:... . 
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With DUJt.ber t·wQ 1 ·."even II haVing been selected fTOin a lot;_ 

tery of "odd" and "even." The same selection procedure 

was used again to select the sample of guidance supervi~ors. 

"Even" was drawn for this group and every other orte was then 

chosen for use in the sample. Finally, because of an' 

extremely L:1rge population (1098), it '.-Jas decided that 9/o 

or 99 of the principals would be a sufficiently reliab~e 

sample and thus every eleventh principal was chosen, start-

ing with eleven which -vm.s dr:1wn from a lottery of one. to 

eleven. It is interesting to note that 'vJhen al:l samples 

had been selected, every school systen in the State -v1hich 

has elementary guidance ~as represented in at least one 

ca b~gory. Research revealed that there are only t.,.Nel ve 

colleges or universities in Mast>'3.chusetts that have an 

elementary guidance counselor traihing program. · 3ince there . 

was such a small number, questionnaires vJere sent to the 

~irector of each of these programs. In addition to the 

questionnaire, counselor educators were asked to respond to 

three questions: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Does your institution have a oroorau of 
el(~men ta ry couns,~lor r::duca t io~? J 

If yes, what are the requirements for 
the completion of the progr:1m? 

·.lh:J.t decree is issued upon completion 
of the proc:rr:1m? 

.- ~::·· ·, 



Nature of Research Instruments 

The third problem was to det8rmine the nature of the 

instrument or instruments to be used. Three kinds of 

information ·.vere sought: 

1) the degree of importance assigned to 
the various functions of the elemen
tary guidance counselor in the public 
schools, both in reality and in :1n 
ideal program. 

2) the amount and kind of ~ducation and 
training of the elementary guidance 
counselor and the certification re
quirements for his empJoyment. 

3) the attitudes of the various groups 
toward the elementary guidance coul1-
selor role. 

It \<Vas clear th-:1 t a single instruo.ent could not val idly 

elicit such a variety of response. Therefore, a three-

part in st rumen t \vas dev i se,·.-J. 

The Likert-type scale was selected for the first 

part of the questionnaire because it is an attitudinal 

44 

scale in which "the subjects -are asked to resr;ond to ea.ch 

item in terms of several degree3 of agreement or disagree-
54 

ment" and could easily be adapted to drawing a response 

54r~::J. r ie Jahoda a n::l Neil ·J'lr ren, Attitudes ( B::d ti more, 
thry13nd: Penquin Books, Inc., 1966), p. 214. 

·:··· ."·,;·;-•;, 
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concerning both the real or actual and the ideal program, 

with the use of a single statement. Moreover, the Likert, 

unlike' the Thur:store \vhich requires the use of a panel of 

fifty or more judges, is e.asily usable. Osgood, Tanne-

baum and 3uci suggest that the main criteria for measur-

ing instruments are objectivity, reliability, validity, 

sensitivity, comparability, and utility. 55 The Likert 

rates high on all of these scales. In fact, "The coef

ficient of correlation bet\ .. H;!en the scales ~hurstore and Likert] 

reporte~ as high as + .92 in one study." 
56 

Part I on the questionnaire developed for this study 

was divided into five parts, o~e each dealing with the services 

of the elementary guidance counselor to the child, t:he parent, 

the teacher, the administration and to outside agencies and 

the community (3ee Appendix B for instrument). The specific 

items on the questionnaire were determined by both the ACES 

and the A3CA guidelines of 1966 for developing elementary 

guidance counselors, where the stress was on counseling, 

coo.·tdination and consultation, and on the recommendations of 

people in guid::nce. For inst·ance, Di.nkmeyer and Fiiust as 

55Th >K t e neasuremen 
Illinois Press, 1971), 

56 Ibid • , p. 15 7 . 

o.f I~eanincr ( Chicaqo: 
p. 11. 

University of 



~ell as m~ny others stress the need for the ele~Pnt3ry 

counselor to work with parents in the home. Dominick D. 

Pr::lleg.reno points out th5.t ''One of roles ascribed 

to ~he elementary sohool counselor is consulting with other 

educ,ational team members" and "assisting teachers and students" 

and "enhancing students' learning skills by interpreting to 

the teachers the effects of the classroom learning climate 

on the children. " 57 Furtherrrlore, ::Iore9.u points out the 

need of elementary counselors to co:-t::3uct group Q"Uidance, have 

career days, visit the high school, teach occupations 9.nd 

d t . 1' . 58 All th ·~ con uc group counse 1.ng sessJ.ons. _ of ese 1 .... es. s 

were included in the questionnaire under Part I. 

T~e second part of the instrument dealt with education, 

training and certification of counselors. Again t~e Lik-

ert-type scale vJas used. ~:m-1ever, only one five-point sc.ale 

was used in conjunction '.·-lith a series of 16 phrases. Part 

II concludes with three open-ended statements which required 

a ~ritten response from respondents. No real assumptions 

were made as to the kind and quality of education which the 

57 "T' ., 1 t . ., 1 1 {-, 1 :'\ r £ t ' ne .u emen .=J.ry ·~C,I.OO .... ounse .or .:1:v..:l the .:""r ·ec .J.ve 
Dom~in," ~lementary School GuidJnce and Counse1ino, IV, 4 
( 1 ~~a y , 1 9 7 0 ) , 3 5 1. 

58 1 · "·"' r• • . ~ George H •. ·.loreau, ed. \.::7U1Ja.nce d.'>nreness in E1em-
ent:lry Education CJ.:tshin(}ton: Ihtional ·::>J.tholic Ec:lucation 
F1ssoci..1tion, 1967), p. lSO. 
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elementary guidance counselor should have ~nd a variety of 

possible educationJ.l backgrounds ':Jas suggested. Iiowever, 

most factors were taken from research which suggested 

possible educational experiences for elementary counselors. 

For example, Eckerson and 3mith recommend a broad liberal 

arts education with a major in elementary education, soci-

ology or psycholoqy; experience in the schools or in sim-

ilar ~gencies; and a strong internship in elementary guid-

ance or previous teaching experience. Their views and 

others influenced the selection of phrases describing the 

counselor's preparation. 

The Li '!cert scale "makes possible the ranking of in-

dividuals in terms of the favorableness of their attitude 

toward a given object, but it does not provide a basis for 

· h h £ bl · th t 1 ,sg say1ng ... OI-J muc. more -avera e one 1s _ .:1,n a no 11er •••• 

The semantic differential is "a highly generalized technique 

of measurement which must be adapted to the requirements of 

each rese-:~.rch problem to which it is applied."60 .lith it 

as a measurement, "we probably tap available bases for com~ 

pa.rison which the subject ~ay not spontaneously think of, 

59Jahod:1., p. 315. 

o01'_hE_, ~· J.. f .. , 76 "'leasuremenL Q__ "·,lean1nq, p. ) • 



even though they may be valid bases."61 The semantic 

differenti~l ronsists of a "semantic scale between op-

. 1 d . t ' " 6 2 Th 1 h . t pos1ng po ar a JBC 1ves. e sea e as seven un1 s 

that "represent a straight line function that passes 

through the origin of this space and a sample of such 

scales that represents a multi-dimensional 63 space." 

Since it thus seems possible to compare favorableness 

and unfavorableness of attitudes mere readily with the 

48 

semantic differential technique, this instrument was chosen 

for Part III of the questionnaire. Respondents were asked 

to assess both the couns~lor's and the principal's roles 

in terms of the polar adjectives. The principal's role 

was chosen only as a filler or practice set of scales and 

was chosen in preference to ~n unrelated concept because 

both counselors and principals ~ork within the same envi-

ronment 3nd in approximately the same degree of closeness to 

pupils an~ tedchers despite the difference in the nature-of 

their roles. There was no intention, however, of relating 

t~e prin~ipal's role to this study since the concern here is 

limited t-::> the ro~ of tlv:: elementary school counselor. 

61Ibid., p. 

62r· . l .81:., f.J. 

o "r· . , ·\.' J)lJ. 

145. 

25 . 
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Of the 16 sets of adjectives, ·.vhich.mixed '·~orps in

volving activity, potency, and evaluation, eight pairs of 

words with evaluation factors ~ere randomly dist~ibuted 

both as to their number in the total 16 and their position 

on the right or left side of the scale. These ·,.lords, 

which Osgood found to have loadings of .75 or better, and 

th\..o.s to be clearly evaluative, were "g.ood-bad";' "honest

dishonest"; "dirty-clean"; "cruel-kind"; "fair .. 'l.,'tnfa ir".; 

"a"~:Jful-ni::!e"; "unpleasant -pleasant"; ''vJorthless~valuable." 

Pretests 

The instruments •&ere pretested by a q '· ·.1.p .of h-Jenty-

. four people in education, including 6ne counselor educator, 

three superintendents, eleven guidance counselors, three 

elementary principals, three directors of guidance and three 

classroom teachers. Although classroom teachers ·:Jere not 

part of the sample for the study itself, they '.vere included 

in the pretest because it was felt that they could more 

readily discover any omissions cr confusions in the sec

tion of Part I relative to functions of the elementary 

quidance counselor relatinq to the teacf:er. Pretest results 

incUcated areas, for example, on the Li)::ert sections vJhich 

seemed to cause some confusion; sor~le respondents crossed 

m.J.t ':Jords in the phrases to cL1.rify their responses. On 
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the semantic differential section, several words were elim-

ina.ted :3-nd others snbstituted after the pretest because 

the words failed to elicit a~y definitive response -- every 

re:>sponden t h:l.d placed them in the exa.ct center, or neutral 

position. Problems in nu:ubering a.nd other format devices 

were ~lso see~ and corrected. 

In addition to having people indicate responses on the 

pre-tes~ conferences were held with two eleme~tary teachers, 

one ~uidance counselor and one counselor educ~tor. Their 

judgments of 1,vordinq and format ".-1ere taken into considera-

tion in thr: for;nulation of the finJ.l instrument. For ex-

.:unpl.e, one suc:r~Jested thra t letters be nsed to i :-lent ify phra.ses 

rat~~r than numbers becausP of confusion caused by the fact 

that numbers were used to identify the degree of response 

-J.s well. 

'J.'he f:i.n:1l version of t>t·2 .instrn:.:-~ent , .. J-:iS sent to the 

entire S3mple on the Jame d3y, October 1, 1971, ~ith a 

first follo~-up, occ~rring t\ree w0eks after the first 

-~"'l'll'·-\o o~tol.-.pr- <")<J ,-..r,·-.~~·~+-r .. -l (~c:"' rp~,,.,.J,-,r .l,..~t·tn_·.r-111·::.. t :...t ·~ ;) ... Lov 1 -~J!l.::>.l..·:>-'C:· . .l .•L ..;. _ ··"'"'-"'·l,;:.. _ '- ...., 

... -~~ ... ·.~~.·.·.· .. ·,.___.,. ;.~-,·-·····':'--: . ;: ... ·,···· . -.. ,._,,:_, ... ~,.··. ·.·' . " ;··; .... ; . ~.! ~ 
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which ~lso extended the time for response because of the 

f~ilure of the post office to deliver the questionnaires 

promptly {some took as long as three ~eeks for arrival, it was 

learned). These were sent to all those who had not 

returned their questionnaires. A third follow-up was 

sent to princip:J.ls only on November 4 because the response 

from principals ·was negligible at th:1t time. !-\ final 

fo.llovJ-up, T.-.rhich included another questionnaire, was sent 

to all respondents on November 15. The final cut-off 

date was fixed for uecember 1. 

Statistical Applications for An:1lysis of Data 

There are Aeveral problems involved in the use of statis-

tical techniques in analyzing Jata. The first of these is 

de,:lling with populations of unequal size. The ?:Iann-'dhitney 

U Test, according to several statisticians, is the most 

significant for reve.:J.ling Jifferences in such populations. 

It is :1 more po·,-Jerful test than the median test because it 

considers the rank value of e3ch response. Its power

efficiency is "95 per cent even for moderate-sized samples."64 

Thus it has great power to reject the null hypothesis. This 

test w3s, therefore, of particular importance to this study . 

• J i t:-t it, ea.ch sample coulJ be comfYir(?d to the counselor 

1':'4 ~ ...... I '1 ·~ • ill ' ,·~ I t 

c ..:>Emey :Jle~;:r·~l, ,~onr.)3.r.1metr~c ;:;t.J.tlstJ.cs for the 
Behavioral 3ciences (New York: McGr!w-Hill 3ook Co., Inc., 
1956), p. 126. 
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s:J.:.nple, .c 1 ,,, t'" LOT exarnp~c, wna lS a.s ranked by the 

total counselor sample 1 with "what is" as ranked by one of 

the other 9roups. For the U test, a non-p:J.rametric test, 

"the null hypothesis is that A and B have the same dis

tribution."65 The U test is computed by applying the 

formula: 

U - :..• \T ~r •r + ·1) R 
- ,i l'' 2 i~ l ( ~·. . - ~ 1 

2 

where N1 equals the size of qroup 1; N2 equals the size of 

group 2 and R1 equals the summation of the rated scores for 

group 1 (the smaller group). The U is then converted to the 

probability level (p) or level of difference. In a one

tailed test, the reje~tion region for the null hypothesis is 

66 equal to or less th:w • 05. The ~.1ann-Hhi tney U Test 'tJas 

applied to all five s:J.mples, comp:J.ring the counselor group's 

responses to every item in Part I with each of the other 

g r o u p s 1 res po n s e s • ~1: e s pons e s to bo t h u ":J ha t i ::/' an -::1 '\-J h.a t 

should be" 'tJere st:'ltistically compared for .::. .L, .L
1 a ro·J os - '-"" " '·· , each 

against the response of the counselors in Part I. The intent 

was to prove the rejection of the null hypothesi3 and thus 

:J.ffir:n the ;-typothes.is that A :ind B do not have the s::~.me 

distribution, that A is greater than B, and therefore A 

and E come from different popul3tions. 

Another problem involved in analyzing the research 

csib'rl l.._. • I p .. 116. 
r~ 

OOTb'd p. 118 . .._ .l o I 
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data is dealing with related samples. It was necessary to 

comp3re the responses to qwhat is" and "what should be" 

within each group: counselor response to "what is" com-

pared to counselor response~ to '"·,.;hat should be," for example. 

Responses, then, to Part I were analyzed by ·.:!. second non

para.I7!etric test, the Friedman Two-way Analysis of Variance. 

The null hypothesis for the Friedman test is "that the k 

samples have been dra ;,m from the same population. "6 7 The 

formula applied is: 
k 

X 2 12 
r = NK (K + 1) r 2 . ( Rj ) - 3N (K + 1) 

j=l 

-where N equals the number of ro1t1s; K equals the number of 

columns; Rj equals the sum of the ranks in j columns and 
k 

directs one to sum the squares of the sums of ranks 
j l 
over the k conditions. Since the samples are matched, they 

are of equal size. 'th .. ··fl't ·;...., t t' 1.n • e "'.:.ann-,, 1.11. ney 1 1.es , · ne 

is converted to 3 p score, which reveals any significant 

scores at a level of .05 or less, thus rejecting the null 

hypothesis in that region. The test is particularly sen-

sitive to any differences in response within a single 

grOLl;'> ~•nd thus : s a sirrnificant analysis for comparing each 

group's r:;-'!:.:;pon~-;:· .. to '\..;hat is" an;J "·,;h,::tt should be" on the 

L 0 

k t t 1 I 0 t' •r 
2 

0 
• t" ·lC er - yp~: sea. es. n compar1ng he i\.Y test .n t.n ne 

F test, the most pO\-Jerful par:lr..1ctric test of vari.J.nce, 

671, 'd 
Dl • 1 p. 166. 
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Friedman found t:ha.t .:tfter "56 independent analyses of data 

which \vere sui table for analysis by the parametric F test 
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and \~1hich were .:~.na.lyzec by that test and by the nonp.::t.rametric 

xr2 test . • • the results give a good idea of the efficiency 

X 2 68 of the r test as compared to the • • • F test." :-Ie 

found that his test and the F tests yielded essentially the 

same probability levels in 45 out of the 56 cases. Moreover, 

in no case did one yield a probability of l~ss than .01 

while the other yielded a probability of more than .05. 

The results are so favorable that Siegel comments that 

"it would be difficult or even impossible to s~y which is 

the· more powerful test. ,.69 

Tt"io parametric tests were also applied to the Likert-

type scales: the mean and the standard deviation, which 

test for central tendency az-:l r3.nge. 'TlLe standard.deviation 

gives the range within which about two-thirds of the responses 

lie. The greater the r:tn~e of responses, the greater the 

standard deviation. Thus diffen.~nces of response can be 

compared according to the standard deviation. The application 

of these te~ts was to reinforce the findings of the nonpara-

metric tests and further analyze the differences between the 

compared responses. The standard devi.:ttion :-1as used to find 

the summed responses of each sample to each area of question ~, 

"child," "parent," etc., in Part I. 

6 8 Ibid • , p • 1 7 2 
69 

Ibid. 
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Since the same conditions, independent groups of unequal 

size .and a ranked response, exist for Part II statements a-p, 

·the Mann-~N'hitney U test, the m.ean .:md the standard deviation 

were used to an:tlyze th.e data obtained in the first part of 

Part II. The Friedman test could not be a.pplied to Part II 

since all populations were of unequal size and there \-Jas no 

demand for two responses by a single individual to the same 

statement; thus there i•Jas no matched sample to analyze. The 

·open-ended questions of Part II, which could not be tested 

arithmeiicaily, were summed and r3nked according to the 

number of times the same responiie occurred. The s·urruned 

r:esponses of each sample v-1ere then compared to those of the 

other samples and likenesses and differences analyz~d. The 

relation betwee~ these answers and others throughout the 

test '.vas evaluated. For ex,:unple, a response to questions, 

rank: order of elementary sounselor functions, could be compared 

with the ratings given these or similar functions in Part I. 

Consistency of rgsponse could be noted as well as the respond~ 

ent's elaboration upon his controllea response. 

In Part III the only concept of research interest on 

the Semantic Differential Scale is the counselor role, and 

only eight evalu~tive factors were included for analysis. 

'l'he rna j or ana lyt ic:1l methods used '.<~ere computa i: ion of the 

arithmetic me,:J.n 3.'1d ·J.n an:~.lysis of variance, using the pJ.ra

metric P test. The null hypothesis of the F test is that all 
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samples have the same mean: that the difference in the means 

is not statistically significant. This test plus an exam-

ination of the means themselves allowed a close comparison 

of a·ttitudes to'lard the cou1selor role -and .revealed the 

predominant counselor image for the five populations in·-

volved in the study. Each bi-polar scale required two 

responses from the person responding; one, the choice of 

direction; the other, the choice of degree. Sine& there are 

eight scales and seven positions on each scale, an individual· 

could.attain a score as high .as 56 or as lowas eight if he 

rer)ponded to all eight pairs. Analysis by individuals is 

not significant for this_ study, hm.:ever. Therefore groups--

·wen~ compared, not only for the mean of their response to an 

indlvidu.:il scale, but also for the summation of their re-

sponses to the total scale, thus for the total group score 

and fer the variance from the mean of the total five groups. 

The information supplied bj the counselor educators on 

the three special questions added to their que~tionnaires 

in regard to counselor educ3tion programs presently in oper-

ation at their colleges or universitiez wa.s compared to the 

responses o.f the v:1rious popul.:1tions to those items in P:1rt 

II relativ8 to counselor edu~ation. In effect, then, the 

"actua.lu e-.:luc:.1tion ... :a.s thus compared to the uide.:.llu as in-

dica.ted by the sum of the e:iuc:J.tor's responses. 
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Thus a variety of both ~~rametric and nonparametric 

st.a tistics 3.nd informal analy.:>es Here used to analyze the 

data resulting from the questionnaires and to make st.atist

ical inferences about the attitudes toward the elementary 

school guidance counselor"' s role and the dichotomy between 

the perceived and the actual role. 



CHAPTEE( IV 

Returns 

Of a total of 343 questionnaires which were sent out to 

a sample representing five different populations, a total of 

175 or 51% were returned. One hundred and thirteen coun-

selor questionnaires were mailed; 79 were returned, or 

6 9. 9'1a. ~Hnety-ni1te q11estionna ires "lfJere rna iled to principals; 

33 or 33.3t were returned. Sixty questionnaires were mailed 

to directors; 35 or 56.3~ were returned. Twelve question-

naires were sent to counsqlor ejucators; 8 were returned, or 

66.6·?,. Fifty-nine questionnaires v!ere mailed to SG.perintendents; 

20 or 34·:-~ 'tJere returned. Of those v;ho responded, not all 

responded t0 ~very question. 3ome, for exa~ple~ left blank 

the "~hat is" ~olumns of Part I, stating that they only had 

·:l. p:::trt-time elementary counselor, or that they only had an 

adjustment counselor. A nurrilier of persons did not respond 

to Part III, the 3emantic Differential scales. 3ome persons 

"-':-:> ·pd "> 11 ""'PI"'t 1' Of'~ 1.) 't t~l"' or•Pn -Pllr·le.-4 1 9 t 1' 0115 ans .. _.l .• · ..... ;;:,-~·- ,.:.r.t, 10::: 1-'-·--·--~qJ.s ..... Thus 

a group ';Jltich began '.-Jith as many :1s 79 respondr-?nts, 

cot.mst::· lor s, might have -is fe·.-J respondents :t s 6 7 on :i p.a rt ic-

ular questio:1 :tnd :1s m.1ny as 79 n-::sponses on oth<~r qqest1.ons. 
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In the compilation of all data the answers for each particular 

question were taken into conside1ation so that all statistics 

would be valid. 

Questionnaire Part I 

Child: What is. In the analysis and evaluation of responses 

to Part A, Part I of the questionnaire, "Child: \~hat is " , 
respondents were asked to circle the number fro,m 1 to 5 

which best indicated their opinion of each function listed. 

One {1) indicated that the respondent did not consider that 

function important; two (2), that it was of slight importance; 

three (3), moderately important; four (4), very important; 

and five (5), essential. Table 1:1 gives the results of 

these responses expressed as means and listed according to 

the group represented. From this table it can be seen that 

the function with the highest mean for all groups as indicated 

by its total average mean is i tern !L "counseling individuals 

and groups," (See Appendix B for Questionnaire and wording 

of items for all tables discussed in this chapter.) The total 

average mean of~ is 3.89. Principals rated~ lowest of the 

groups, with a 2.83 mean, while counselor educators rated it 

highest with a 4.85 mean. Among counselors "counseling indiv

iduals and groups," i tern ~ ranked third and vJas preceded by 

.1. (ranked first), "identifying special students," and .h," 

interpreting test results." 

··,.·.:: '·;·-, .. , .. , :-· ... _-.- .. . · ·.··:'' 

-~-- ·.·:. ,:_ '- I ,. ' 

"', 



Table 1:1 
Child --dha t is 
Table of Means 

Item Coun. Prin. Dir. 3uQt. Educ. 'l'otal 

'3. 2.69 2.03 2.87 3.10 3.14 2.77 

b 3. 53 3.47 3.15 3.70 2.85 3.34 

c 3.19 3.17 3.06 2.00 2.57 2.80 

d 2.12 1.47 2.39 1. 70 3.00 2.13 

e ~.63 2.83 4.06 4.10 4.85 3.89 

f 1. 58 1.43 1.78 1.60 3.00 l. 86 

g 2.97 2.65 2.90 2.90 2.00 2.68 

h 3.82 3.13 ~3. 81 3.20 4.00 3.59 

i 4.01 3.r>o 3.75 3.40 4.00 3.75 

j 2.01 1.53 2.12 2.50 4.14 2.4G 

Counselor educators ranked these two items in a tied third 

. t. t..t.. 0 

, • :]' • f t. , 't . pos1 1on, pu Llng prov:tr 1ng care•.=r 1n orrna 1on, 1 e;a J, 

as well as ttem e before them. None of the people actually 

working in the schools, however, saw "providing career in-

formation" as more than slightly important in the counselor~s 

actual functioning in the elementary schools. In fact, 

principals ra~ked that function thircl from lowest and c0unselors 

ranked it second from lowest, placing lower only "teach subject 

t t f . .J . , • J.. 0 f . l . l 11 .c: • t l ma er o. qu 1uance, 1 L e.n _, o"J.11C·1 a ..L ·'-our groups 1n cte 

schools placed in the position of le:tst importance. Thus the 
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total averaae mean for item f is the lowest of all the items. 
"' -

The mean for "counseling only individually," item.£, is the 

lowest mean fo1 the educators while the other four groups' 

means for "counseling only in groups'8 i tern d, are lower than 

that for i te.r.n .£• rtle notice further that the means of. the 

various groups spread from 1.43 to 4.85, a wide spread from 

'•not important'# to '•very important," with 7 means being in the 

'•not important" group and 7 being in the "very important" 

group. To eY..amine the group ranking more carefully, we might 

look at table 1:2 where functions are ranked by each group ac

cording to the mean of the group's responses to the item. 

Table 1:2 
Rank Order of Means: · Child-vlha t Is 

Item Coun. Prin. Dir. Supt. Educ. Total 

a 7 7 7 5 5 6 

b 4 2 4 2 8 4 

c 5 3 5 8 9 5 

d 8 9 8 9 6.5 9 

e 3 5 1 1 1 1 

f 10 10 10 10 6.5 10 

g 6 6 6 6 10 7 

h 2 4 2 4 3.5 3 

i 1 1 3 3 3.5 2 J. 

j 9 8 9 7 2 8 



Item 

3. 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

9 

h 

. 
l 

1 
.J 

----·-·--p . 
·- r1n. 

.048 

.008 

.004 

• 048 

.075 

.242 

.006 

.006 

.155 

.111 

T:tb1e 1:3 
i.:; i·~ ~~ -~~·IJ1ITl'·l EY u TE:3T 

Child-\'lh~t Is 
Va1uc=!s of p* 

- Dir--. -----=Jupt. 

.028 0'7c:-• . v 

.008 .075 

.016 .016 

.183 .048 

.075 .048 

.345 .210 

.008 .004 

.008 .004 

.183 .075 

.155 .028 

G2 

Educ. 

.004 

.004 

.004 

.008 

.003 

.048 

.004 

a004 

.038 

.004 

The T:Ia:1.n-·.Jhii:ney U test is not concerned t.·ri.th ran~~ place-

atent of ite;ns as compared ~-litb. one another, ~'s relation to 

b ::~.nd c 1 etc., but is concGrnt.=!,j -~.;it!t the score given to each 

item by eac~ individual ~nd the direction of distribution of 

these scores among the respondents. The a.ssnrnption is that 

the samples carne from nor:nal populations vdth equal sb.ndard 

Jeviatio~s. On item a for example, ~e see that the null 

\ypothesis ~s rejected for .:111 but the superi nt.erdents 

group ~.vlv:~re .; l ':"""• , 
ano i'' uo not h::1.ve the s.:1me distribution of 

' _.-
~-~·::o.;.: . . ;·>,.,,·::.: -'<·,:·,·~· .... "·,':·:··.~·:::.:; ,.,,·~.·._ •. ,, ·".' 
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scores and A and B do not come from like populations. The 

tally for this particular item shows the gollowinq results: 

Counselors: 
Principals: 
Directors: 
Superintendents: 
Educators: 

1:14 2 :~23 
1:15 2:3 
1:5 2:6 
1:4 . 2:0 
1:1 2:3 

3:22 4:11 5:8 
3:9 4:2 5:1 
3:15 4:.2 5:5 
3:8 4:6 5:2 
3:1 4:0 6:1 

We see that more than 50% of the counselors ranked item 1 

either 2 or 3, and that the .. hulk of the responses lie between 

1 and 3. The principals, although the bulk of the respons.es 

also lie between 1 and 3, place 50'1o of the responses on 1· 
The directors, who again place. the bulk of the responses be ... 

tween 1 and 3, place. almost half on 3 and the spread is almost 

perfect between 1 and 5. The educators place 50% of the re

sponses on 2, spread between 1 and 5 and have 2/3 of the 

response lying between 1 and .2. The superintendents, however, 

for whom we must accept the null hypothesis, place their 

emphasis on 3 and the mean of their responses is just over 3 

with the bulk of response, 80%, lying between 3 and 5. By 

accepting the null hypothesis, we assert that the difference 

between A and B is a matter of chance in the case of the 

superintendents. 

Looking across the columns of Table 1:3, we note that 

on item .f., where there was great agreement of ranking as 

Table 1:2 shows, we must accept the null hypothesis for all 

but the counselor educators, whose p value is close to .05, 
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however. The same is true ·for i tern i and almost the same for 

item i· 

Parent-ivhat Is: Table 1:4 shows the means of the responses 

of five groups to the items on Part I, B, "Parent-What is". 

From this table we see that the item ranked highest is item £ 

"interpret test results~ Ranking a close second and third are 

i terns d and ,!!, "Act as liaison •.-Ji:th school personnel" and 
.. 

"recommend outside agencies," respectively. Ranked as of 

least importance is item i, "provide occupational information." 

"Home visits'', item a, and item g_, "conduct group counseling," 

also are ranked low, a.s functions apparently n.~,':': of major 

importance in the present actual functions of tl~·.: elementary 

school counselor. 

Table 1:4 
Parent -Vlha t Is: Table of Means 

Item Coun. Prin. l'5ir. Supt. Educ. Total 
a 2.38 2.28 2.45 3.00 1.67 2. 36 
b '1.13 3.21 4.31 4.70 3.00 3.87 
c 3.47 2.90 3.72 4.20 2.50 3.36 
d 4.06 3.34 4.24 4.50 2.50 3.73 
e 4.08 3.17 4.15 4.20 3.00 3.72 
f 3.38 3.45 3.69 3~ 30 2.67 3.30 
g 2.14 2. J 'j 2.62 2.40 2.17 2. 30 
h 2.99 2.34 3.15 3,50 2.83 2.69 
i 1.91 1.55 2.58 2. 70 2.00 2.15 
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A look at table 1:5 reveals the ranks assigned to the 

various functions in relati.on to parentsa 

Item· 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

i 

Coun. 

7 

1 

4 

3 

2 

5 

8 

6 

9 

Table 1:5 
Rank Order of Means: Parent-What Is 

Prin. 

7 

3 

5 

2 

4 

1 

8 

6 

9 

Dir. 

9 

1 

4 

2 

3 

5 

7 

6 

8 

Supt. 

7 

1 

3.5 

2 

3.5 

6 

9 

5 

8 

Educ. 

9 

1.5 

5.5 

5 .. 5 

1.5 

4 

7 

3 

8 

Total 

7 

1 

4 

2 

3 

5 

8 

6 

-----------------------------------------·--------------------
Here we see that the item ranked highest or of first importance 

in the current actual practices of the elementary school coun-

selor is item b, "consultations in school." Had we used only 

the total mean average as indicator of importance, we would 

have assumed that item c was the most important function pre

sently carried on in the guidance role. When the items are 

assigned ranks, we note that item ~ has an overall rank of 

4-, in fact, and ranges from a tied rank of 3 to a tied rank 

of 5 among the samples. Of second importance in the schools 

the consensus is to rank item d, "act as liaison with school 

personnel," although again we see that the range of reply 

: . ' ' ' . ' ... -.,. -.. ~ · ..... ":"-~-\ .·.-:-·)•:-. 
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spreads from 2 to a tied fifth place. Of least importance, 

rank 9, is "provide occupational information," i tern 2:._. This 

ranking agrees with our observations on the basis of the mean 

table. Interestingly all of the samples accord "home visits" 

a low rank while according "school consultations" a high rank. 

Apparently it is the current trend for parents to come to 

the school and not for the school to go to the parents. Al

though principals rank "individual counseling," item .2.. as of 

prime importance, generally it would seem that the direction 

of the counselor activities in connection with the parents is 

teward consultation, interpretation of tests and liaison with 

Table 1:6 
~~NN-WHITNEY U TEST 

Parent-What Is 
Values of p* 

Item Prin. Dir. Supt • Educ. 

a • 038 .038 .016 .004 

b .274 .183 .075 .022 

c .016 .028 .012 .004 

d .210 .133 .061 .008 

e .061 .155 .093 .008 

f .006 .016 .004 .004. 

g .093 .155 .075 .004 

h .111 .006 .006 .004 

i .075 .210 .061 .004 

*Value--or-p significant at .05 level or below. 
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other school personnel, rather than personal or group counsel

ing or providing more general information of an educational or 

occupa.tional type. 

Table 1:5 shows the results of the U Test, giving the 

p values. The null hypothesis is rejected in 17 cases and 

accepted in 19 cases. In every case the educators show a 

dramatic difference from the counselor d~stribution. Super

intendents and directors show a probability of error not at

tributable to chance in three cases and principals in two 

cases. If we analyze one tally, item~ we find the following 

results: 
Counselors: 1:2 2:4 3:14 4:25 5:34 
Prine ipa ls: 1:6 2:2 3:8 4:7 5:6 
Directors: 1:0 2:1 3:8 4:9 5:15 
Superintendents: 1:0 2:0 3:6 4:4 5:10 
Educators: 1:0 2:2 3:1 4:0 5:2 

We note that all groups except the educators seem to have a 

movement toward the right whereas the educators have two highs, 

at 2 and 5. For item 2 we must reject the null hypothesis 

that the groups A and B have the same distribution when we 

compare the educators and the counselors and accept it when 

the B group represents either the principals, directors or 

superintendents. 

Teacher-What Is: Part C of Part I is concerned with coun-

selor functions in relation to the teacher. Table 1:7 presents 

the means of the responses of all five groups to the items 

concerned with teachers. 
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Table 1:7 
Teacher What Is: Table of Means 

Item:~--~C~o~u~n~·~--~P-~r~i~n~·~--~D~i~r~·~~S~u.p~t~·----~E~d~u~c~·-----~T~o~t~a~1 ____ _ 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

i 

2.93 

2.01 

3.68 

4.09 

2.55 

2.56 

3.44 

3.85 

3.81 

2.39 

2.46 

3.07 

3.32 

1.96 

1.71 

2.79 

3.11 

2.89 

3.33 3.50 

1.93 2.90 

3.78 3.20 

4. 42. 4. 30 

3.12 3.00 

2.84 2.50 

3.61 4.00· 

3.94 3.70 

4.06 3.70 

3.33 3.10 

2.83 2.43 

2.83 3.51 

3.33· 3.89. 

2.83 2.69 

2. 50 2. 42 

2.50 3. 26 

3.17 .. 3.55 

2.33 3. 36 

We discover that six of the nine items is ranked on the total 

average means as at least moderately important, with item d 

"provide information on child" as most important and items h 

and £, "provide crisis intervention" and "interpret test 

results" ranking a close second and third. The three items 

which the total samples collectively ranked of only slight 

importance were items b, ~ and f: '"assist in discipline", 

"provide in-service training" and "encourage counseling of 

teachers."' E._ and J.., we note, tended to rank under 3 in every 

population while jtem ~ "provide in-service traininq' ranked 

of moderate importance only to top administrators, super

intendents and directors. Directors have the greatest spread 

of means, ranging from 1.93 to 4.42 while educators have 
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the least spread of means, ra~ging from 2.40 to 3.33. For 

the standard deviation of the various groups in their 

responses to each set of items, see Appendix A. Table 1:8 

shows the rank order of means for each group and for the 

total of the groups. 

Table 1:8 
Rank Order of Means: Teacher-What Is 

Item 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

:r. 

i 

Coun. 

6 

9 

4 

1 

8 

7 

5 

2 

3 

Prin. 

.7 

6 

3 

1 

8 

9 

5 

2 

4 

Dir. 

6 

9 

4 

1 

7 

8 

5 

3 

2 

Supt. 

5 

8 

6 

1 

7 

9 

2 

3.5 

3.5 

Educ. 

1.5 

5 

5 

1.5 

5 

7.5 

7.5 

3 

9 

Total 

6 

8 

3 

1 

7 

9 

5 

2 

As we expect on the basis of the Table of Means, item d ranks 

first for every group, tied only with item a for counselor 

educators. \'le would assume from the prominance that counselor 

educators give item ~, "assist in group testing," that counselors 

are trained for this function as one of major importance to 

their role but that in fact it ranks only among the less im

portant of their tasks as seen by the counselors themselves 

and by other persons in the school. Again on i tern i, "suggest 
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alternate methods.for relating to individuals," there is 

wide disagreement between those responsible for counselor 

preparation and those directly in charge of counselor func

tions. Counselor educators rank item i as of least importance 

among those functions listed, while personnel involved in 

counselor functions inthe schools rank it in second, third 

or at least fourth position of importance. Both principals 

and counselor educators tend to see counseldrs as taking a 

fairly active role in discipline, as indicated by item b, 

while other groups list this of least importance. This item 

supports one of the major conflicts that other studies have 

revealed between principals and counselors. As is generally 
. . 

the case, directors agree almost perfectly with the counselor 

perception of his functions while superintendents tend to 

disagree frequently. 

Table 1:9 presents the Values of p for the Ivlann-\Vhi tney 

U Test on the Teacher-;.'lhat Is items. From Table 1:7 and 1:8 

we would expect that we must accept the null hypothesis for 

item~ for all groups. Table 1:9 confirms our expectations 

since all groups have a value of p greater than .05. Also 

as we would ~xpect from the previous tables, since educators 

agree with ,_~nselors only on item d of all items, only on 

item d can we accept the null hypothesis for these two groups. 

Since directors and counselors tend to agree most of the time, 

the value of p for the directors is greater than .05 in all 



Item 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

i 

Prin. 

.004 

.061 

.048 

.061 

~016 

.038 

.016 

.111 

.075 

Table 1:9 
MANN -'ilHITNEY U TEST 

Teacher-What Is 
Values of p* 

Dir. 

.004 

.048 

.111 

.183 

.016 

.038 

.048 

.075 

.075 

Supt. 

.004 

.006 

.008 

.111 

.006 

.022 

.012 

.038 

.038 

*Values of p significant at .05 or below. 
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Educ. 

.004 

.004 

.004 

.061 

.004 

.004 

.004 

.004 

.008 

but two cases. Vfe might examine item h closely since it 

presents a situation where statistically we are forced to 

accept the null hypothesis for two groups, the principals 

and the directors, and to reject the null hypothesis for two 

groups, the supe.rintendents and the educators. 

Counselors: 1:6 2:4 3:16 4:23 5:30 
Principals: 1:6 2:3 3:8 4:4 5:7 
Directors: 1:1 2:3 3:8 4:5 5:15 
Superintendents: 1:0 2:0 3:12 4:2 5:6 
Educi3.tors: 1:0 2:2 3:2 4:1 5:1 

vie note that principals, direutors and counselors all move 

upward on the right, while superintendents move upward at the 

middle and back downward at the right; their value of p is 
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fairly close· to • 05, ho'\-1ever, and although we reject the 

null hypothesis, we can see that the <iifference in the 

direction of their distribution is not so great as is that 

of the educators. There we notice that the middle is spread 

between 2 and 3 and returns halfway to the position of 1 for 

4 and 5. The null hypothesis is rejected a total of 26 times 

out of 36, thus we can affirm generally the alternate hypo

thesis that the groups come from populations with different 

distributions and thus from unlike populations. 

Administration-What Is: Table 1:10 lists the means for the 

responses to Part I, D --"Administration, \'ihat-Is" where ·the 

functions of the couriselor in relation to the administration 

are rated by the respondents. 

Table 1:10 
Administration-What Is: Table of Means 

Item Coun. Prin. Dir. Supt. Educ. Total 

a 2.09 2.67 2.45 3.50 3.33 2.81 

b 1.33 1.38 1.15 1.60 2.50 1.59 

c 3.57 2.80 3.36 3.60 3 • .17 3.28 

d 2.14 1.93 2.03 2.50 2.83 2.29 
e 3.22 2.41 3.45 3.60 2.67 3.07 

f 2.82 2.76 2.75 3.40 3.33 3.01 
g 1.82 1.43 1.72 2.60 1.67 1.85 
h 2.30 2.10 2.45 2.90 2.67 2.48 



\'le note that the central tendency tends to be very .low on . - ', ' ' ' . ' .,. .·· ' . ·.·- ·' . ', . 

items ]2_ and g: where the consensus is that these items, 

"substitute when needed" and "write federal projects" 
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respectively, rank between not important and slightly im

portant. We would make the assumption that most counselors 

do little of either of these tasks now and ~re not expected 

to do so by the other groups;,. The only. items which counselor 
. . 

educators rank as at least moderately important functions 

for the counselor in his relations with the administration 

are items a, f and c: "mairitain a ce.ntral recprd fil~/' .- -- -
. ·. 

,r~provide reports of counselor activities," and "recommend 

group or grade placement" in.that order. Counselors tend to 

consider the last of these,. recommending placement, as at 

least moderately important but they generally consider the 

more. routine office functions as of only slight importance 

in their functions withadministration. Principals tend to 

rank all functions with administration as less than moderately 

important since .the highest mean for principal response is 

2. 76. 1/'le might note that in no case is there a mean of 4. 0 

or higher, as there were on items relating to the child, 

the parent and the teacher. We might assume that the re

spondents generally consider their functions in relation to 

administration as of less importance than those with the 

previously mentioned groups. In fact, only 4 of the items 

achieved a mean average of better than 3 for any of the 
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groups which means that 4 items were considered of slight or 

no importance to all of the groups and only 4 were considered 

of moderate importance to any one or more of the groups. 

Table 1:11 shows the ranks assigned to the counselor 

role in relation to the administration. 

Item 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

Table 1:11 
Administration-\'/ha t Is: Rank Order of Means 

Coun. Prin. Supt. t!duc. Total 

6 

8 

1 

5 

2 

3 

7 

4 

3 

8 

2 

6 

4 

1 

7 

5 

.4.5 

8 

2 

6 

1 

3 

7 

4.5 

3 

8 

1.5 

7 

1.5 

4 

6 

5 

1.5 

7 

3 

4 

5.5 

1.5 

8 

5.5 

4 

8 

1 

6 

2 

3 

7 

5 

We note that of the 8 items, as we would expect, all groups 

tend to rank items b and g as of least importance. On this 

part of the questionnaire we notice that counselors and direc

tors tend to disagree frequently, possibly because directors 

are among the administration and are therefore more concerned 

that counselors maintain a record file (item a) for example, 

and that they participate in workshops, although counselors 

rank workshop participation (item e) high ~lso. Principals 

. . ·.. i. ; • :-'; -;~~-'- --~ : ' ' .•• 



disagree with counselors on 6. of the 8 ·items, tending to· 

rank all functions lower than counselors do except for 
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reporting functions. We might assume that principals feel 

that they should be· kept aware of what counselors are doing 

by means of reports and files. Superintendents and counselors 

rank differently in 5 or the 8 items, with superintendents 

tending to stress counselor files (item a) and to discount 

counselor help in setting up sch~dules (item d). Again, as· 

was true in the three previous tables of Rank Order of Means, 

educators differ t~ost widely from counselors, stressing, as 
:; 

noted earlier, the more .clerical aspects of the counselor role, 

such as items a_, d and f and giving less stress to items £. 

and ~, placement and workshops. 

Table 1:12 shows the p values for the Mann-1tlhi tney U 

Test as it evaluates the responses of the four groups as 

compared with the counselor group on Part D of Part I of the 

Questionnaire. The Mann-,Jlhitney U Test indicates that only 

in 7 cases out of 32 is the null hypob1esis that the groups 

have the same distribution accepted. Of these none occur for 

the comparison of counselors and counselor educators; 2 occur 

in the comparison of superintendents and counselors; 3 occur 

in the comparison of the responses of directors and counselors; 

and 2 occur in the comparison of the responses of principals 

and counselors. These cases, where the null hypothesis is 

accepted, are indicated by scores on the table of greater 

than .OS. All of the other 25 cases reject the null hypo-

. .. • ... . . : ·. ~;.- ; ,;, · ... .' ':·.~:., :, • . , ·: •·· .... r- •, ·• ·::- -· .. !_.·,:, .,',, -. -:". .·•.1 .• :, , .. ··-•. [ .. I .·f' ,. :-~'- •. -,·: ·;·.,:.-· .. ' 
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thesis: that A is greater than B and that thus the respond-

ents are not drawn from the same or like populations. 

Item 

a 

b 

C. 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

Prin. 

.008 

.274 

.• 038 

.022 

.008 

.004 

.093 

.048 

Table 1:12 
~NN-WHITNEY U TEST 

Administration-\vhat Is 
Values of p* 

Dir. 

.,028 

.155 

.048 

.061 

.038 

.004 

.111 

.048 

Supt. 

,008 

.345 

,,016 

.004 

.ooe 

.093 

.016 

*Values of p significant at .05 lev~l or below. 

Educ. 

.004 

.048 

.004 

.(:01 

.004 

.004 

.008 

~004 

Agencies and Community: vlhat Is: Tabl-a 1:13 lists the 

means for the responses of the various group:i ~,; fart I, E, 

roles pertaining to outside agencies and community. The 

Table shows six mean ratings of "very important. '1 Two of 

these ratings are by counselors, those for items a and b: 

"refer children for special services" and "provide information 

to out side agencies upon request;' respectively. Directors 

also gave higher than 4 rating to item~ and item b and super

intendents ranked item b at 4, "very important,'' level, Super-

intendents provided the sixth mean rating of 4.00 or better 

. . ·-· ... ~ ' • • .. •' . .; '• ~ i >:; ... : , ... ·'',) 
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in their rating of item ~~. "act as liaison fc>r parents to 

outside agencies~" Neither principals nor educators tended 

to rate that item even moderately important, however. 

Item 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

Coun. 

4.01 

4.10 

2.75 

3.09 

3.43 

Table 1:13 
Agencies and Community-\'lhat Is 

Rank Ortier of Means 

Prin. 

2.90 

3.20 

2. 4~3 

2.43 

2~73 

Dir. 

. 4.14 

4.08 

2.63 

3.03 

3.61 

Supt. 

3.70 

4.00 

3.44 

3.00 

4.00 

Educ. 

3.00 

2.67 

2.33 

2.50 

2.50 

Total 

3.55 

3.41 

2.72 

2.81 

3.25 

Unlike the means shown in Table 1:10, there are no mean 

ratings of less than 2. We might surmise that the groups 

generally see functions in relation to the community and 

outside agencies as higher in importance than functions in 

relation to administration, at least as a total group. This 

interpretation of the statistics would support the concept 

that counselors should be primarily concerned with children 

since in working with outside agencies as referral persons 

and sources of information, counselors are primarily dealing 

with children or in the interest directly of the children. 

Often functions relating to administration do not relate as 

directly to children even though their ultimate purpose is 

to improve the total environment of the child. Because the 
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questionnaire does not allow for cross ranking on Part I,. 

we can only assume a relationship between the tables. 

However, later analysis of the open-ended questions in Part II 

will allow firmer assumptions since they require respondents to 

rank: order the i:otal functions of the elementary school coun

selor. 

Item. 

a 

, b 

c 

d 

e 

Table 1:14 ... 
Outside Agencies and Community-What Is 

Rank Order of Means 

Coun. 

2 

1 

5. 

4 

3 

Prin. 

2 

1 

4.5 

4.5 

3 

Dir. 

1 

2 

5 

4 

3 

Supt. 

3 

1.5 

A .... 

5 

1 .. 5 

Educ. 

1 

2 

5 

3.5 

3.5 

Total 

1 

2 

5 

4 

3 

In Table 1:14 we have an interesting spread of rank order of 

means. Particularly in locating the function of most importance, 

there seems to be difference of opinion. For example, coun

selors themselves consider their most important function with 

outside agencies as providing information (item b). Prin

cipals agree with them and superintendents are inclined to agree 

with them although they rank item~, "acting as liaison for 

parents to outside agencies" as equal in importance. Other 

groups all rank item~ as 3. Educators and directors, on 

the other hand, see the most important counselor function 
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as item ?!.t "refering children for special services," while 

they both rank item b as of second importance. There is 

general agreement that items £and d are of the least import

ance. These items refer to follow-up studies and school 

public relations. 

Ta.ble 1:15 
MANN-WHITNEY U TEST 

Outside Agencies and Community:. vlhat Is 
Values of p* 

Item Prin. Dir. SuEt. Educ. 

a .155 .155 .093 .006 

b .345 .111 .061 .008 

c .008 .012, .004 .004 

d .004 .016 .004 .004 

e .028 .048 .016 .004 

*Values of p significant at .05 level or below. 

On this table we see that ~e must accept the null hypothesis 

for six items of the total 20. All six of these are responses 

to items a and b where there is general agreement of rank and 

thus where we would expect that the null hypothesis would be 

accepted since the populations look as though they are alike 

and might thus have the same distribution. Items c, d and e 

all reveal responses which reject the null hypothesis, thus 

asserting that they have different distributions and have 

come from different populations. It might be interesting to 

analyze item~ by looking at the tallies for that item. 

··: 
'( 
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Counselors: 1:4 2:3 3:12 4:29 5:31 
Principals: 1:7 2:3 3:8 4:8 5:3 
Directors: 1:0 2:2 3:9 4:5 5:18 
Superintendents: 1:0 2:1 3:8 4:7 5:4 
Educators: 1:1 2:0 3:3 4:2 5:0 

Here the counselors have an increasingly upward movement to 
the right; principals reach a high at tied 3-4 and then 

have a downward movement; directors move upward to the 

right, with a slight dip at 4; superintendents have an up

ward movement to the right with a falling off at 5. Educators 

have a series of peaks which can best be seen if we do a 

straight-line extrapolation by multiplying the educator total 

(6) by 12 in order to have a figure closer to that of the 

counselors total of 79 responses. If we did so, we would 
.(1 

see that educators would have responses of 

1:12 2:0 3:36 4:24 5:0 

We would thus have peaks at 1, 3 and 4 with no right upward 

movement, which characterizes the counselor's and other 

groups' responses. Thus \-ve must reject the null hypothesis 

in the comparison of educators and counselors on item a of 

Part I,E. 

Child-What Should Be: All of the five sample populations 

were asked on the questionnaire to respond not only to the 

role of the counselor as it actually is in relation to the 

child, parent, teacher, administration, outside agencies and 

community, but also to the role of the counselor as they 

felt it should be in relation to those people. On Table 2:1 

~:; ~~.· ·-. ;• '-i -'."': :;·~;. ,•, I ' 
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we see a listing of the means for the various groups' ~e-

sponses to Part ~ A, Child-What Should Be. 

Table 2:1 
Child-What Should Be 

Table of Means 

Item Coun. Prin. Dir. Supto Educ. Total 

a 3.56 3.56 3.69 3.50 3.14 3.49 

b 2.71 3.56 3.12' 3.20 2.85 .3.09 

c 2.83 3.06 3.03 2.22 2.57 2.74 

d 2.45 2.13 2.78 1.80 3.00 2.43 

e 4.33 4.03 4.62 4.40 4.85 4.44 

f 2.03 3.09 2.08 2.00 3.00 2.84 

g 2.76 3.87 2.81 3~ 30. 2.00 2.95 

h 4.15 4.22 4.09 3.;80 4.00 4.05 

i 4.35 4.39 4.00 3.80 4.00 3.91 

j 2.54 2.74 2.87 3.00 4.14 3.06 

The range of the means is from a low of 1.80 to a high of 

4.85. Only one item is rated "not important" by one group 

as the average mean of their responses indicates. There are 

a total of 17 mean responses which rate an item as only 

"slightly important." Of these 17 means, 6 are the means for 

counselor responses, 2 for principal responses, 4 for director 

responses, 2 for superintendent responses and 3 for counselor 

educator responses. Eighteen items have a mean of 3 or 

"moderately important," and 14 have a mean of 4 or "very 
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important." For every one of the five groups the mean for 

the responses to item.=_, "counseling individuals and groups," 

is over 4.00, indicating that all five groups consider this 

function very important. The means for item _E., "inter

preting test results," ranges from 3.80 to 4.22 with four 

groups rating it over 4.00. Thus we would conclude that 

item h is considered a function which should be very important 

in the counselor's role. Item i, "identifying special stu

dents," also ranges from 3.80 to 4.39 with four means being 

over 4. 00. VIe •.r1ould conclude that the three most important 

functions envisioned by all five·groups on the basis of the 

means of their responses are items e, h and i: "counseling 

individuals and groups," "interpreting test results," and 
', .. 

"identifying special students." None of the items is rated 

less than "moderately important" by all five groups. Closest 

to that rating is item d, ''counseling only in groups," where 

1 group rates it as "not important," 3 groups. rate it as 

"slightly important" and 1 group rates it as "moderately 

important." The greatest difference in viEnvpoint can be 

seen on item j_, "providing career information." Three groups, 

counselors, directors and principals, rate this item as 

"sl~ghtly important"; one group, superintendents, rate it 

as "moderately important,'' and one group, counselor educators, 

rate it as "very important." 
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Table 2:2 lists the actual· ranks assigned to· each task 

based on the mean of the responses of each group. 

Table. 2:2 
Child-What Should Be 

Rarik Order· of Means 

item Coun. Prin. Dir. Supt. EQ.gc~ Total 

a .4 5.5 4 4 5 4 

b ·7 5.5 5 6 8 5 

c 5 8 6 8 9 9 

d 9 10 9 .10 6.5 10 

e 2 3 1 1 1 1 

f 10 7 10 9 6.5 8 

g 6 4 8 5 10 7 

h 3 2 2 2.5 3.5 2 

i 1 1 3 2.5 3.5 3 

j 8 9 7 7 2 6 

Table 2:2 reflects the disagre8ment among the five groups 

of respondents to the importance of the various functions 

which should make up the counselor's role in relation to 

the child. As on several of the earlier Rank Order of Means 

Tables, we see that the greatest agreement is between coun

selors and directors but there are only three points of com

plete agreement between thent 1 the rankings given to items 

~, ~, and f. Two of these responses, we note, are to those 

'• ':··, .. _.: -:·,·':·-,:'; 

.·.· :' 

~· " 
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functions which they consider of least importanceo Bot~ 

groups, however, list the same three functions as most 

important, although they order them differently. As we have 

come to expect from previous tables, the least agreement, in 

fact none, occurs between counselors and counselor educators. 

Educators consider item j, "providing career information," 

as of second importance whereas counselors and all other 

groups consider it of comparatively little importance among 

the hierarchy of functions. Superintendents agree only once 

with counselors although again the items which they consider 

in the.top three positions of importance are those.which 

the counselors also place in those positions. The same is 

true for the principals, the one point of agreement between 

the principals and the counselors being on what should be 

the most important function of the counselor. Both rank 

item i, "identifying special students," as ideally the most 

important function of the counselors. 

Table 2:3 lists the Values of pas derived from the 

~~nn-Whitney U Test for the five groups in response to Child

vlhat Should Be. Table 2:3 indicates that in 23 cases, the 

null hypothesis, that the samples have the same distribution 

and therefore come from the same or like populations, is 

rejected and that in 17 cases the null hypothesis is accepted. 

Principals and directors most frequently agree, rejecting 

and accepting the null hypothesis for the same i terns. ·~·Then 



·Item 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

i 

j 

Prin. 

• 111 

.028 

.012 

.075 

.274 

.. 075 

.006 

.242 

• 309 

.008 

Table 2:3 
MANN .T,ft[HITNEY U TEST 

Child-What Should Be 
Values of p* 

Dir. 

.111 

.008 

.012 

.111 

.155 

.155 

.004 

.242 

• 309 

.012 

Supt. 

.016 

.004 

.016 

.028 

.075 

.• 016 

• 004 

.133 

.012 

.004 

*Values of p significant at .05 level or below. 
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Educ • 

.004 

.004 

.004 

.006 

.022 

.004 

.004 . 

• 048. 

.183 

.004 

the null hypothesis is rejected, these groups differ in the 

distribution of their responses from the counselors. When 

the null hypothesis is accepted, these groups are like the 

counselors in the distribution of their responses. We may 

analyze this concept by examining the tally for one of the 

items. 3ince item i shows a rather unusual situation for 

this study, namely that the educators' distribution is like 

that of the counselors and the superintendents is the only 

distribution of all of the groups which is unlike that of 

the counselors, let us look at the tallies for item i. 



Counselors: 
Principals: 
Directors: 
Superintendents: 
Educators: 

1:0 
1:2 
1:0 
1:4 
1:0 

2:1 
2:0 
2:3 
2:0 
2:1 

3:11 4:26 
3:3 4:6 
3:10 4:4 
3:2 4:4 
3:1 4:2 

5:41 
5:21 
5:16 
5:10 
5:3 
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If ~e do a straight line extrapolation for superintendents, 

multiplying their responses by 3 in order to bring their 

total of responses closer to that of counselors, we note that 

unlike any other group, they rank 1 in a·tied second position 

with 4. This gives a series of highs, 1, 4 and 5, unlike 

that of any other group. ile do note that the direction of 

the principals is essentially the same as that of the super

intendent3, yet the heig-ht of the peak at 1 is much lower in 

comparison to the height of the peaks of 3,4 and 5 and the 

upward righ·t movement from rank 4 to 5 is great. Thus dia

grammatically we can support the distribution evaluation 

presented to us by the value of p. 

Parent-vlhat Should Be: Moving to a discussion of the responses 

of Parent-What Should Be, we see that Table 2:4 presents the 

means of the responses to the items in that category. 

Twenty-one group means indicate that i ter;').S are of a "very 

important" nature. Five of these means are for item b, 

"consultations in school." We could infer, then, that all 

groups con~ider school consultation with parents of great 

importance and a function which should be given much stress 

by the counselor. Three of the groups rated item!:._, "recom

mend outside agencies" as a "very important" function. and 

:· ... ·._ '·.:: ... ,:.~ "~.: .. :;"· . ',:-. :. '-:· . --~-i. ·i·:-:-:-;"~=--<>~-- ._,_;······· 
:,._· i '_:~:~·;.-: .,·:·-( ~,-'-

~I ' ,• • ' 
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the fourth group .rated it :iS .close to that, 3.90. We might 

conclude that all groups see this function as one of impor

tance in the ideal functioning of the counselor in relation 

to the parent. None of the items was rated less than 2; 

therefore none of the items was rated of no importance. In 

fact, only 2 i7ems received even a single rating of between 

2 and 3, th'J.S "slightly. important:~ These items were items 

Item 
I 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

g 

h 

i 

Coun •. 

3.34 

4.43 

3.83 

4.40 

4.34 

3.83 

3.32 

3.55 

2.; 50 

Table 2:4 
Parent-'/lhat Should Be 

Table of.Means 

Prin. 

3.71 

4.13 

3.61 

4.10 

4.23 

4.19 

3.40 

3.83 

2.53 

Dir. 

2.61 

4.61 

4.12 

4.53 

4.26 

4.00 

3.53 

3.94 

2.97 

Supt. 

3. 30 

4.80 

4.50 

4.80 

3.90 

3.60 

3.40 

4.10 

3. 30 

Educ. 

3.85 

4.14 

4.14 

3.85 

4.43 

3.43 

3.43 

4.14 

4.14 

Total 

3.36 

4.52 

4.04 

4.42 

4.23 

3.81 

3.42 

3.91 

3.09 

~, "provide occupational information," ranked in the 2 range 

by all but the counselor educators; and item~, "home visits» 

ranked in the 2 range by the directors of guidance. Here the 

directors disagree with all other groups, who all considered 

home visits of at least moderate importance. The majority 
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of the means indicate that. all of the functions in connection · ,, 

with the parents should be of importance in the functioning 

of the counselor role. Table 2:5 shows the actual ranking 

of each of the functions by the several groups. 

Table 2:5 
Parent-\vhat Should Be 

Rank Order of Means 

Ite~ Coun. Prin. .Dir. Supt. Educ. Total 

a 7 6 9 8.5 6.5 8 

b 1 3 1 1.5 3.5 l 

c 4.5 7 4 3 3.5 4 

d 2 4 2 1.5 6.5 2 

e 3 1 3 5 1 3 

f 4.5 2 5 6 8.5 6 

g 8 8 7 7 8.5 7 

h 6 5 6 4 3.5 5 

i 9 9 8 8.5 3.5 9 

Directors and counselors essentially agree on 6 of the 9 

items in the order of their importance to the ideal functioning 

of the counselor. Principals and counselors agree only h-Jice; 

superintendents and counselors agree only in their choice of 

the two most important functions of the counselor in relation 

to the parent, both fating as most important functions b and 

d, "consultations in school" and "act as liaison with school 

·- '' ... -"~: :., ' __ :· . ·. ~ ·~ ' . :' ··'·' ; ..... · ...... :. ·~~ .... ' ,., .. _. '..,., : . . . ' . 
... , ,,:.·.·.;.~"'-'' .. 
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personnel." Counselor educators and counselors agree in 

only one case, both ranking item g:_, "conduct group coun

seling," as number 8, thus of comparatively less importance 

than most other itemsw Interestingly, these two groups do 

not even have a consensus on the five most important functions 

Frequently we can see that counselor educators rank a function 

lo1.<~ when counselors rank it high and the reverse. Perhaps 

most surprising among the results is the lack of stress put 

on "home visits," which counselors rank as 7, and all rank 

6 or lower. Table 2:6 sho·ws the values of p derived from 

the Mann-1,'/hi tney U Test and thus reveals the differences 

and similarities in distribution of responses by the five 

groups of respondents. 

Table 2:6 
Ivl.l\NN-vlHITNEY U TEST 

Parent-\'lhat Should Be 
Values of p* 

Item Prin. Dir. Supt. Educ. 

a .023 .022 .004 .004 

b .210 .274 .075 .048 

c .093 .093 • 048 .016 

d • 345 .183 .075 .061 

e .183 .274 .012 .075 

f .075 .111 .500 .004 

g .061 .111 .048 .004 

h .048 .075 .028 ~004 

i .008 .012 .004 .004 
*Values of p significant at .05 level or be1ov1. 

-:·.:·.'·/ .. :..:·: . .,,..,.,. ·:s ··:·~ 
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The table shows that for itema all groups reject the null 

hypothesis that the groups have the same distribution. On 

item b only the educator group has a different distribution 

and thus rejects the null hypothesis. The same is true for 

items h, .Q, and f. On item .Q ·only the superintendents and 

educators reject the null hypothesis. On item~ only the 

superintendents reject the null hypothesis. ·on g_ both the 

superintendents and educators reject the null hypothesis; on 

h all but the directors reject the null hypothesis; and on 

item i all groups reject the null hypothesis, thus disagree 

in their distribution with the counselor group.. vie find, 

then, that we must accept the null hypothesis in 18 cases 

and that we must reject it or reserve judgment in 18 cases. 

Teacher-What Should Be: ')n Table 2:7 we find the lists of 

means for the responses of all groups to the statements of 

functions of the counselor in relation to teachers. 

Ii:em 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

i 

Coun. 

3.15 

2.00 

4.04 

4.35 

3.77 

3.30 

3.91 

4. 05 

4.23 

Table 2:7 
Teacher-What Shoulrl Be 

Table of Means 
Prin. Dir. Supts. Educ. 
3.06 

2.71 

3.74 

4.50 

3.47 

3.35 

3.71 

4.00 

4.42 

3.15 

2.06 

4.30 

4.59 

4.03 

3.59 

4.15 

4.34 

4.18 

4.00 

3.10 

4.10 

4.70 

3.60 

3.30 

4.20 

4.20 

4.30 

3.85 

3.00 

3.43 

4.14 

4.71 

3.57 

4.29 

3.85 

4.71 

Totals 

3.44 

2.57 

3.92 

4.45 

3.92 

3.42 

4.05 

4.09 

4. 37 
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On the entire table there are only 3 ratings according to 

the means of the responses of less than 3.00, thus of less 

than moderate importance. All of these ratings are given 

to item b, "Assist in discipline." Only superintendents 

and counselor educators see the function as ideally a part 

of the counselor role in relation to teachers. All but two 

of the items, item b and item .1, "encourage counseling of 

teachers", have at least one mean of over 4.00, thus rating 

them as "very important." Item f is, in fact, ranked as 

"moderately ~mportanf" by all five groups. Item d, "pro

vide information on child'" to the teacher,· is ranked as very 

important by all gro\lps and, as we will note on Table 2:8, ranks 

highest on the total average of means~ with only the counselor 

educators differing with that opinion. 

Table 2:8 
Teacher-\'lhat Should Be 

Rank Order of Means 

Item Coun. Prin. Dir. 3upt. Educ. Total 

a 8 8 8 6 5.5 7 

b 9 9 9 9 9 9 

c 4 4 3 5 8 5.5 

d 1 1 1 1 4 1 

e 6 6 6 7 1.5 5.5 

f 7 7 7 8 7 8 

g 5 5 5 3.5 3 4 

h 3 3 2 3.5 5.5 3 

i 2 2 4 2 1.5 2 
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This table reveals that on functions relating to the 

teacher, counselors and principals have the most agreement, 

agreeing on the rank order of all of the 9 functions listed. 

This consensus is significant, especially in view of the fact 

that principals and counselors tend to disagree guite fre

quently in their responses to the counselor role in relation 

to other people, such as the child and parent. It is also 

significant that counselors and directors agree on only 5 

of the 9 items listed whereas they generally tend to have a 

closer agreement of counselor role. Educators and super

intendents~ however, generally tend to disagree with counselors' 

views of the ideal ranking of functions in relation to 

teachers, with superintendents agreeing with counselors on 

only 4 of the 9 items and counselor educators agreeing on 

only 2 of the 9 items. It is interesting that despite the 

fact that some of the groups indicated that they felt that 

item b, "assist in discipline," should be of moderate importance, 

all five groups ranked this item in ninth position, or of 

least i~portance in the total functioning of the counselor 

in his relations with the teacher. 

Table 2:9 gives the Values of p derived from the Iiiann-

1rlhi tney U Test which tested the hypothesis that all groups 

have the same distribution and thus come from the same or 

like populations. 



Item 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

i 

Prin. 

.004 

.028 
!). 

.155 

.155 

.183 

.012 

.133 

.183 

.048 

Table 2:9 
~~NN-WHITNEY U TEST 

Teacher-What Should Be 
Values of p* 

Dir. 

.004 

• 048 

.210 

.155 

.111 

.022 

.061 

.155 

.155 

Supt. 

.004 

.006 

.111 

.093 

.111 

.016 

.111 

.111 

.155 

*Values of p significant at .05 level or below. 
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Educ. 

.004 

.004 

.038 

~004 

.016 

.004 

.• 016 

.016 

.. 028 

The educators, Table 2:9 show~ have a significantly different 

distribution from that of the counselors in every case. 

Principals have a significantly different distribution in 4 

cases of the 9; directors in 3 cases of the 9; and super

intendents in 2 cases of the 9. ·vve might examine item J:_, 

where there are two groups for which the null hypothesis must 

be accepted and two g1·oups for ~1<1hich it must be rejected. 

Counselors: 1:2 2:2 3:9 4:29 5:37 
Principals: 1:1 2:0 3:3 4:8 5:19 
Directors: 1:1 2:1 3:7 4:6 5:18 
Superintendents: 1:0 2:0 3:4 4:6 5:10 
Educators: 1:0 2:0 3:0 4:2 5:5 
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To look first at the distribution of the three which are 

similar, we note that the counselors, directors and super

intendents all have a distribution which moves equally from 

1 to 2 and then moves upward to the right. Principals we 

note move downward from 1 to 2, then slowly upward to 4 

and then dramatically right and upward at 5. Educators 

maintain a straight line at 0 for numbers lg 2 and 3 and then 

moye rapidly right and upward to 4 and 5. Thus we must 

reject the null hypothesis for these latter two groups and 

accept the alternate hypothesis which states that the groups 

come from different populations and have a distribution un

like that of the counselors. -we note that of the 36 cases, 

the null hypothesis is rejected a total of 19 times, and 

accepted a total of 17 times. 

Administration-\'lhat Should Be: Table 2:10 gives the means 

for the five groups in response to the items on Part I, D, 

Administration-'tlhat Should Be. Table 2:10 indicates that 

3 items receive a consiste~t rating of less than moderate 

importance. These functions are b, "substitute when needed"· - , 

d, "help in schedaling," and g, '\"lrite federal projects." 

All groups, then, fee 1 that these three functions should be 

of little importance in the total role of the elementary 

guidance counselor in relation to the administration. No 

items are frequently ranked as very import~nt, thus better. 

than 4.00, although 4 items receive at least one rating of 
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better than 4.00: items~, .£, ~' and ..f which are respectively: 

"maintain central record file," "recommend group or grade place-

ment," "participate in workshops," and "provide reports of 

counselor activities." We see that superintendents tend to 

stress the more routine or clerical functions, rating items 

a and f as "very important." Counselors rank only 1 item as 

very important, item _.s: -- recommending placement of children. 

Educators rank as very important only item~, "participate 

in workshops." They regard this function along with items c, 
. -

placement, and f, reporting couns19lor activities, as ideally 

the three most important functions of the counselor in re

lation to the administration •. The range of means goes from 

1. 00 -- absolutely no·t important to 4. 29, very important. 

Table 2:11 shows the actual rank of means for each of the five 

groups responding to the questionnaire. There is a consensus 

on item b, which all groups rank in eighth place, and a good 

agreement on items ~~ ~' ~ and ..f which are generally ranked 

1, 7, 5 and 3 respectively. There is wide disagreement on 

g_, "group placement," with principals and superintendents 

tending to give that function must less emphasis ideally than 

the other three groups. Counselors, as we have noted, feel 

that ideally that is the counseloi"'s most important function 

in relation to the administration. There is also wide dis-

agreement on item~, maintaining central files, with the 

superintendent and principal ranking that function as of more 

··,--: 
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importance than it is ranked by any,of the other groups. 

Educators tend to place that item low on the list of counselor 

tasks. 

Table 2:10 
Administration-·what Should Be 

Table of Means 

Item Coun. Prin. Dir. Supt. Educ. Total 

a 3.05 3.60 2.o78 4.10 2.00 3.11 

b 1.41 1.81 1.05 1.50 . 1.00 1.35 

c 4.02 3.51 3.57. 3 •• 40 3.57 3.61 

d 2.43 2.64 . 2.26 2.70 1.43 2.27 

e 3.77 3. 83 3.94 4.10 4.29 3.99 

f 3.09 3. 61 3.09 4.00 3.48 3.45 

g 2.19 2.48 2.12 2.90 2.48 2.43 

h 2.72 3.35 2.67 3.90 2.43 3.01 

Table 2:11 
Administration-What Should Be 

Rank Order of Means 

Item Coun. Prin. Dir. Supt. Educ. Total 

a 4 3 4 1.5 6 4 

b 8 8 8 8 8 8 

c 1 4 2 5 2 2 

d 6 6 6 7 7 7 

e 2 1 1 1.5 1 1 

f 3 2 3 3 3 3 

g 7 7 7 6 4 6 

h 5 5 5 4 5 5 
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Table 2:12 reveals the values of p for the Mann..;Whi t'erty U 

Test an.d thus shows the number of rejections and acceptances 

of the null hypothesis that the.groups have the same dis

tribution and thus come from the same or like populations. 

Table 2:12 
MAr..; -·1HITNEY U TEST 

Adndnistration.:..What Should Be 
Values· of p* 

Item Prin. Dir. Supt.~ Educ • 

a .006 • 022 .008 .004 

b .210 .133' .183 .111 

·C .022 .155 .111 .028 

d .012 .061 ~004 .004 .· 

e .133 .111 .111 .016 

f .004 .008 .004 .004 

g .111 .133 .028 .006 

h .008 .008 • 004 .004 

*Values of p sianificant at .05 level or below. 

The null hypothesis is rejected a total of 21 times out of 

32. This means that we must accept the null hypothesis 11 

times, that in 11 cases the distribution of the group being 

compared with the counselors is so similar to that of the 

counselors that the difference is no more than what might be 

attributed to chance. 'ile see that on items ~' _! and h we 

must reject the null hypothesis for every group, but that 

on i tern b ,.,e .mus·t accept the null hypothesis for every group. 
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Since b is the only item which all groups ranked in exactly 

the same position (as Table 2:11 shows), we vmuld expect 

that the results of the Mann ~'l"hi tney U Test would confirm 

that. As we have come to expect, the group which rejects 

the null hypothesis most frequently is that of the counselor 

educators, whose distribution agrees in only one instance. 

·superintendents reject the null hypothesis 5 times and direc

tors and principals each reject it 3 times. This is also 

what we would expect from our examination of means .and of 

the tallies. Generally the principals .and directors .agree 

more frequently with the counselors than do the other two 

groups. 

Outside Agencies and Community;- \vhat Should Be: The means of 

the responses of the various groups to the set of items under 

"outside agencies and community" are listed in Table 2:13 below. 

-·--
Table 2~13 

Outside Agencies and Community 
\vhat Should Be 

Table of Means 

Item Coun. · ISrin. Ihr. .:JUpt. Educ • Totals 

a 4.36 4.26 4.47 4.10 3.00 4.04 

b 4.32 3.87 4. 30 4.10 2.67 3.85 

c 3.90 3.84 3. 5.3 4.10 2.33 3.56 

d 3.75 3.48 3.79 4.10 2.50 3.52 

e 3.09 4.09 4.03 4.40 2.50 3.62 
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3uperintendents rate all of the counselor~work with out-

side agencies and communities as of a very important nature 

while counselors tend to rank these items as at least moder

ately important and on items ~and b, "refer children for 

special services" and "provide information to outside agencies 

upon request;' very important. They list as least important, 

although still highly important, acting "as liaison for 

parents to outside·agencies.n Counselor educators consider. 

only 1 of the counselor functions with outside agencies and 

community as, ideally, of at least moderate importance, ranking 

all but a as of less than moderat~ importance. They are the 

only group, incidentally, which ranks any of these functions 

as of only slight importance. ','le might note that none of 

the groups assigns any of the functions to the category of 

1.00 or "not important." 

Table 2:14 gives the rank order of the means of the five 

groups involved in the study and thus allows us to examine 

more closely the order in which they place the 5 functions 

listed for outside agencies and community. All but the 

superintendent consider the most important function of the 

counselor in relation to outside agencies and community to 

be item a, "refer children for special services." The super

intendents list item ~' "act as liaison for paret\1::~ tc-. c' ;tside 

agencies," as of number 1 importance. Pri:1.cipals ccr>.';i(~J.· 

public relations of least import~nce while all groups rank that 
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in the 50th percentile or less. No group agrees with the 

counselors more than 3 times with only the directors agreeing 

that frequently. 

Table 2:14 
Outside Agencies and Community 

\vha t Should Be 
Rank Order of Means 

Item Coun. Pri!l. Dir. Supt~ Educ. Total 

a 1 1 1 3.5 1 1 

b 2 3 2 3.5 2 2 

c 3 4 5 3.5 5 4 

d 4 5 4 3.5 3.5 5 

e 5 2 3 1 . 3. 5 3 

Table 2:15 shows the values of p for the Mann ~vhi tney u Test 

of these responses. 

Table 2:15 
11ANN -·~~HITNEY U TEST 

Outside Agencies and Community 
'i/ha t 3hould Be 

Values of p* 

Ite!!L_ Prin. Coun. Supt. Educ. 

a .421 .210 .155 .133 

b .210 .210 .111 .028 

c .048 .004 .048 .012 

d .155 .111 .075 .006 

e .111 .155 .075 .028 

*Values of E sign.:1Jicant at .05 level or below. 
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Thirteen times out of 20 we are required to accept the null 

hypothesis on our evaluation and analysis of Part I, E 

should be. ·only item g_ consistently rejects the null hypo

thesis. For all groups except the educators item £ is the 

only item for which we must reject the null hypothesis. The 

educators, h~wever, .differ in the distribution of their 

responses with those of the counselor in four out of five 

cases. Thus in most instances we must conclude that the. 

variance in the distribution of the responses to this part 

of the questionnaire is no·more than might be attributable 

to chance• 

Counselor Responses -·The Friedman: Using the Friedman Two

Way Analysis of Variance there a.re two ways.in which we can 

·examine the results of the Test. First we can examine the 

comparison between each group's responses to "what is" and 

"what should be" for all of the items in Part I. Second, 

we can examine the results on the Friedman Test in a compari

son of each group to one another for each particular part of 

Part I, parts A, B, C, D, and E. Let us begin by examining 

the counselors results on the Friedman Test as we compare the 

p (level of significance) for each of the 5 categories of 

Part I. Table 3:1 explores these relationships. The null 

hypothesis for the Friedman Two-'lfay Analysis of Variance 

might be restated in terms of the counselor functions to state 

that the responses to the counselors' views of their actual 
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.roles a.s indicated by their responses to "wh~t is" have the 

same distribution as their views of their ideal roles as 

indica ted by their responses to "what should be." In v ievl 

of this null hypothesis we would have a significant differ

ence of p of less than .OS and in such cases we would reject 

the null hypothesis. 

--------------------~-----------------------------------------
Table 3:1 

Friedman Two-·iiay Analysis of Variance 
Group: Elementary Guidance Counselors 

Value of p* 

Item Child 

a = .4S8 

b. = .37S· 

c >.o63 
d <;os 

e <!OS 

f <:;OS 

g ~OS 

h <::os 
i <(OS 

j <(OS 

Parent 

).792 

<·OS 

.:::::as 
<(OS 

.... 

<(OS 

~5 
.. )G62S 

Teacher 

).167 

~OS 

<OS 

~OS 

>.S42 

>.62S. 

<.05 

<(OS 

~OS 

Admin. 

~05 

<fOS 

<(OS 

.(05 

60S ·-· 
>-208 

~05 

<;_ 05 

*Values of p significan~ at .05 level or below. 

Agen. & Commun. 

<tOS 

<;OS 

>· 792 

~OS 

With these conditions in mind, we can see from our examination 

of Table 3:1 that the null hypothesis is accepted only 10 

times out of a possible 41 times. In 31 cases, then, we must 

reject the null hypothesis and a~cept the alternate hypothe3is 
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that the view of the actual and the ideal roles of the coun-

selor are significantly different. One way to examine the 

results of the Friedman is to look at the tallies. For example, 

under "child" item a, the p value is .458; we must accept the 

null hypothesis; consequently we would not expect any more 

than chance variance in distribution of responses. 

·#hat is: 
What Should be: 

1:14 
1:5 

2:23 
2:6 

3:22 
3:25 

4:11 
4:24 

5:8 
5:18 

We can see that the skew is to the right on the ''What is" row 

and to the left on the "'-w'lha t. should be" row, but the distribu

tion is essentially the same, despite the mirror effect. In · 

item d under "child" we reject the null hypothesis. 

'#hat is: 
\vhat Should be: 

1:27 
1:22 

2:22 
2:14 

3:19 
3:27 

4:7 
4:10 

5:1 . 
5:3 

Here we see that responses under "what is" have a left upward 

movement ·.Nhile responses under "what should be" have a peak at 

1 and a higher one at 3; the movement is right upward through 

rank 3. The table indicates that counselors do not feel that 

what they actually do in the schools is what they should be 

doing. They rank as receiving the wrong degree of emphasis 

in their actual role the following: 7 functions under "parent;" 

6 functions under "teacher;" 7 functions under administration; 

and 3 functions under outside agencies and community. In 

percentages all of these figures represent more than half 

of their actual functions. A look back at the Table of Rank 

Order of Means will support this concept. For example, 

if we look back at Tables 1:2 and 2:2 where we find the Rank 

Order of Means for the "Child-lvha t Is" and the "Ghild-Vlha t 
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Should Be", we note that theie is a gre~t deal of shifting 

of ranks as indicated by the means of the responses of the 

counselors to i terns .£!.. - j on Part A of Part I. Only i terns 

ranked 1, 5, 6 and 10 remain the same. There is a rather 

drastic shifting of items £ and b \o~hich move from 7 and 4 

.respectively on "what is" to 4 and 7 respectively on "what 

should be." The point of inclusion of this information 

here is simply to point out thatan examination of previous 

information supports the information provided by the Friedman 

Two-1i/ay Analysis of Variance and' helps to clarify the exact 

nature of that variance. 

Table 3:2 
Friedman Two-1tlay Analysis of Variance 

Group: Directors of Guidance 
Value of p* 

Item Child Parent Teacher Admin. Agen. & Commun. 

a = .458 <·OS (.05 (.OS < .05 

b (.OS <.OS <·OS (~.OS (.05 

c <·05 <.05 (.05 (.05 = .208 

d (.05 (·05 <·05 ).063 ).167 

e <.o5 (.05 >· 208 (.05 (.05 

f <·05 < .05 ).542 .<·05 

g = .208 >· 208 (.05 (.05 

h >.063 < .·o5 < .05 (.05 

i (.05 >-458 \.958 
/ 

j (.05 

*Value of 2 significant at • 05 level or belo·w. 

' • ,,-::_-i,·>-·-.: ... ',' 
:.::'::- ·: - .. :. 
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Again we see that there is a great tendency to reject the 

null hypothesis~ In fact in 30 of the 41 cases, we must do 

so, only accepting the null hypothesis in 11 of the cases. 

We note that we can accept the null hypothesis only once 

under the items in the administration section; only twice 

for p.:9.rent functions and for agencies and community functions 

anj only three times for the other two groups of functions. 

This table indicates that directors generally envision the 

elementary guidance counselors functions as ideally quite 

different from·what they actually·are. 

Table 3:·3 
·. Friedman T\o~o-1tlay Analysis of Variance 

Group: Counselor Educators 
Value of p* 

Item Child Parent . Te_?,cher ~dmin. Agen~ & Com. 

a <.as = .834 >.208 >· 792 >-208 .; 

b <(" .05 = .4S8 < .05 <.OS = .458 --'• 
c >·4S8 = • 834 >. 375 = .208 ).9S8 

d < .05 = .1334 < .05 = .208 >·167 

e < .05 ->· 208 ':>.542 
/ = .208 )· 792 

f >.542 >· 792 >. 792 <_.OS 

g = 1.000 >·792 = .208 <·05 

h > .958 = .458 = .. 458 '>. 542 
/ 

i <·OS = .834 ~'::>.· 9S8 

j = .834 

*'lalue of 2 signifi9ant at .Lis levei or below. 
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By looking. at both tables 3:1 a.nd 3:2 we could compare. the 

degree of similarity or difference between counselors and 

directors in their acceptance or rejection of each item but 

we ~ill use tables 3:6 through 3:10 to do tP.is for more 

clarity, and we will compare all groups with one another in 

their responses on those tables •. 'lie are immediately struck by 

the fact that there ismuch more tendency to accept the.null 

hypothesis on the responses to the various items by the coun

selor educators. In fact, theirresponses indicate an 

acceptance of the null hypothesis 31 out of 41 times. We 

can examine two sets of tallies to see exactly where the 

difference seems to lie and where the likeness occurs. For 
. . ' . 

one which accepts the null hypothesis, let us look at the 

tallies of responses for question ~ under administration_ 

\vhat is: 1:0 2:2 3:1 4:2 5:1 
i'lhat should be: 1:3 2:2 3:1 4:0 5:1 

\'fe note that in this case there is a spread between 2 and 

5 on the "what is" responses and a spread from 1 to 5 on 

the "what should be" \·dth exactly 1/6 falling at the central 

point or 3. 'lle might contrast this distribution with that 

for item b under administration, where we find that l~Je must 

reject the null hypothesis. 

Vlha t is: 
l~vha t should be: 

1:1 2:1 
1:7 2:0 

3:4 4:0 
3:0 4:0 

5:0 
5:0 

\'l e note that on the "'what is" responses there is a right up

ward movement through 3. On the "what should be" responses, 

however, there is a complete drop after 1 so that the pile-up 
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is completely on the left. The difference is visually obvious 

when we examine these tallies and by doing so, we can attach 

more meaning to the Friedman Two-·Ylay Analysis results. 

In Table 3:4 we shall examine these same responses for 

the Principals. 

Item 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

i 

Child 

).458 

<·05 

>.375 

_).167 

).458 

<.05 

>·063 

<.05 

<·05 

j ).063 

Table 3:4 
Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance 

Group: . Principals 

Parent 

).792 

>-458 

).208 

<.05 

<-05 

(.05 

1.000 

).958 

<·05 

Teacher 

(-05 

<·05 

>-458 

(05 

);,458 

)-792 

).208 

<·05 

.>· 208 

>·208 

> .167 

. >. 542 

<·05 

>·958 

).458 

(.05 

)-958 

Agen. & Commun. 

).208 

<·05 

/.958 

>· 792 

>-208 

..• 

*Value of p significant at .05 level or below. 

In 26 cases of the 41 we must accept the null hypothesis, thus 

stating that the variance of the distribution is no more than 

can be attributable t~ chance. For examination, let us look at 

administration, ~ where the null hypothesis is accepted at a 

.958 degree of p (probability). 
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1ilhat is: 1:10 2:7 3:5 4:4 5:2 
What. should be: 1.:1 2:2 ·, 3:7 . 4:11 5:9 

There is a right downw9.rd movement on "what is" and a right 

upward movement on "'what should be. , On "what is"· there 

are 17 ~~low the rank of 3 and on "what should be" there are 

20 above the rank of 3. We can see that the distribution is 

reversed and the skews are to the opposite sides. However, 

.the one is a mirror reflection of the other and the null 

hypothesis is accepted, •..Jith the assun1ption statistically 

being that the variance in the distribution is a matter of 

. qhance. 

Table 3:5 
Friedman Two-Way Analysis. of Variance 

Group: · Superintendents 
Value of p* 

,llem Child Parent Teacher Admin. Agen. & Commun. 

a > .063 <·05 (.05 <.05 <~as 

b = . 208 <.05 ).208 (.05 <·05 

c (.05 <·05 <·05 (.05 (·05 

d (.05 <.05 (.05 <·05 <·05 

e (·05 < .05 (.05 <·05 <·05 

f (.05 (.05 <.05 <·05 

q (05 _>.208 (.05 <.os 
h = .458 (·05 (.05 .208 

i (.05 ).542 (05 

j ).067 

*Value of p signifi~t--~05 level or below. 
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Again we see that in 7 cases we must accept the null hypo

thesis but that in 34 cases we must reject it. We would 

assume from these figures that Superintendents generally feel 

that counselors' actual functions are not what they should 

be in an ideal situation. A look at Tables 1:14 and 2:14 should 

bear out these figures. By turning to them, we note that 

superintendents ranked items on "what is" in. relation to out-

side agencies and the community in the follo..Jing order: a:3, 

b:l.S, c:4, d:S, and e:l.S. On "what should be" they ranked 

in the following order: a:315, b:3.5, c:3.5, d:3.5 and e:l. 

\ve can see that whereas they ranked actual functions 1: and 

e as tied .t..,r first place, they ranked ideal function e as 1. 
·--:--

·wnere '-hey ranked items ~' .£ and d in third, fourth and fifth 

positions of importance, they recommended items ~' b, ~' d, in 

tied positions of importance only second to item~· Thus 

they have a great difference between their view of the actual 

functions of the counselor and their view of the ideal functions 

in relation to outside agencies and community. 

By examining all five of our sample groups together we 

can compare t~e degree of difference in their responses to 

each section of Part I. Table 3:6 lists the p values derived 

from the Friedman Two-vlay Analysis of Variance for all five 

groups on the items under section A, Child. 

;-- ····-""- . -... ·. ,._;_._ 



Table 3:6 
Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance 

Item Analysis, Part A-Child 
Value of p* 
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Item Coun. Prin. Ihr. SuEt• ~due. 

a = .458 >·458 :.458 )-063 (.05 

b = .375 <.05 < .05 :.208 <·05 

c ) .063 >.375 <-05 <~05 ).458 

d < .05 ) .167 (.05 (.05 <-05 
I 

e <-05 > .458 <-05 <.as (.05 

f (.05 <·05 (.05 (.05 >.542 

g <.as >-063 .208 <-05 = 1.000 

h < .05 (.05 >.063 = .458 >.958 

i < .05 <.05 (.05 <.os <-05 

j <-05 ).063 <.05 )-167 ).834 

*Value of p significant at .05 level or below. 

','le see that counselors and directors most often see the ideal 

function of the counselor as quite different from the actual 

function, as revealed by the fact that both groups reject the 

null hypothesis 7 out of 10 times. Superintendents reject 

the null hypothesis 6 out of 10 times; educators 5 times and 

principals 4 times" This means thaL principals accept the 

null hypothesis 6 times, or in other words that in three-fifths 

of the cases they are satisfied that the counselor's actual 

role is the same as his ideal role. All other groups feel 

that in at least half of his functions within his role he is 



not performing the ideal functio!l.s or at least not giving 

them the proper degree of stress. 

Table 3:7 
Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance 

Item Analysis, Part B-Parent 
Value of p* 
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Ite=m~--C~o~u~n~.--~P~r~i-n~·~--~D~i~r.~·-------S~u~p~t~----~~~d-u~c~·~-~----

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

g 

h 

i 

>.792 

< .05 

< .05 

<-05 

<-05 

<·OS 

>.625 

<.OS 

<·OS 

> .792 

> .458 

>·208 

< .05 

< .05 

< .05 

='1.000 

>.9S8 

<..OS 

< eOS 

< .05 

<.OS 

<~OS 

<.OS 

<.05 

>.208 

<·OS 

>-4S8 

<·05 

<-OS 

<-05 

<.OS 

< .05 

<-OS 

>-208 

<·OS 

>-542 

=. 834 

= .458 

=. 834 

= .834 

>.208 

>.792 

>·792 

= .458 

= .834 

*Value of p siqnificant at .05 level .~o=r_b~e=lo~w~·--------------

Vle can see that all groups were most happy wit~ the amount 

of stress placed on item 51., "conduct group counseling." On 

the basis of our other tables and the statistical analyses 

they represent, we can further state that all groups see 

this function as given little stress in the schools and re-

commend that it continue to receive little stress. Educators 

tend to accept all of the functions in relation to the parent 

as approximating the ideal. The other four groups, however, 

are displeased with the amount of emphasis placed on items~, 
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~and f and either feel that there should be more or less 

emphasis placed on them. Question ~ of Part II asks the 

respondents to write in the rank placement of counselor 

functions and thus attempts to probe more fully the degrees 

of stress although an analysis of the tallies can give much 

of the same information. F0r example by looking a·t item i, 

"individual counseling3 " we discover that all four groups 

believe that individual counseling of parents should receive 

greater emphasis in an iJeal counselor role. 

Table 3:8 
Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance 

Item Analysis, Part C-Teacher 
Value of p* 

Ite_~m~-----C~o~u=n~·~-------~P~r~i~n~·-- Dir. Supt. 

a 

b 

c 

d 

f 

g 

h 

i 

).167 

<·05 

< .05 

<.05 

>-542 

'>.625 

<' .05 
' <.o5 

<·05 

< .05 

< .05 

_)>.458 

< .05 

> .458 

.>. 792 

>.208 

<.o5 
' ":.>. 208 

,/ 

<.o5 
<, .05 

<·05 

<.os 
).. .208 

/ 

/>. 542 

(, .05 

</. 05 ·-, 

~-. 958 

( .. 05 

>-208 

<-05 

<·05 

<-05 

<-05 

_./". 05 

" < .05 

< .05 

Educ. 

).208 

~.05 

>·375 

<-05 

>-542 

>·792 

>.208 

.458 

>958 

*Value of p significant at .. 05 lev.el or below. -------
On Table 3:8 we see that in no case do all five groups accept 

the null hypothesis. On two items, ~ and f a 11 groups except 



the Superintendents accept the null hypothesis. This means 

that the difference in the v:lriance of their distributions 

between what is dnd Nhat should be in relation to the teacher 

is similar enough so that any variance can be attributed to 

chance. Overall the general tendency, however, is to reject 

the null hypothesis for most items thus showing that all five 

groups frequently feel that the actual functions of the 

counselor in relation to teachers are not receiving the 

proper degree of emphasis. This statement is not true, 

however, for the educators, who, as previous tables have 

shown, tend most frequently to accept the null hypothesis. 

They tend, in other words, to consider the actual functions 

of the counselor as being close to the ideal functions in 

relation to teachers. ~ie see that principals most frequently 

accept the null hypothesis, accepting it all but 2 times; 

that educators accept the null hypothesis all but 3 times 

and that all other groups tend to reject the nu.ll hypothesis 

most of the time. We have come to expect this response from 

educators. Principals, ho-:.>Jeve·:, here indicate that in general 

they are satisfied that the actual functioning of the guidance 

counselor in relation to the administration is close to the 

ide&l. Counselors most frequently reject the null hypothesis, 

indicating that they most often feel that their actual functions 

in relation to the administration are not close to the ideal 

and thus are not given the proper degree of emphasis in all 

~-':\ ' '· :.. ·.. ·. :·' .:·· 

.·.\:.·. 
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but one case where the null hypothesis is accepted. This 

occurs for item .f, "provide reports of counselor activities" 

which they then to accept with an almost equal distribution 

across the ranks from 1 to S, thus indicating wide disagree-

ment among counselors on both the actual and the ideal role, 

and thus showing that any variance between distribution of 

the two is due to chance. 

Item 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

Table 3:9 
Friedman Two-:~vay Analysis of Variance 
Item Analysis: Part D-Administration 

Value of p* 

Coun. 

(.OS 

(.os 
(.os 
('.05 
<··.os 

>.203 

(.os 

< .os 

Prin. 

).208 

>.167 

>.s42 
<.as 
.... '\. 9S 8 

_>. 458 
./ 

~.OS 

>.958 

Dir. 

<.os 

<-05 
<.05 
>-063 

<(.05 

<·05 
<-05 
<.os 

Supt. 

<.os 

<-05 
<·05 

<·05 
<.as 
<.05 

<.us 
=.208 

*Value of p significant at ~05 level or below. 

Educ. 

/·792 

<a OS 

=.208 

=.208 

:.208 

<(.05 

' <·05 
)·542 

Table e:lO shows the responses of all groups according to 

the values of p based on the Friedman Two-\lvay 1\nalysis of 

Variance in the relation of counselors to agencies and 

community. In every case educators accept the null hypo-

thesis; in three cases principals accept the null hypothesis; 

in two cases the directors accept it; in one case 

:.:. 
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the counselor does and in no cases does the superintendent 

group. We must assume that superintendents see a need for 

change of emphasis in all areas of counselor-agency and 

community relations but that in no case do educators see a 

need for a change of emphasis in these areas. Counselors 

tend to agree more closely with superintendents than they do 

with educators, since they disagree with superintendents 

only on item c, "do follow up studies." By looking at the 

tallies we can see that counselors see a much stronger need 

for increased emphasis in this area since: ·they increase the 

mean rating by 1.15 while superintendents increase it only 

by 66. 

Table 3:10 
Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance 

Item Analysis: Part A-Agencies and Community 
Value of p* 

Item Coun. 

a ('.05 

b <.05 

c >· 792 

d <'· 05 

e (.05 

Prin. 

>-208 

<.05 

.>.958 

_). 792 

>.208 

Dir. 

(.o5 
<.05 
= .208 

>.167 
/ 

~ .05 

<.o5 
<.05 

<.05 
<.05 

·<.os 

Educ. 

>.208 

>-458 

_>.958 

>-167 

>.792 

*'{alu~s of p significant at .05 level or below. 

;.,<.· 
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Questionnaire Part II 

Likert -type scales: In Part II questions a through·£, the 

Likert -type scales, the items are not interdependent. In 

some cases, in fact, they are mutually exclusive. For ex-

ample where a restx)ndent indicated that he feels that state 

ce.rtification requirements .should be revis·ed, he would not · 

also indicate that they should be eliminated, since the two 

responses show an opposite attitude toward certification. For 

this reason, Part II can not be analyzed in exactly the same 

way as was Part I. The same statistical instruments, the 

establishment of the mean and the establishment of the value 
' . · .. ,' 

of p in the Mann-~lhi tney U Test, have been used, but the 

table of ranks of means has been omitted because ranking is 

not relevant to these items. \'le can, by looking at the Table 

of Means, 4:1, eYaluate the responses of the v1rious groups to 

each of the questions concerning educational training, cer-

tification and desirable concommitant activities for the 

elementary guidance counselor. 

Table 4:1, which follows, shews us that all groups 

overwhelmingly feel that revision of state certifica1:ion 

requirements for elementary guidance counselors, item~, is 

necessary. The mean for each sample is in :tt least the "moder

ately important" category of 3.00 or higher. For the super

intendents and educators the mean is over 4.00 or in the "very 

important" category of response. By looking at the responses 

to item £J eliminate certification, we can see that all groups 

rank this ~ithin the 1.00 to 2.00 degree of importance, 
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or as "not important." Items~ and d can also be compared. 

Item c states that elementary guidance counselors should 

have a broad liberal arts education; item d states that they 

should have a broad behavioral science education. We can see 

by examining the means, that the responses are only slightly 

higher for item d and that responses are very mixed, with c 

generally having a mean of more than 3. 00 o!' "moderately 

important," and d having a mean of more than 4.00 or "very 

important." Educators, we note, favor a behavioral science 

education for counselors, with a mean response of 4.12 as 

opposed to a mean response of 2.75 to broad liberal arts 

education. Both directors and superintendents as well as 

principals favor a broad behavioral science background al

though the number of "moderately important" rankings for a 

broad liberal arts education are significant of some dis

agreement among all these groups. The same is true for 

counselors who rank both in the 3.00 to 4a00 range. Of items 

~, f and g_, counselor educators rank as very important item f, 

"strong psychology background,'' and item g_, "strong guidance 

background," but consider "strong elementary education pre

paration,"item ~ of only slight importance. }\.11 other groups 

rate preparation in elementary education of at least moderate 

importance, with elementary school principals rating it 

highest, almost into the range of "very important" with a 

3.94 mean. All groups rate a strong psychology background as 

···;, 
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"very important" and all but directors con~ider a strong 

guidance background as "very important." They, hm.-Jever, consid-

er it of high moderate importance with a mean of 3.88. 

Table 4:1 
Education and Certification 

Table of Means 

Item Coun. Prin. Dir. Supt .. Educ. Total 

a 3.92 3.45 3.97 4~30 4.50 4.05 

b 1.32 1. 83 1.48 1.50 1.12 1.72 

c 3.03 3 .. 36 3.26 3.20 2.75 3.12 

d 3.95 4.39 4.17 4.40 4.12 4.21 

e 3.37 3.94 3.20 3.50 2.87 3.38 

f 4.29 4.23 4.20 4.50 4.00 4.24 

g 4.01 4.19 3.88 4.40 4.12 4.12 

h 3.27 3.71 3.17 3.90 3.87 3.58 

i 3.93 3.84 3.83 4.10 4.50 4.04 

j 3.72 3.67 3.08 3.50 2.62 3.32 

k 4.06 4.29 3.91 4.20 4.50 4.19 

1 3.62 3.74 3.43 3.50 3.12 3.48 

m 4.14 3~94 4.08 3.40 4.25 3.92 

n 3.27 3.07 3.68 3.40 4.25 3.52 

0 4.15 3.71 4.45 3.40 4.12 3.77 

p 3.87 4.09 4.11 4.30 3.87 4.05 

All groups feel that a knowledge of research and statistics, 

i tern h, is at least moderately important with a range of 
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me.3.ns from 3.17 to ,3.90. All groups also rate preparation 

for parent counselin~ item i, as at least moderately important 

and two groups rank it as very important: superintendents 

and educators. ~ile see a wide range of response, almost 1 ~00, 

in answer to itemj, "experience in classroom teaching." 

Educators tend to feel that such experience is only slightly 

important while counselors themselves feel that it is moder

ately important and close to being very important. Principals 

agree with counselors on this question. Directors are approx

imately halfway between counselors and educators. in their 

response, but still ·rank it as moderately important. "An 

internship in elementary guidance" receives a mean response 

of "very importa:11t" from all groups except directors, \-1ho 

rank item-~ as very close to that degree of importance. 

Psychometric training, i tern _!, is seen as of less importance 

although it still is moderately important to the elementary 

guidance counselor's training. Of all five groups, only those 

l~ast directly involved in the actual guidance functions in 

the school -- the principals and the superintendents -- rate 

item~ as only moderately important. Both the counselor and 

the director of guidance, as well as the counselor educator, 

deem very important this item, the ability of the counselor 
!.· 

to have flexibility in determining his functions. It must 

be admitted, however, that even a mean of '"moderately import-

ant" is high on the scale and thus we might conclude that all 
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groups generally feel that counselors need· to have flexibility, 

being free to enact whatever functions seem to them as most 

important at any particular time. All groups also. felt that 

it was at least moderately important fnr counselors to be-

long to area and state counselor organizations, item~, and 

that they should participate in professional improvement 

activities, item E· In fact three groups rated E and one 

group rated .!l "very important." Three groups also rated a 

"master's degree minimum" item £ as very important T;~hile two 

groups rated it moderately important. Counselors, directors 

and. educators all feel it is·very important and principals 

and superintendents feel it is moderately important. 

The values of p obtained from the Mann-Whitney U Test 

allow us to take a closer look at the distribution of re-

sponses of the five sample populations to the questions we 

have been discussing. Table 4:2 lists these values for all 

groups, giving the value as compared to the responses by 

the counselors themselves to each item. The Mann-Hhitney U 

Test tests the null hypothesis that groups A and B have the 

same distribution and therefore come from the same or like 

populations. In each case the counselor sample represents 

one group and each of the other g±oups represent in turn the 

other group being compared by the test. If we look at Table 

4:2 we can see that counselors and principals had a distri

bution similar enough so that any variance was attributable 
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to chance all but two times. This means that in all but two 

cases we must accept the null hypothesis. Only for items.£ 

and h can we reject the null hypothesis, for there the values 

of p are less than .05 and thus indicate that the null hypo

thesis must be rejected. Essentially, then, we can say that 

the results of the Mann-·{fhi tney U Test indicate that principals 

and counselors are generally in fair agreement concerning the 

. items in Part II of. the questionnaire and that any differences 

among them are no more than might be attributable to chance. 

The sameis essentially true of the directors where we. find 

that we can reject the null hypothesis dnly two times again, 

here on questions .£ and ~· Superintendents and counselors 

tend to agree on all butlO items, which means that they 

agree on 6 items. Thus we find that there is generally 

disagreement between the counselors and superintendents in 

the distribution of their responses to various items in 

Part II. \ve might note that their distribution of responses 

is similar on questions pertaining to elimination of state 

certification requirements, strong psychology background, 

strong guidance background, educational preparation for 

parent counseling, flexibility in determining functions, and 

participation in professional improvement activities. 

Educators' and counselors' responses have approJcimately the 

same distribution of responses only twice, we note -- on 

items~ and X· Otherwise they differ significantly in the 
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distribution of their responses and can not be said to have 

come from the same or like populations. ~.:/e have noted that 

this disagreement bet~een counselor educators and counselors 

is consistent throughout the items of the questionnaire; as 

we have also noted that there is a general tendency for 

counselors and directors of guidance to agree. 

Table 4:2 
l·'li\NN -r;lHITNEY U TEST 

Education and Certification 
Value of p* 

Item Prin. Dir. i::)Upt • Educ. 

a .183 . • 183 .048 .016 

b .133 .274 .• 210 .061 

c .006 .038 .004 .004 

d .155 .111 .016 :o022 

e .075 .038 .028 .004 

f .274 .242 .155 .075 

g .111 .111 .111 .022 

h .028 .075 • 012 .004 

i .183 .111 .111 .048 

j .075 .155 .008 .004 

k .155 .133 .022 .028 

1 .061 .111 .128 .. 012 

m .155 .133 .093 .038 

n • 038 .093 .016 .004 

0 .183 .210 .133 .028 

p .111 .111 .048 .. 016 

*Value of p significant at .OS.level or below. 
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Open-ended questions: In ~rder to allow respondents to 

express themselves more freely and to gather more specific 

data for the study, three op~n-ended questions were used in 

Part II. Question 9Lasked for a response to the following: 

"List below the courses you feel should be required for 

elementary counselor preparation." The number of times that 

a course was mentioned was tallied and all courses mentioned 

were noted. Table 4:3 lists the courses mentioned and the 

number of times that they were mentioned by each group with 

a column of totals. C designates counselors; P-principals; 

D-directors; S-superintendents and E-counselor educators. 

Table 4:3 
Required Courses for Counselors 

Part II: question q 

Course c p D s E ~otal 

Child Development and Psychology 56 10 18 3 7 94 

Introductory Psychology 13 8 3 2 0 26 

.!\dole-scent Psychology 14 4 4 0 0 22 

.1\bnormal Psychology 52 7 10 5 5 79 

Educational Psychology 17 7 5 0 6 35 

Individual Testing 62 7 21 3 7 100 

Group Testing 45 7 19 2 7 80 

Tests and Measurements 14 1 0 0 0 15 

Introduction to Guidance .35 8 5 2 0 50 

Research and Statistics 19 4 12 3 1 39 

Jociology 8 3 6 1 4 22 

.. ·.: ~ ·:,: :. ''-::- •• -. ·--~-·:. •. ,. •.. .'7 -·-._;·: . •',' ~- .. , : 

... .. 
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:. Course 

3ensitivity training 

Group Counseling 

Individual Counseling 

Counseling Internship 

Practicum 

Reading Problems 

Learning Disabilities 

Theories of Personality 

Family Counseling 

Emotionally Disturbed 

Play Therapy 

Behavior Modification 

Cas•~ Study 

O<~;:;',~:ational Information 

Counseling Theories 

Community Resources 

Projective Techniques 

Mental Health 

Learning Theory 

Consultation 

Philosophy of Education 

School Law 

Educational Testing 

Drug Education 

c 

11 

61 

52 

23 

23 

6 

32 

18 

2.2 

12 

13 

10 

12 

13 

0 

3 

2 

5 

11 

2 

0 

2 

0 

0 

p 

3 

,.., 
i 

7 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

1 

0 

0 

5 

0 

3 

1 

0 

0 

n· 

9 

17 

19 

7 

8 

1 

10 

1 

6 

0 

1 

2 

0 

3 

0 

2 

0 

0 

2 

0 

5 

0 

0 

0 

s 
5 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

3 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

E 

4 

6 

5 

1 

4 

1 

1 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

3 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

3 

1 

124 

Total 

32 

92 

84 

31 

39 

8 

44 

24 

33 

12 

14 

13 

12 

24 

6 

7 

3 

6 

20 

2 

9 

3 

3 

1 
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The most frequently mentioned courses, with a number of 

mentions of greater than 80, are Individual Testing, Child 

Development and Psychology, Group Testing, Individual 

Counseling and, with 79 mentions, Abnormal Psychology. From 

the number of mentions we c·:n see that the responses to 

questions d and l of Part II are substantiated by the re

sponses to question q. Psychology is especially stressed and 

the behavioral sciences are most frequently mentioned among ·the 

courses lis·ted. The ivhole area of testing receives frequent 

menticn also. Some of the newer courses, such as sensitivity 

training, ·Behavior modification, family counseling, ·learning 

disabilities and drug education are mentioned particularly 

by counselors, directors and educators -- those probably most 

involved with counselor courses. Princip:t.ls, directors and 

superintendents show a slight concern for Philosophy of Edu

cation while counselors and counselor educators completely 

overlook this course. There is perhaps some overlap among 

the courses which would explair. why some groups mention'9d 

some courses and others did n~..,t. For example, counseling 

theories were mentioned only by superintendents and educators. 

Such theories, however, might be thought by other groups to 

be covered sufficiently in Introductory Guidance or Testing 

courses. Learning theory, which is only mentioned 20 times, 

might be thought by many to be adequately discussed in courses 

such as Child Development or Educ=ttional Psychology. Intern-
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ship in elementary guidance, which is rated in question k, 

is mentioned under .9: only 31 times, a comparatively small 

number of times. On the other hand, the next question, 

question :f., asks what changes should be made in State re

quirements for certification. A number of persons felt that 

an internship in guidance should be mandatory and some 

suggested that it should be required in lieu of elementary 

teac~ing experience. Thus we can not get an adequate concept 

of the real attitude toward internships by looking at the 

responses to question q alone. The same thing is true of the 

counseling practicum which is frequently mentioned in question 

r but is mentioned under question q only 39 times, not a high 

number of times compared to a course in Group Testing, for 

example. Table 4:4 documents the responses to question E= 

"List any important changes you feel should be made in State 

certification laws in Massachusetts. 1
' .Respondents were given 

five blanks in which to write suggested changes. A major 

controversy in the Massachusetts State Department of Education 

in this year 1971-72 is the controversy over counselor certif

ication. Currently counselors are required to have teacher 

certification. We can see that a number of our respondents 

wished to express their views concerning this requirement 

since it is a. rnaj or issue in the controver~y. Thus we have 30 

persons r~intaining that teacher certification should be re~ 

quired for counselor education and 22 persons maintaining that 
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it should not. Counselor educators and superintendents, \~e 

note, more frequently expressed a view against teacher 

certification while the other three groups more frequently 

expressed approYal of it. Thirteen persons .felt that there 

should be no certification 'Nhatsoever and 9 persons, all 

drawn from the counselor and counselor educator groups, felt 

that colleges should be responsible for certifying counselors. 

The requirement of an internship in guidance and a master's 

degree in guidance before certification drew the two highest 

responses. Twenty"':'five fslt that course requirements for 

certification should be more rigid; 2 said they should be 

less rigid. Thirteen respondents, most notably directors, 

suggested that there should be a probation period for coun

selors before certification in granted. As we might expect 

from the responses to both i terns g_ and f, a number of coun

s~lors recommended the addition of more psychology courses 

for certification. The same number recommended adding a course 

in learning disabilities as a requirement. An important 

aspect of guidance, and one which has received a lot 0f atten

tion in recent research, was mentioned by 4 respondents: that 

is to make certification regulations so that they differ

entiate between elementary and secondary counselors. 
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Table 4:4 
Counselor Certification 

Question r 

Change 

Require teacher certification 

No teacher certification 

No certification 

Colleges s1hould certify 

Eliminate waivers 

Require practicum 

Require internship/guidance 

Master's degree 

Omit occupational information 

More rigid course requirements 

Less rigid course requirements 

Probation period 

More psychology courses 

Follow M~SCA recommendations 

Differentiate between elem
entary and secondary 

Learning disabilities course 

C P D S E Total 

17 5 5 2 1 30 

11 1 2 5 3 22 

4 1 2 5 1 13 

6 0 0 0 3 9 

1 0 1 0 0 2 

12 6 5 0 0 23 

18 12 . 6 1 1 38 

17 2 12 2 3 36 

6 0 0 0 0 6 

20 1 4 0 0 25 

0 0 0 1 1 2 

2 1 10 0 0 13 

12 0 1 0 0 13 

0 0 0 1 1 2 

2 1 1 0 0 4 

12 0 0 0 0 12 

Table 4:5 analyzes the responses to questions: '•List in 

rank or~er what you consider the ne=essary functions of the 

elementary guidance counselor~ The numbers under each group 

represent the mean of the responses of each group, using 1 as 
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rank 1, the highest, so that the larger the number, the lower 

the rank given to it. The chart does not reflect the number 

of times that P.ach response was given; therefore this infor

mation is added in Table 4:7 since frequency is related to 

degree of importance. 

Table 4:5 
Means of Counselor Functions 

Question s 

Functions Related to: Couna Prin. Dir. Supt. Educ. 

Children 1.23 1.00 1.29 1. 33 2. 36 

Parents 2.72 2.47 2.28 3.00 2.00 

Teachers 2.60 2.08 2.29 2.55 1.37 

Administrators 2.85 3.25 3.27 4.00 1.66 

Agencies/Community 3.62 4.00 3.60 4.25 4.22 

Testing 3.00 3 • . 33 3.64 2.50 2.75 

Research 3.40 2.00 4.50 5.00 2.75 

In-Service Teaching 3.13 4.00 4.00 3.50 

Records 4.25 3.00 3.75 

Elementary curriculum 3.50 3.00 5.00 

We notice that all groups except the counselor educators rank 

services directly to children as of first importance~ Educa-

tors rate highest services to teachers and administrators. 

Parents and teachers generally run in second and third posi

tion and the means indicate that services to them are almost 

equally important to the four groups who actually function 
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within the elementary school. Interestingly, everyone ranks 

the administration higher than the top administrators do, 

with counselors averaging between 2 and 3 in ranking them, 

while superintendents themselves tend to agree on fourth 

position. We note that educators rank them a close second 

to teachersw Of the top five functions we find that each 

group ranks in the following order: 

Table 4:6 
Counselor Functions 
Rank Order of Means 

· Qu,estion s 

Functions Related to: Coun. Prin. Dir. Supt. Educ. 

Children 1 1 1 1 4 

·Parents 3 3 2 3 3 

Teachers 2 2 3 2 1 

Administrators 4 4 4 4 -- 2 

Agencies/Community 5 5 5 5 5 

Thus all groups see the counselor~ services to agencies and 

the community as only of fifth importance to the role. All 

persons in the school itself agree on the most important 

~~ the child and the fourth important the administration 

f~nctions and there is some dis~greement between those con-

sidered of second and third importance. It is interesting to 

note that educators' views, as we have been led to expect 

from their previous answers to the questionnaire, disagree in 

almost all cases. 



Table 4:7 
Counselor Functions 

Response Frequency 
Question s 

Ftii\ctions Related to: Coun. Prin. Dir. Supt. Educ. 

Children 70 20 24 9 8 

Parents 28 15 22 7 8 

Teachers 63 13 22 9 8 

Administrators 20 4 11 4 6 

Agencies/Community 39 8 10 4 4 

Testing 33 9 11 4 4 

· Research 5 2 4 1 4 

In-Service Teaching 8 1 0 1 2 

Records 4 2 4 0 0 

Elementary curriculum 15 1 0 0 1 
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-----------·---------·-·-· 
Only a scattering of persons listed such items as research 

and in-service teaching in answer to question ~· By in

service teaching, most clarified this phrase to mean teaching 

teacL ·ys how to work with children with various kinds of 

disabilities by means of workshops. A number of counselors 

mentioned elementary curriculum, specifying such things as 

scheduling as a clarification of their meaning. ·~fe can observe 

that many persons did not list five functions but rather 

listed only 2 or 3 and in some cases only 1 ~hich they con

sidered important. Most frequently counselors who mentioned 
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only.l mentioned co·unseling children. This, in fact,.· was 

noted most frequently by all groups, and reinforces the 

response to Part I, A, item ~ "counseling individuals and 

groups" where this item was ranked of first importance by 

most groups (see Tables 1:1 and 1:2). 

Questionnaire Part III 

The most unpopular part of the questionnaire was part III, 

the Semantic differential scales. Apparently this type of 

test was a new experience for many of the respondents because 

a number of them refused to answer it, some even indicating 

their displeasure with such written comments as.uRidiculous!" 

"stupiq" "ou' rc \<lasting my time."· To give an idea of the 

amount of hostility to these scales we can consider the 

number of those who did respond to them in comparison to the 

number of returns received. Table 5:1 gives this information. 

Table 5:1 
Semantic Differential Scales 

Responses 

-_· __________ -Coun. Priri.---nlr. Supt. Ed~~Total 

Questionnaire Returns 

Part III Responses 

79 

71 

33 

27 

34 

24 

20 

14 

8 

6 

174 

142 

Approximately 8~ were hostile to the scales and did not do 

any of them. Of those shown in table 5:1 10 did not complete 

the scales. The Semantic Differential does not attempt to 
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obtain a response concerning a counselor~s functions, education 

or certification. Rather, it attempts to elicit an image of 

the counselor role as it relates to the elementary school's 

functions. For this reason, it was coupled with scales per

taining to the elementary school principal. The study is not 

concerned with the response to the principal, however. That 

role was used merely to provide a basis for comparison by. 

the respondents and was placed first in order to allow them to 

gain experience with the use of the scale with the assumption 

that this pra9tice would make their responses to the counselor 

role :more valic]. As we have noted in chapter III only 8 

items were of interest to this. particular study, the o-thers 

acting as fillers. All 8 of these items are evaluative ones 

and thus are not concerned with such factors as activity or 

potency in relation to the counselor's role. Table 5:2 

summarizes the means for the responses of all groups. Re

spondents were asked to place a X in the space which most 

nearly represented their :ttti tude to"tlard ea-ch-- set of bi-polar 

scales. In the analysis of these scales, tha scales were 

numbered 1 through 7 with 1 the lowest rating and 7 the highest. 

The scales were randomly mixed throughout the 16 sets, so that 

the 8 to be evaluated were dispersed throughout the test and 

the poles ltJere interchanged at random. Thus the words had to 

be read before a judgment could be made. Since 7.00 would be 

the highest possible attainable score, ratings over 3.50 

would be favorable responses. Ratings as high as any of 
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those on this scale are very high where the lowest mean is a 

5.2 given by educators in response to the fair-unfair scale. 

Some responses we note are over six. Generally counselors 

and directors rate over 6.00, both giving only one rating 

of less than six. All of the principals' ratings have a 

mean in the 5.00 to 5.99 range as ~o all of the educators'. 

Superintendents give a mean rating of·4 in the 5 range and 4 

in the 6 range. This informatic:m leads us to the conclusion 

that a;.l groups have a very favorable image of the elementary 

Table 5:2 
Semantic Differential Scales 

Table of Means 

Bi-polar scales Coun. Prin~ Dir. Supt. Educ. · Total·· 

1. unpleasant-
pleasant 6.1 5.7 6.2 6.0 5.8 5.9 

4. honest-
dishonest 6.1 5.8 6.1 5.9 5.8 5.9 

6. clean-dirty 6.3 5.7 6.4 6.1 6.3 6.1 

7. kind-cruel 6.3 5.9 6.3 5.9 5.8 6.0 

9. bad-good 6.0 5.5 6.0 6.3 5.3 5.9 

11. awful-nice 5.8 5.7 5.5 5.7 5.7 5.7 

14. worthless-
valuable 6.3 5.7 6.4 6.3 5.7 6.1 

16. fair-unfair 6.0 5.7 6.2 5.3 5.2 5.7 

Totals 6.1 5.7 6.0 6.2 5.7 5.9 

counselor's role, which is verified statistically by the F 

test of variance a parametric test which analyzes variance 



from the mean. Table S:3 provides this information sche!Il~ 

atically. 

1. 

4. 

6. 

7. 

9. 

11. 

14. 

16. 

Scale 

unpleasant-
pleasant 

honest-
dishonest 

clean-
dirty 

kind-cruel 

·bad-good 

awful-nice 

worthless-
valuable 

fair-unfair 

Table S:3 
Semantic Differential Scales 

F Test of Variance 

3tandard Chance 
Variance Deyiation__y~a.r~i~a~n~c~e~--~P __ _ 

2.69 .17 1.19 61.8 .019 

2.69 .10 .7a S2.0 .ala 

2.69 .066 .46 65.2S .• ao7 

2.69 .• 464 3.2S 64.30 .a 5o 

2.69 • 700 4.9 29.90 .• a9s 

2.69 .OS • 3S 48.71 .Oal 

2.69 .49 3.43 79.46 .a43 

2.69 .7S 5.2S S1.34 .la 

------------------------------------------------
The P test tests the variance from -the mean by establishing 

arithmetically the value of Pas or what the F value must be 

in ordP,r for the difference in mean between two or more groups 

to be significant. The P score is computed by dividing the 

chance variance into the standard deviation. ~ile note that 

for all scales in Part III the Pas must equal 2.69 in order 

for the variance from the mean to be meaningful. By looking 

at the F column we can see that in no case does the P score 
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.even come near to beingthat large. Thus we can see that the 

variance from the mean on the 3emantic Differential scales is 

not significant for the responses to any of the scales. 

Open-ended Question for Counselor Educators 

Respondents in the counselor educator group were asked to 

answer 3 questions additional to the questionnaire. These 

questions were: 1} Is a program in elementary school coun

selor preparation offered at your institution? 2) If yes, 

what degree is offered? 3) List the ?':·;; ... ,;uirements for 

attaining the degree. · Since all 12 of the educators <'lh.o 

received questionnaires teact at colleges or universities 

which are listed as having elementary counseling programs, 

it was expected that the answe;•·s to <r.Jestion one '.vould all 

be yes. However, of the 8 respondents, 5 answ~red yes, 

1 answered no and 2 did not answe~. ·,I'le have, therefo:ce, to 

deal with only 5 responses. Of the S who indicated that their 

college or university does have an e:ement~'7 .~ounselor pr~
gnun, 4 indicated that they offer a Master o.2 Education 

(one specified that this was a ~~ster of Education in Coun

seling); one that they offer a ~.'~ster of Arts in Psychology 

and Guidance; one that they offer a C. A. G. S. in Counseling 

and one that they offer a Ph. D. in Counseling. In answer to 

question 3, only three listed specific courses. Tv.1o were 

universities and one was a college. One university professor 

listed the following courses: 



Education Foundations 
Psychology Foundations 
Sociology Foundations 
Personnel Services 
Counseling 
Practicum 
Measurement 

,_.; 

The second university professor listed these courses: 

Research Methods 
Foundations of Guidance 
Tests and Test Procedures 
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Vocational and Persortal Development in 
· ·the, Elementary School 
Counseling Theory and Process I and II 
Elementary Counseling.Practicum (2 courses) 

' The college professor listed the following courses: 

Principles of Guidance 
Psychological Measurement 
Principles and Practices of Counseling 
Abnormal Psycl:1plogy . 
Psychology ofPersonality 
Group Psychology 
Psychology of Development 

All indicated that these were required courses and that 

electives made up the other hours necessary for the degrees. 

1ile notice that 2 schools require a counseling practicum, as 

recommended by many of the respondents in Part II, question q. 

Also one college stresses psychology, which some of the re-

spondents to the questionnaire advocated both in response to 

question q of Part II and item f of Part II. Also all of them 

require a course dealing with tests and measurements, and at 

least one dealing with counseling. These courses, too, were 

recommended in the open-2nded questions of Part II. Ap-

parently none of them require courses in learning disabilities, 
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individual and group testing, sensitivity training nor an 

internship in guidance. Because of the paucity of the re

sponse to the third question, it is difficult to make any 

meaningful assessment of the counselor programs offered in 

the state, however. 



CHAPTElx V 

3Ul'·'IT·l.~2Y AHD CONCLU3ION3 

The position of the elementary school guidance counselor 

in the State of ~:Iassachusetts is one of uncertainty. Already 

b10 districts have dropped Ute position or replaced guidance 

counselors with adjustment counselors. As other writers and 

tha vice~president of A3CA have pointed out, the new accent 

on :tccountability has placed the elementary school counselor 

in a vulner:tble position since it is difficult if not impos-

ible to measure his accomplish:nents by :my set of behavioral 

objectives. '··h t k h. . J... d.a ma es .1s poslL10n even less tenable is the 

controversy over the exact nature of his role. ~ho he is to 

serv8 and how he is to serve them are questions which are 

:J.nS':Jered in many · .. ays by :-Mny people. ~-ioreover, -,·Jho is to 

define his role and thus dictate his functions is also a 

point of conflict. Nor is the problem linli ted to the elemen-

I l , 1 . ·~ , tt ::1ry sc l.OO.L counse or 1n l'Lassacnuse _ s, for studies mentioned 

in Chapter II of t~is paper rPveal that his problems are 

typical of those of cour.se lor s t h.rorg hout i:l1e country. One 

'.vriter pessirnisti.c:::llly states tlut "the continuing· contro-
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role and functions of the elementary guidance worker may 

never be resolved."70 This study h3s attempted to search 
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out some of the problems in the hope that in the process some 

causes might surface and with them some solutions. In its 

attempt to clarify the elementary counselor's role in this 

State, the study has hypothesized that there is a dichotomy 

bet~een the real and the perceived role of the counselor, 

not only in the counselor's perception of himself but also 
'~ 

in others' per-ception of him, and that the perception of 

the actual role differs from that of the ideal role. The 

counselor alone does not define his role. As is true for 

~ny role, its definition is determined to a great extent by 

the way other people see it. In elementary schools, the 

com1selor' s role is sensitive to the demands of many people, 

but most of all it is determined by 3dministrators and the 

counselor, who are, in t~rn, influenced by counselor educators. 

Certainly other people, too -- teachers, parents, pupi.ls --

all affect the counselor role. The influence of these others, 

it \-J:J. s felt, v1a s ;rtore ·subtle than that of those who :t re re-

sponsible for the job description of the counselor. There-

fore th£=.l study concentrated on a0. assessment of the c:o,mselor 

role ~nd those ~spects of it ~hie~ ~ost determine its def-

in it ion: the role futtct ions Hhic'n t~le counselor performs, 

?Q 'I r.' ' ,,., · 1 ' '"" 1 t ' '"' 1 t 1 uon oencner, ~ounse 1ng, vonsu 1ng, or ueve opmen-a 
Guidance? To'.<~:tr:.i An Ans':Jer," Elerr,entary 3chool Guidance 
and Counselino-, Vol. IV, 4 (:·.ay, 1970), 240. 
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his education for the role, and the requirements for his. 

certification in this State. Thus a total of 343 question

naires was mailed to five qroups. comprised of elementary 

guidance counselors, directors of guidance, elementary prin

cipals, superintendents of schools and counselor eduoatorso 
. . : . ' 

· One hundred a'nd seventy five questionnaires ( 511.) were 
. . . . 

returned; 69.91. of counsf!lors; 33.31. of principals; 58.31, 

of:· directors; 66.61. of counselor educators and 34\ of super

intendents. The questionnaire was made up of three parts, 

one concerned with counselor functions, both actual and ideal; . 
• .. • I • " ' ' ' ~: •_ • • • • 

a second related t~ oolinselor eduoation.and oertlfioation, 

• and a third concerned with the imaqe of . the elementary counselor 

role.t Counselor educators were sent at\ additional set of 
. .; ~ ... , ... ,. :\' . . ' . 

questions related to the proqrams for elementary quidanoe of

fered by their institutions. Three different forms were used 

on the questionnaire, L:t.kert-type ·scales, Semantic Differ

ential scales and open-ended questions. Responses to the 

questionnaires were analyzed by means of several parametric 

and nonparametrio tests, including the Mann-Whitney U Test, 

the Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance, the F Test and 

the measurements of the mean &nd the standard deviation. 

These tests led to a number of conclusions. Firat of all, 

they affirmed the hypothesis on which the study is basedt 

there is in fact a dichotomy between the actual and per

ceived roles of the elementary guidance counselore. The 

: .-
. ··-· ' 

'· ... ::·;·; 

. :• -: 
. : ~:~ 
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Test allo~:Jed a close an3.lysis of the responses 

of counselors, who indicateJ the nature and emphasis of 

their various actual functions, in comparison ',·Jith the re-

sponses of thE"~ other groups in reg::ud to ':Jha t thE!Y consider 

the actual functions. Overall there was much disagreement, 

not only between the counselor and other groups but also 

+' among o~ner groups. Secondly, there is great disagre~ment 

among the groups and even within the groups concerning the 

nature of the ideal role of the counselor. On the other 

hand, it i'JaS discovered that there is .a consensus on the 

image of the counselor role, 'IJhich is seen as a valuable and 

highly favored one by all groups. There was, however, con-

siderable disagreement on the kind of educational training 

an elementary guiddnce counselor shoul3 have and equal dis-

agreement on certificatior, regulations. All of these find-

ings made definition of tl'te counselor role difficult but not 

. . , 1 f t' 1mposs1o e, or .nere were import~nt points of agreement. 

..... . . 
JlSCUSSJ.Ofl 

By revie\·!in;; sorae of the tables in Ch:J.pter TV ':lA 
- I .~-

:1t le1st .~ppro:J.ch a definition of the counselor role. 'i'~te 

responses to P:1rt III of t~e questionnaire, where there is 

stron0 :1gr~ement among ~11 groups, makes it possible for us 

to convert Table S:2 to :1 series of adjectives which describe 

t:1e counselor rol<~. It is seen b:::,r :ill responJr:~nts -:J.S pleasant, 



honest, kind, c;ood, !li·:>::>, .fair, cle:w d.nd v.J.lu3.ble. These 

words, ho~ever, describe, not define. For definition we 

must turn to Table 1:1, 1:4, 1:7, 1:10 and 1:1:3 •r1here the 

means of the responses of all groups are given in a totals 

column and to the responses to Part II, question ~, given 
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in Table 4:6, where all groups listed the rank order of 

functions. Despite great disagreement among and within the 

groups, the average ranks indicate that the following functions 

are of most cancer~ overall. Table 4:6 reveals that a coun

selor is one who functions -:,Ji th children, teacher, parents, 

administr.ators and outside agencies and ~ommunity, in that 

order. By examining his actual functions with these groups, 

Twe can further define. Table 1: 1 tells us that the elementary 

school counselor is one \.Jho most importantly identifies speci1l 

children, interprets test results and counsels both individuals 

and groups. Table 1:7 reveals tlut the counselor is one '.-11.:-lo 

provides the teacher with test interpretations, infor~ation 

on the child and crisis intervention. Furthermore, he is 

responsible to the child's parents to consult with them 

concerning their child, 3ct as a liaison between them and 

other school personnel, recommend outside 3gencies when 

such help is needed ~nd interpret test results to them 

(Table 1:,±). iie is one -.~ho recommends to the .:~.drninistrati.on. 

group or grade placement of children and particip~tes in 

'.'Wrkshops (Table 1:10) and one vJho re.f.ers children ~or 

special services and provides i.nfonnation on cnildrc:1 t:o 
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outside ~gencies (Table 1:13). His most important functions 

in the school, then, as indicated by the average of the means 

for all groups, are to assess t~e ability of children, to 

pass this information on to others, and to ~ttempt to remedy 

disabilities through counseling, referral or recommendations 

to teach~?rs, parents or others. By referring to Tables 2:1 to 

2:15 vve can see that elese same two or three major functions 

maintain position in the top three for the ideal functions 

of the counselor .3.s indicated by the aver:1ge of the means 

of the groups. Thus for the major functions, considering 

the total s3.mple populations response only, there is a con-

sistency of opinion which defines the counselor role. It 

must be :t.ckno'.-JledgeJ that in :1f:1ssa.chusetts the counselor is 

seen as primarily a remedial agent, whose primary concern is 

for children identified as "special" for one reason or another. 

3ome of his work ~isht be what could be called "preventive" 

such as counseling rRferred children and consulting with 

p:J.rents, but none u:· : ~_s actual Hork is seen by the tot:J.l 

s-ample populations of this sbJdy as developmenb.l in na.bue. 

i.-·l,_.,,l.llv -·..A. . ..,..," J I 
,_ ,, 1 f I • t '1. • 1 
ao~.Jr-:>.ver, ;'JlSCUSSLOn •:n· n .11 children," an importa.~t 

hnction in .:Jevelor•<:-tr':'nt."ll r_;uid.:t:lce, is r1nked of ~ouret i::1-

portance, :-u.vinc,r GOV<'!d fron: a. r:1nk: of sevent~-L for the .1ct1_u.l 

functions of the ccunscdor. 'I'hLs, plus the increJ.st?cl e;;·~l-~hasis 

re::ommendPd for ~'>uch activities as provLJlnQ c1reHr infor-

mation and providing 8~uc~tional information to p3ronts, 
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shows an awareness that the guida~ce program .should be more 

developmental in nature. 

The greatest disagreement on the elementa.ry counselor's 

role was seen between the counselor and the counselor educator. 

3ylvia B. Rosenthal angrily states that counselor educators 

are largely to blame for the fact that counselors are not 

agents of change, that they "adjust the child to fit the 

existing school program instead of helping adjust the school 

T:.·, roa .. ·r"'m to the ch1' ld. " 71 .,. ' · e L ' L' • 
I:" _ ..... J :lC.!Cl am.o, u1e nev-1 v1ce- pres-

ident of A3CA, laments the fact that elementary counselors 

":ire consirlered part of the -whole system that maintains the 

status quo of society and are reproached for not doing 

l.thei.r] share to make the system more favorable for children. " 72 

The results of this stu.Jy, ho:,Jever, 3.lthough they reveal that 

counselors tend to do what others expect them to do and to 

feel that their ideal functions are largely the same as the 

actual, and thus maintain the status quo, do not support Miss 

]osenthal' s statement; for it is the counselor educators vJho 

consistently view the counselor's role as different from the 

·.</J.y others see it. In f.act, so different are their responsf~s 

from those of the other groups that ~e are forced to question 

71
Jylvia Berek Rosenthal, "The Relevance of Counselor 

8duc3. tion for Elemenb.ry School :;ounselors," Elemc~ntary 
:Jchoo.l Guidance:_ .:!D.£ 8ouns0.lino, VI, 2 (Dec., 1971), 76. 

72 "Vicc~-Presider1t' s I.Iess:1qe," ;:1ernent3.ry 3chool 
]uidance arvJ CounselLw, VI, 1 (Dct., 1971), 3. 

··::·· ... -··, 
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the value ~nd relevance of counselor education. Educators, 

·.1c sea·, 3.dvcc3.te all kinds of cours<'.:>s -.Jhich encoura(;e exper-

imentation and innovation. They advocate courses ~hich would· 

prep:;ue counselors :for a proryrao of dt:Jvelopment3.1 guidance. 

The study found that th.ey suggested such required courses 

't' 't t . ' ' -1' ', 1 t d h 1 3.S se~s1 1v1·.y _ralnlng, lnclVlCU::l assessmen an psyc o ·?~Jj• 

of vocat iona 1 development. The Lrtaj or problem, hmooJever, was 

r1ot their recorJ.mendations for tl:e ideal cou::-1selor role, but 

their vie\ooJ of the act't::tl rol~J. T~ey seem to be very out of 

touch ..,-;j_ th v1ha. t actually goes on in t"he schools. They see 

elements.ry counselors as major agents of occupational infer-

mation, for exanple, when in fact all school groups see this 

as of c;lo.se to least importance in the actual operation of 

the school counselor. The counselor educators, then, appear 

to be trying to effect change based on an imperfect assessment 

of the real situation. 

Of all groups, counselors ~nd directors of guid~nce 

share t~e most points of agreement. If, because of their pos-

ition in relation to the counselor role, and h0·ause of their 

agre•:n .. ,.;nt, •,ve c::J.n assu;ne -that th·:::y are m~'"'st ,J..:Jd.re of the trurc 

·}uida.w::e functions, then v-1e mu:::;t co:wlude that the other 

three c::roups in the shtdy have a n1u:1l:H:>r of :nisconcept ions 

which are preventing a definitive statement about ele~entary 

'T 1 i<e C'ln on y speculate! soncerninf} th~3 causes of 

such disagreement about counselor role. Certainly vart of 
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the cause must be a £::.;. i.lure in co1 ,mnicatior. between the 

g-uidance personnel in -, ~.e State and other educators. Per-

haps there is even 3. lack of communication among the 1;:;-uid-

ance personnel themsel es which prevents their recognition of 

their overall agreement on some titajor points. As Duane 

Brown states, "what i .. certain is that for ~ny progra~ to 

function efficient.;.y there must be mutual agreement as to 

the functions to be performed by the various personnel 
1173 

within the program. - T f t t ue m~gn qualify this statement to 

read: there must be recognition of where there is agreement 

and attempt to solve disagreement in a rational and meaning-

ful way. Since elementary counselors have rapidly increa~ed 

in number in the past ten years, it is time for them to 

see themselves as a group different from ot~er personnel 

in the guidance area anJ large and strong enough to effect 

necessary changes both in their education a~d in their cer-

tification requirements to make these more viable in terms 

of their J.ctual role functions. Counselors, both ele~entary 

and second,:J.ry, are lumped togethE·r under cert if ica t ion L.1ws 

established in E:56 -- sixteen years ac;o <:Jr·.~:n elem(::ntary 

guidance was a ~ovelty. 8ounselors and other groups involved 

in th.i.'3 study J.ll stress t:he llt.'~E-:><.:1 for n::vis~on of certification 

la.-.<~~:3. 3omt"!, particuJ'irly counselors t:hern.s€·l'Jc:•s, point to the 

73":\tti.tu:::lF!S of 3chool Personnel TovJJ.r:i the Te:.1cller' s 
D 1 ' 1-' G • ' r' II rro• '· T t • } " • ... ] ~o e 1n ~ne ~ul~~nce ~rogram, Lhe voca 10~~. ~u1aance 

Quarterly, XIV, 4 (3u~n:ner, 1966), p_. 259. 
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need to differentiate between secondary and elementary counsel-

ors in certification requirements. Others feel that certifi-

cation as it now stands stresses teaching experience and oc-

cupational information, both of vJhich are at best question-

able. The problems posed by certification rules, as well as 

those related to counselor education and disagreement on 

counselor functions, lead to a num.ber of recommendations. 

Recommendations 

The study of the dichotomy between the actual and the 

perceived role of the elementary counselor has revealed a 

!1Urnber of problems 1;Jithin the T•Jhole area of elementary 

guidance counseling. These problems appear to be very deep-

rooted and almost insurmountable in some cases. In fact, 

this study has tended to support the 31-arm of ma!1.y ···Jorking 

counselors about the position of the elementary counselor. 

~.Ie have 1 ho•;1ever, discovered one qenuinely encouraging note--

th::..tt t1 .. t~~ counselor role is seen as good and as valuable. If 

there is agreement ori that, and this study shows that 

there is, the problE•rns perhaps ca;t be solved. But the time 

for ch:1nge is no·,·J. Thos•? of us ·.1ho are counselors must 

bc=gin to ":re:dly ·:lo ti.to3e thirt.:;;s '.-;e cl3Lrt to be doinq in 

Ollr role st~tements" ~nJ we must "begin to stand up to those 

f:wtors and f.lctions in lhe educ:J.tion-J.J process th,J.t i·JP knovJ 

:=.J.re hnrtirHJ our chilJren ea.c~l ·.hy. OnJ.y ·by effectively 

chJ.rl(:·inq the envi.ronwent cart ·.ve b::.? succ(.:,ss.ful connselo.rs." 74 

74 
· La rn b , p • 3 • 

' .... ~' ~·;~ '.:. 

. '·;l 
~ 
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And -.~e can only be0in to chanqe the environ:.-,ent by 

cltanginr;1 ourselves -- our preparJ.tion for our '.Jork and our 

emphasis and direction in that '.vork -- and by chang-ing the 

vie\·JS others have of us. ·dhat ';Je need, first of all, is a 

strong, state-wide organization of elementary school counselors, 

which will permit us to learn about ourselves, help us to 

disseminate a.ccur:1te information about ourselves, our roles 

and our functions to other educators and to the public at 

l~rge, en~ble us to promote relevant and realistic counselor 

education and certification, as well as to give us a political 

voice. Further, we need to become more actively involved 

I "f +. 1n counse~or prepara~1on. This study points out tha.t counselor 

educators are operating largely in a theoretical way and do not 

aooear to have a realistic vie~ of the role and role functions .. 
th1t the counselor performs. I~ order to effect chJ.nge in 

counselor education, counselor gJucators must be ~ncouraged 

to come into the schools, even if it is necess3ry to requir0 

+, t t' ' t , ' t' . ' t , t ' ._, . _na ney serve ~n 1n ernsnlp nere 1n or~er o oo ~1n Lne1r 

de0rees, so that they Jill kno~ ~hat it ~eans to he a ~orking 

elementary counselor. It ~:lir;Jltt, in fact, prove to be ::t very 

•).:..or·,]~· ·L''t''Ol'·p.-~ \P t:,,·.,. ~tiJ>·J·r J.t'·'·"J.L ~Ol'l:·.::,=-lor- s~.~,o>.ll,-.. l1 .. :1(_J l-.. ~- .L... • . - . 1 .; • I w -~ -8 • l . -. ....., -.J .. . J - - ~ ..4 -· . L.. -.-' .. ,::) -- -- - -

w:>r 1J::d.nislr:1tors Lqt 1 combination of these and. otltPr rol1::.s 

' "' ~;; .. ·~ '- . ' 
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so that they should receive a broad background in education, 

quidance, psychology, testinc;;, counseling and ether courses 

to prepare him to carry out a variety of flmctions in relation, 

not only to the child, but to a number of school and 01lts:i.de 

groups. 3uch a broad preparation would require at least a 

master's deg·ree in elementary counseling and such a deqree 

should be required for certification of elementary counselors. 

In fact, if such a counselor education becomes a reality in 

all institutions of counselor education in the State, cer

tification could be eliminated or made the responsibility of 

the degree-granting institution -- the 3tate Board of Ed

ucation sould simply act as a control of the higher insti

tutions to ensure that proper programs were instituted and 

adhered to. 

If, however, such a program of counselor training seems 

too drastic a change for th~ present at least, it is essential 

that the 3tate revise the certification requirements and 

differentiate bct~een secondary a~d elementary counselors. 

And it is further necessary that counselor edusation 9rograms 

reassess their offerings i~ view of the actual operatio~s 

~ithin the schools. 

As for t~e functioninc of the counselor ~ithin the school, 

this study ).us sho·.·m that ~;resently then~ i::; little emp:1::t.sis 

on clevelopment..J.l aspects of ,;uLJJ.;lce :H1d as :1 r0st1lt th.J.t 

the ~ruida;·1ce pro•;rr.J.i:ls in L1e i.=derrlc::;ntJ.ry schools are not Fulfillinc:-_r 

tht~ aims of ,,duc.1tion itself. Until evc.":Jry child is a part o.f 

. ,.;: .. :.•.,.' , .. ,.,· .. , .. 
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the gt1idance program, guidance at that level will Le at best. 

a stop-gap :neasure. From the chanC}ing e:rrphasis placed on 

such activities as "discussion with all children" ind "home 

visits," it is apparent that counselors ~~d other groups see 

the need for developmental guidance although they do not 

presently emphasize either of these functions. One problem 

could be the number of employed counselors. In a recent 

publication by the Eassachusetts 3chool Counselors 1\.ssociation, 

it is recommended tln t there be a minimum of one counselor 
7':, for every 250 students. ~ The recommendation is for secondary 

schools; however, such a figure ".vould be realistic for ele:nen-

tary schools as well, for it would allow the guidance program 

to reach every child and thereby enact all of its possible 

functions in remediation, prevention and development. T.Iore-

over, the ~uidance office would be able to have an open-door 

no 1 1' ,....y L- ..1. .._.. I thus encouraging children, parents 3nd all groups to 

come to the~, not just with problems but for encour3gement, 

inform:1tion cr just communication. It •,-Jould also e:-table the 

counselor to get into the horr~ and thus provide liaison 

between thG school a~d the home and eli~in5te the threat ~h~t 

schools prese::-tt to mail)" rnrents J.S ':H~ll :1s fon~st:ill ma.ny 

problems J.risinrJ out of horne-school conflicts ';Jithlrt children . 

........ 
1 ')"3ecc~-~:l:~.ry '3chools Guid:::tt1ce Pro0rJ.mS .for the '70's: 

~(o ]'';S .:1nd 1·1u.n.r::tions, 11 (lJ.sS.J.Ch11St;!tts Jcftoo} .... oun~'HdOr.3 2-~SSO
ci::ttion, Fe-::·ruary, 1971), ;;..:·. 29 • 

.•.• ,'}<' • .-· ',,· .• 
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educa.tional system would ideally decrease the number of 

remedial tasks o:f the secondary school counselor and perhaps 

also of outside :1gencies. Such a dynatnic role on the part 

of the counselor would eliminate the quandary in which he 

currently finds himself. He would and should be allowed 

gre:1t flexibility in establishing ltis daily routine, dependent 

upon both his own assessment of the needs o~ his school and 

community and on the educational philosophy of the area in 

'.vhich he -r,mrks, but he should function within a frame\·Jork: of 

carefully designated and structured activities designed by 

a state-wide association of his peers. 

There are in the entire state of l·ass.J.ch1.1setts 351 cities 

and towns. There are 359 elementary guidance counselors in 

the .3tate but fev-J cities or to";ms have only one elerrLen.tary 

counselor, thus many don't have even one. 3ome oE the la.rger 

toT.-ms J.W:l cities have ortly one or tvw counselors '.-J:-t·:) 11ust 

handle several schools and "l:lun•.::lreds of children. It is 

recommended that the effectiveness of the total elementary 

guidance program in the 3tate be assessed by a study of 

thosr:~ to, .. ms :tnc1 cit: ies vJhich ;Jo not have elementary counselors 

as c~omp.J.re:-.l to thos<:= tO'dns Etnd citi.::s that do and th:1t 

con :o L1era t ion be 0 i ven to tlv~ ratio of coun::·;e lors to pupils 

for t~ose t:o·-.·mG that }u.ve such p·:?rsormel. A secon::J study 

which is also recommen.d0d is to investigate the difference 

LP.hl~'!r:'n thr~ rol.es and role fnnctionc~ of r;l£'?:nent::Lry :1nd 
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relative to counselor education and certification. 

3uch studies are important to tho fate of elementary 

guidance not only in this state but in the nation. A clearer 

underst3ndi~g of the elementary counselor's role, ~hich 

this study has tried to gain, is essential for the future 

of guidance and its impact upon the schools. If the aims 

of guidance are those of education -- to develop the whole 

child, every child, ri.lOst positively in all aspects of his 

beln<J -- then guidance must survive and to do so it must 

become a coherent, dynamic .force in the schools. Only by 

}:.;eing such a force can it help the schools to give to the 

vJOr ld responsible, happy, tot.:tl rn.1man beings i..-Jho can create 

~ ~orld in which we would all like to live. 
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3TANDAL{D LlEVIATION T.;.J:\LE 

Coun. Prin. Dir. Su.ot. Educ. 

Child 
~;lha t Is .793 • 351 .678 .735 .787 

Child 
\'lha t 3hould Be .743 . 374 1. 217 .812 .872 

Parent 
~'lha t Is 1.600 1.330 1.072 .793 .412 

Parent 
';lhat 3hould :Se .598 .520 .616 .600 1. 276 

Tea.cher 
"Jha t Is .S48 1.562 .656 .174: .332 

Teacher 
·.Hta t JhoulJ Be ~r-r 

• 0 ~ ,) .608 .714 
,...r"",.. 

• 0 0(J .510 

.A.d:ni n i st rat ion 
'.lh:.i t Is ,.. ,.. "' 

• 00 .j .520 .683 .656 .430 

Administr:1tion 
·.nv1t 'Jhould Be 1.216 .GG3 .770 .854 1.050 

Outside :'\gencies ;':~.: 

Community 
.'iha t Is r.:" ,... 

.000 .424 • G 34 . 37 £.; 1"7 ')' 
• I '-' l 

Outs i·:le ,,gencies " ',i. 

:=:ommunity 
,. l, . 
,., CL:l. T. 3hould 3c~ .500 .831 .337 • .lOG • 4.)G 
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2 Harr,..,ood Drive 
Bernardston, Mass. 
01337 
October 1, 1971 

In 1970 Robert Isenberg, the Vice-President of the 
American School Counselors Association, wrote that he would 
like to see a survey showing where elementary counselors are 
in each state, "what they are doing, what they think they 
should be doing, and ,,1hs, t education, training and experience 
i's demanded of them by their st:ites." This has also been a 
major concern of the !~ssachusetts School Counselors Association, 
particularly in the elementary school guidance division, as 
I personally discovered when I "1as a member of the Advisory 
Board for that group. Because of my interest in and concern 
about this whole problem,. I have undertaken a study of elemen
tary guidance in the· state of Vassachusetts as my doctoral 
problem. 

The enclosed questionnaire is being distributed to ele
mentary school counselors, guidance directors or directors 
of pupil personnel services, elemen·cary school principals, 
superintendents of schools and college counselor educators. 
The intent is to analyze the perceived and the actual role 
of the elementary guidance counselor in this State, in order 
to discover areas of agreement and disagreemett among them, 
the relevance and adequacy of elementary school counselor 
preparation and needs for improvement. It is my intention to 
use the findings not only for personal educational goals but 
also to disseminate them through publication i~ order to 
effect necessary changes. 

Instructions for each part of the questionnaire are given 
at the beginning of each section. The forms are anonymous; 
self-addressed, stamped envelopes are enclosed. I would 
appreciate very much your taking the 15 minutes or so re-
quired to complete the form and returning it to me by October 15. 

'. ·. ~· . . .... 

Yours for better counseling, 

Frederick E. Ellis 
Director of Pupil Personnel 

3ervices 
·;vare, Massachusetts 

' ..... ' ;~! , 
•.: 

. -' ·'"'.·~: 
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October 17, 1971 

Dear Educator: 

On October 2 I !11ail•?d a questionnaire to you concerning 
the role of the elementary guidance counselor. Because of a 
problem ".<Jith the third class mailing- (some postal centers 
held the mailing three ';Jeeks or rnore~), many of you may have 
received your questionnaire only in the past day or two. 
3ome of you may not have received it yet. 

Because of the great expense this study entails, I 
must extend the return date to November l so that :ill of you 
v-1ill have a chance to return yours to me. In the event that 
there are still some questionnaires unreturned on :rovember 1, 
I -._.Jill remail questionnaires to those \vho have not replied. 

I would greatly appreciate your cooperation, not only 
for the sake of my sbJ.dy but for \·Jhat I hope vJill be i.mpro·:ed 
counseling i:-t the state of :I:1ssachusetts. If you ha.ve alre3.dy 
returned your questionnaire, thanks very much. 

Yours very truly, 

Frederick E. Ellis 

.· .. , ... ,_·-,· 
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November 4, 1971 

J(~J.r Princip.1l: 

Of the 1099 eleraentary school principals in :.Iassachnsetts, 

only 99 recer.tly received a questionnaire on guidance coun-

selors from me. You :-Jere one of these. T>,.Jenty-h·Jo of these 

99 principals returned their completed questionnaires to me. 

You ;.-vere not one of these. Perhaps your failure to return 

the questionnaire was due to an oversight. I hope so, for 

~he inadequacy of the returns threatens the validity of my 
.1- 1 

St.U:Jy. 

If you could take only ten or fifteen minutes from your 

busy schedule to fil.l out the questionnaire and r1:!turn it, 

it ~·Jould cerb.inly l·,P.lp me to complete a v.alid study of 

If :.rou ~1ave disc:J.rcled the 

questionnaire, I \•Joul:] b.~ more th3.n happy to send you another 

upon request. 

·:rould yuu please hell) me to reach a 75::~ response fro:l! 
. . J ..... prLnclp:J. .sr 

F:ri::~d(::rick B. ;..;lli.·:; 
2 ={:tr,·Jood Dri.v(c? 
3(-'?rnardston, :·.:as:3. 0 1..'3() 1 
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2 Hanvood Drive 
Jerna:rdston, ~,b_ss. 
01301 
~'Jovember 15, 1971 

Questionnaires have been corning in regularly and the 
percent of returns is growing rapidly. Some of you still 
have not returned yours, however. In the hope that you are 
i·Jilling to participate in the study of the elementary school 
counselor but have mislaid or forgotten the questionnaire, 
I am enclosing another copy and a return envelope for your use. 

I.hope that you \·Jill join your peers in respondingto 
my request, for I'm sure you'll agree that the study of the 
elementary counselor in this 3tate is a much-needed one. 
Your views are important. Won't you complete the questionnaire 
:1nd return it to me so tlut those vie',Js \··Jill be reflected in the study? 

3ince I must ask for all returns by December 1 so that 
analysis can begin then, I'd appreciate it if you could take 
some time in the next day or two to fill out the enclosed 
questionnaire and get it in the m3il. 

-, . 1 ..::>lncere y, 

Frederick S. Ellis 
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Title of present positi~n Type of system: urban 
surburan, rural 

A Study of the Elementary School Guidance 
Counselor in the State et Massachusetts 

Part I. The role of the elementary school guidance counselor is divided 
below into 2 categories. In each category you are asked to indicate both 
the degree of importance presently assigned to a role in zour school and 
the degree ot importance. assigned to it in a.n ideal guidance pr~gram. 
Indicate your answer by circling the number ~oh indicates the degree of 
importance you ascribe to the role. 

1. not important 2. slightly important 3. moderately important 

4. very important 5. essential 

Example: Guidance c~unselora should belong to 5 professional erganizations. 

what is what ehould be 

A. Roles pertaining to the child 

What is What should 'be 

1 2 3 4 5 a) Mseussions w:l. th all ehil.~en 1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 b) Counseling ~nly referrals 1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 c) Co\Ulselin.g only individually 1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 d) Counseling only in groups l 2 ) 4 5 

l 2 3 4 5 e) Counseling individuals & groups l 2 ' 4- 5 

l 2 3 4 5 f) Teach subject matter of guidance l 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 g) Administering full testing program 1 2 3 4 5 

l 2 3 4 5 h) Interpreting test results l 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 i) Identifying epecial students l 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 j) Providing career information l 2 3 4 5 
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B. Roles pertaining to the parent 2 

what is what she~~ 
1 2 3 4 5 ' Home visits 1 2 3 4 t:::: a) _, 

1 2 3 4 5 b) Consultations in school 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 c) Interpret test results 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 d) Act as liaison with school 1 2 

personnel 
3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 e) Recommend outside agencies 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 f) Individual counseling 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 g) Conduct group counseling 1 2 3 L~ 5 
1 2 3 4 5 h) Provide educational information 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 i) Provide occupation.,~. information 1 2 3 4 5 

c. Roles pertaining to the teacher 

What is what should be 

1 2 3 4 5 a) Assist in group testing 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 b) Assist in discipline 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 c) Interpret test results 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 d) Provide information on child 1 2 3 If 5 
1 2 3 4 5 e) Provide in-servic~ training 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 f) Encourage counseling of teachers 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 g) Assist in parent-teacher confer- '1 2 3 4 5 

ences 

1 2 3 4 5 h) Provide crisis intervention 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 i) Suggest alternate methods for 1 2 3 4 5 

relating to individuals 
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D. Roles pertaining to administration 

What is 
What should be 1 2 3 4 5 a) Maintain central record file 1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 b) Substitute when needed 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 c) Recommend group or grade placement 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 d) Help in scheduling 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 e) Participate in workshops 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 f) Provide reports of counselor 1 2 3 4 5 

activities 1 2 3 4 5 g) rlrite federal projects 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 !~ 5 h) Provide statistical analysis on 1 2 3 4 5 achievement test results 

E. Roles pertaining tc ?~tside agencies and community 

what is 
what should be 

1 2 3 4 5 a) Refer children for special 1 2 3 4 
services 

1 2 3 4 5 b) Provide information to outside 1 2 3 4 agencies upon request 

1 2 3 4 5 c) Do follow-up studies 1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 5 d) Help school in public relations 1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 5 e) Act as liaison for parents to 1 2 3 4 outside agencies 

Part II. The education, training and certification of the elementary 
guidance counselor is the subject of Part II. Indicate on the scale, 
1 - 5, your response to each phrase below by circling the number which 
corresponds to the degree of importance you attach to it. 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

1. not important 2. slightly important 
}.j.. very important 

3. moderately important 
5. essential 

Exar.1ple: All guidance counselors should have training in football. 
<D 2 3 4 5 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

h) 

i) 

j) 

k) 

l) 

m) 

n) 

Revision of State certification requirements 

Elimination of State certification requirements 

Broad liberal arts education 

Broad behavioral sc'ience educati0n 

Strong elementary education prej,)aration 

Strong psychology background 

Strong guidanc:e backgt'oU!ld 

Knowledge of research and statistics 

Educational preparation for parent counseling 

Experience in classroom teaching 

Internship in elementary guidance 
,..- ... ··- / 

Psychometric training 

Flexibility in determining functions 

Membership in area and state co1mselor organizations 

0 ) Master's degree minimum 

p) Pai'ticipati6h in professional improvement activities 

q) List below the courses you feel should be required for 

elementary counselor preparation: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

1 2 

_\. 2 

1 2 

l 2 

1 2 

1 2 

l 2 

l 2 

1 2 

1 2 

l 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

- 4-
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3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 l~ 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 
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r) List any important changes you feel should be made in State certifica

tion la1·1s in Massachusetts~. 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

s) List in rank order 1vhat you consider the necessary functions of the 
elementary guidance counselor: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Part III. On the following questionnaire indicate your perception of the 
role of the school person indicated by ?lacing a cross in the space on the 
7-space sc8le which indicates your response to the wor0s at the opposite 
ends of the scale. 

Example: College professors are 

Poor _:_:_x_:_: __ :_:_:rich 

A. Elementary school principals are: 

1 • unpleasant _: _: _: _: _: _: _ pleasant 

2. strong : : : : : : ,"reak ------·-
3. active _:_: __ :_; __ :_:_passive 

4. honest : : : : : : dishonest -------
5. tense : : : : : : relaxed ---------
6. clean : : : : : : dirty ---------
7. kind : : : : : : cruel ----------
8. friendly _:_: __ :_:_:_:_unfriendly 

9. bad : : : : : : good ---------
1 o. simple _:_:_:_:_:_:_ complex 

11. awful -~-=_:_:_:_:_nice 

12. important : : : : : : unimoorta.nt 
..........---.....~-- . 
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~~------------------

13. aggressive _:_:_:_: __ :_:_defensive 

14. worthless : : : : : : valuable -----------
15. soft : : : : : : hard 

-------~ 

16. fair : : : : : · unfair -------
B. Elementary school guidance counselors are: 

1. unpleasant ___ : ___ : ___ : ___ : ___ : ___ : ___ pleasant 

2. strong 

3. active 

L.. honest 

5. tense 

6. clean 

1. kind 

8. friendly 

9. bad 

10. simple 

11 • 

12. 

13. 

1L.. 

15. 

16. 

awful 

important 

aggressive 

worthless 

soft 

fair 

: : : : : : weak -----·-----
_:_:_:_:_:_:_passive 

: : : : : : dishonest ----------
: : : : : : relaxed --------
: : : : : : dirty -------
: : : : : : cruel ----------

_:_: __ :_:_:_:_unfriendly 

: : : : : : good -----------
: : : : : : complex -------
: : : : : : nice --------
: : : : : : unimportant ------------

___ : ___ : ___ : ___ : ___ : ___ : ___ defensive 

: : : : : : valuable --------
: : : : : : hard -.._ ____ _ 
: : : : : : unfair ---·------

~~!.<I • • • • ' ' ''t.a.?~ ' .. 1 .. • 
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